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Bush meets with Margaret Thatcher
at presidential Camp David retreat
Tonight: Mostly clear and not
as cold. Low 35 to 40. South
wind around 10 mph.
Saturday: Increasing cloudiness with a 40 percent chance of
showers. High near 60. Southwest wind around 10 mph.

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador — Rebels revived a cease-fire
offer after waging an 11-day offensive that turned the capital into a
combat zone, but President Alfredo Cristiani said he believed the
insurgents might attack again.
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia — Alexander Dubcek, champion of the
failed 1968 reform movement, has thrown his support to the resurgent
opposition movement and demanded the resignations of the hard-liners
who ousted him from power.
WASHINGTON — President Bush, in a Thanksgiving message previewing the superpower summit, is urging Soviet President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev to help "bring down the last barriers to a new world of
freedom" and end the Cold War.
SPACE CENTER, Houston — The Discovery astronauts whirled
around Earth today on a hush-hush military mission that began with a
dazzling nighttime launch and is expected to include deployment of a
sophisticated spy satellite.
RESTON, Va. — Eastern Airlines pilots are calling off their sympathy strike and offering to return to work, dealing a stunning blow to
Machinists on strike against the carrier since March.

LOUISVILLE — Joseph Wesbecker's shooting spree at a printing
plant came as "a total surprise" to his psychiatrist, who said his
patient gave no hint of his plans during a visit three days before the
massacre.
FRANKFORT — Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has replaced longtime
state school board member Robert Ruberg of Covington, who had
some clashes with the administration, with gas company executive Joe
Kelly.
PITTSBURGH — Gov. Robert P. Casey says a $4.6 million settlement with Ashland Oil Inc. over a massive fuel spill in January 1988
sends a signal that the state severely will punish polluters.
SANDY HOOK — State officials are faulting the accounting procedures by Elliott County Sheriff Donnie Griffith, but they won't punish
him for spending money paid to his department on himself.

WASHINGTON — President
Bush's meeting with British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher today
comes one week before the U.S.
summit with Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev, as western leaders seek
a united response to the changes in
Eastern Europe.
The prime minister was meeting
with Bush at the presidential Camp
David retreat during a 24-hour trip
scheduled long before the opening
of the Berlin Wall spurred talk of
the possible reunification of East
and West Germany.
Mrs. Thatcher was likely to seek
support for her view that however
dramatically Europe is changing,
the NATO alliance should not lower its guard.
Bush told reporters on Wednesday he planned to seek Mrs.
Thatcher's views on his upcoming
shipboard summit with Gorbachev.
The president, who has been consulting with other Western leaders
in preparation for the meeting off
Malta on Dec. 2 and 3, has said he
plans to stress to Gorbachev that
the United States must act as part
of the Western alliance.
As she left for the airport in
London on Thursday, Mrs. Thatcher told reporters she was "delighted" with Bush's Thanksgiving eve
televised speech in which he
praised Gorbachev's reforms, urged
him to "bring down the last bar-

riers" and end the Cold War, and
promised to support the reforms in
Eastern Europe without taking
adversarial advantage of them.
Bush also promised, "There will
be no surprises sprung on our allies" during the sununit. He offered
the NATO allies assurances that
"no matter how dramatic the
change in Eastern Europe, or in the
Soviet Union itself, the United
States will continue to stand with
our allies and our friends."
Bush meets with NATO leaders
in Brussels following the summit,
and a meeting of the 12-nation
European Economic Community
states follows on Dec. 8-9.
Mrs. Thatcher is effusive in her

praise of Gorbachev — with whom
she has met several times — lauding him as a reformer of courage
and vision. But she is also cautious
about his chances of completing
the revolution he has unleashed.
Therefore, she continues to
advocate a strong NATO and
opposes any changes in the present
lineup of NATO and Warsaw Pact
forces, lest they become ammunition for Gorbachev's hard-line
foes.
Her legislative program for 1990
pledges Britain to uphold its
NATO obligations and "sustain the
United Kingdom's contribution to
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CLINTON, Ky. (AP) — A
Clinton radio dispatcher was
wounded several times early
today by a masked gunman who
entered an ambulance service
building in Hickman County
where the dispatcher was working, police said.
City ambulance and police
dispatcher Judy Gray, 36, was
on duty at about 2:30 a.m. CST
when the man, wearing a ski
mask and coveralls, mired the
building and told her to go with
him, said Trooper Chuck
Robertson of the Kentucky
State Police at Mayfield.
When she refused, Robertson
said, the man rued a shot from
a small-caliber pistol. She got
up, but as the two were going
out the door, she pushed the
man through the door and
attempted to lock it behind him,
the trooper said.
The gunman fired several
shots through the door, wounding Ms. Gray, then fled on foot,
Robertson said. He had not
been apprehended this morning.
Officer Albert Debose of the
Clinton Police Department
arrived and found Ms. Gray.
She was undergoing surgery at
Parkway Regional Hospital in
Fulton, authorities said, and
was listed in stable condition.
Robertson said no motive for
the shooting had been
determined.

Lawmaker asks
superintendent
Brock to rescind
school proposal

PARK CITY, Utah — Ole Christian Furuseth of Norway won his
first World Cup men's giant slalom race of the season after two virtually flawless runs at the Park City Ski Area.
ITAPA RICA, Brazil — Second-seeded American Jay Berger
downed Mark Koevermans of the Netherlands 5-7, 6-4, 6-3, in the
quarterfinals of the $305,000 haparica tennis tournament.
KAIMONCHO, Japan — Naomichi Ozaki of Japan shot a 66 and
led American Larry Mize by one stroke after the first round of the
World Open tournament

NEW YORK — After nine
months of a bitter walkout,
striking Eastern Airlines pilots
voted to end their strike.
The Eastern pilots union voted at a meeting Wednesday in
Reston, Va., to abandon their
picket lines the day after President Bush vetoed legislation that
would have set up a blue-ribbon
congressional commission to
investigate the dispute.

Masked gunman
shoots Clinton
dispatcher then
flees the scene

Christmas shoppers got off to their normal early jump on the buying season Friday morning, crowding
Murray stores and check-out lanes with merchandise. Above, checker Ida Perry runs up the list of purchases by Scott, Doyle and Angie Phifer, from left. Shoppers have 31 days left to Christmas.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Sen. Nelson Allen has asked
state schools Superintendent John
Brock to rescind a proposal that
Allen says would set lower
academic-achievement standards
for poor school districts.
Some critics have maintained
that the plan sends a message that
it is acceptable for students from
poor communities to trail wealthier
districts.
"I have confidence that the state
Board will rescind," said Allen, a
Democrat from Greenup. If they
do not, I will seek and ask for a
bill to be drafted to do away with
the regulation."
He said he asked Brock privately
to rescind the order at a meeting of
the Task Force on Education
Reform. The proposal was
approved by the state school board
earlier this month.
"I said, 'John, rescind that order
or I will do it through legislation,"

Staff photo by Mark Cooper
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Two Sections — 22 Pages
Classifieds
8-9B
Comics
8B
Crosswords
7B
Dear Abby
4B
Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and S a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

Czechoslovakia leaders meet to discuss change
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia —
Communist Party leaders met in
emergency session today to consider major leadership changes in
response to the burgeoning pro.
democracy movement. There were
strong signs of a power struggle.
In a major break with the national leadership, the influential Communist Party in the city of Prague
called for more democracy and
changes in the ruling Politburo as
"the only way out of the present
situation."

Today's Central Committee
meeting came one day after the
biggest rallies in the nation's history. Hundreds of thousands of
protesters marched nationwide
demanding democratic reforms.
Party general secretary Milos
lakes, who has resisted reforms
demanded by increasingly restive
citizenry, was the first official to
speak at today's meeting, the official news agency CTK said without
giving further details.
The demonstrators seek the resignation of lakes, President Gustav
Husak and other leaders associated
with the hard-line policies pursued

since Warsaw Pact tanks snuffed
out Communist reforms in 1968.
Premier Ladislav Adamcc, seen
as a moderate member of the
13-man party Politburo, broke with
years of policy this week by receiving a delegation that included
prominent dissidents leading the
demands Tor reform.
lakes has paid lip service to
reform and adopted some cautious
economic changes since replacing
Husak as party leader in December
1987.
But he and other hard-line members of his Politburo have refused
to join in the kind of political

reform launched by Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev that has produced radical changes in Poland,
Hungary and East Germany.
The strongest hint of an impending leadership shuffle came Thursday from Prague Communist Party
Chief Miroslav Stepan, a member
of the ruling Politburo.
Stepan said today's Central
Committee session would "deal
with personnel issues" that might
affect officials in "the highest positions," the state news agency
CTK reported.
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Saturday work

By DAN LOUDY
Murray Lodger & Times Stall Writer

Matt Weatherly, left, and Rob Carpenter worked on the set for "The
Nutcracker" on a recent Saturday at the Playhouse in the Park. The
two are members of a new Playhouse group formed for middle school
students. -The Nutcracker," featuring 50 members of the Children's
Theatre Company, opens Friday night, Dec. 1, at 7 p.m. in the meeting room at the Calloway County Public Library. Performances continue Dec. 2, at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m., Dec. 3, at 2 p.m., Dec. 8, at 7 p.m.,
Dec. 9, at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m., and Dec. 10 at 2 p.m. For ticket information call the Playhouse at 759-1752.

Army authorities investigate
two deaths at Fort Campbell
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— Army authorities were investigating two deaths at Fort Campbell, one involving a civilian
employee and the other a soldier
who apparently had been shot in
the head.
Maj. Dan Grigson, a public
affairs officer at the fort, said the
soldier was found in a car in the
parking lot of Blanchfield Army

Harker out as director
of waste management
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Don
Harker, director of the state Division of Waste Management since
early 1988, was fired by Natural
Resources Secretary Carl Bradley,
a spokesman said.
Susan Bush, director of permits
irt the Department of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement,
was appointed to replace Harker,
Deputy Natural Resources Secretary John Nichols said Wednesday.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson "had
no role" in Harker's firing,
Nichols said.
"Secretary Bradley exercised his
discretion as secretary of the
(Natural Resources) Cabinet and
notified Don that as of close of
business today his services are no
longer needed," Nichols said.
Nichols decline& to say why
Harker was fired. Neither Bradley
nor Harker could immediately be
reached by telephone.

Local law enforcement officials
reported a quiet Thanksgiving holiday, with no reports listed.
The Murray Fire Department
responded to the day's only local
incident. A car fire was reported at
9:31 a.m. in an alley between 4th
and 6th streets. The fire was confined to the dash area. The owner
used a dry powder extinguisher to
put out the blaze. No injuries were
reported.
An accident Wednesday on U.S.
641 South sent one person to the
hospital. Kentucky State Police
trooper Steven Humphreys said
Pamela Parker, 31, Murray, was
northbound on 641 at 4:15 p.m.
She was stopped waiting for southbound traffic to clear so she could
turn left into a private lot when she
was struck in the rear by a vehicle
driven by Euin Bizzell, 78, Hazel.

Leaders...

Humphreys said Parker was wearing a seat belt and Bizzell was not.
Parker and a passenger, Harvey
Parker, were not injured. Bizzell
was admitted and is being discharged today.
Sometime between 7 p.m. Tuesday and 9 a.m. Wednesday morning, someone broke into West Kentucky Insurance Agency at 302 N.
12th. The report stated that owner
Tony Boyd and his staff left at 5
p.m. Tuesday. Boyd later returned
around 7 p.m. and noticed a door
between two offices open on his
side of building. He told police
later he did not know whether it
had be locked earlier or not. When
he returned Wednesday, he noticed
money and checks were missing.
Officer Melodie Jones said in the
report that entry was gained
through either the north or east
entrance, and there were no signs
of forced entry. Boyd reported
$386.61 in cash and $1,374.26 in
checks were taken.

Bush meets...

(Cont'd from page 1)
The Prague party leadership (Cont'd from page 1)
reiterated Stepan's words in a sepaWestern defense by maintaining
adequate and effective nuclear and
Hospital, on the Tennessee side of rate statement published early
the base, about 7 a.m. CDT today that called for "fundamental conventional forces."
cadre changes" in the Politburo.
The 64-year-old prime minister
Wednesday.
The statement talked of the need
is facing political troubles at home.
Identification of the victim was
Resurgent inflation and criticism of
being withheld pending notification to restore confidence in the party's
her combative leadership style have
of the next of kin, Grigson said. policy by allowing much more
"There was a 20-gauge shotgun democracy within Communist helped push her behind the opposition Labor Party in opinion polls.
recovered at the scene in (the) ranks.
It also called for genuine diaOn Wednesdai, rank-and-file
automobile," said Grigson, who
lawmaker Sir Anthony Meyer
added it was unclear how long the logue, which it termed "a fundamental norm of political lifoain the
announced plans to challenge Mrs.
body had been inside the car.
Thatcher for the leadership of the
An autopsy was planned for the process of democratization."
Today's meeting came one day
Conservative Party — a position
soldier and for Delmus E. Howell,
that has gone to her as a matter of
59, of Big Rock, Tenn., the civilian after hundreds of thousands of peov.orker whose body was discovered ple crowded into Prague's Wence- formality during her 10 years in
by a co-worker in a boiler plant at slas Square and urged party hardoffice.
an old hospital complex Tuesday liners to relinquish power. The ralMeyer conceded he has no
afternoon, Grigson said. The plant ly Thursday drew at least 300,000 chance of success, but said he
supplies heat to parts of the old people, the biggest ever in
hoped to send the prime minister a
hospital that are now used for a Czechoslovakia.
message of disenchantment and
The masses shouted "Shame"
non-commissioned officers
possibly lure a major contender
and "Resign."
academy and guest housing.
into the race if it should go to a
"We will never return to the old
Grigson said Howell was a boiler
second round of voting.
plant operator. He was pronounced system of totalitarian rule," playdead on arrival at Blanchfield wright Vaclav Havel, the country's
best known dissident, told the
Army Hospital.
Howell might have died of an crowd.
"We shall see whether our coun- (Cont'd from page I)
"inhalation problem," which Grigson said also had affected the co- try will reach democracy in a politworker who discovered the man's ical way or whether an isolated said Allen. He said Brock
body, James E. Page of Clarksville, group of sadists will prevail, who responded by saying, "Hi,
Tenn. Page later received treatment want, at any cost, to hide their senator."
Brock said he might recommend
for a breathing disorder at the hos- power and privileges by empty
that
the proposal be re-examined if
words about reform," he said.
pital, Grigson said.
enough
people thought that it was
At
another
rally
that drew tens of
The Criminal Investigations
Division at the fort was investigat- thousands of people in Bratislava, setting a lower level of achieveing both deaths, Grigson said. The ousted leader Alexander Dubcek, ment. He said he could not rescind
plant where Howell died was being whose own attempts at reform were the proposal because it had been
inspectcl by Army environmental, crushed 20 years ago, endorsed the approved by the state school board.
"I know this," said Brock.
safety and engineering teams, he demands for change but warned of
"We're
not lowering standards."
said.
"tragic consequences" if protesthe formula was the best
He
said
ters press too hard.
way to determine which districts
should help by the state Education
Department, which has limited
resources."
A 1986 law requires legislative
review of new state regulations.
"This is why they put a rubber
eraser on pencils," Allen said.
"Hindsight is 20-20. They made a
goof."

Rescind proposal...

Counting
Our
Blessing!!!

BY

Beny
Craig

Pilgrims felt they had much
for which to be thankful in 1621
Imagine a Thanksgiving minus turkey and dressing.
Hold the mashed potatoes, cranberry sauce and NFL football.
Downright un-American? No, the first Thanksgiving 368 years ago.
Everybody knows the story of the English Pilgrims who broke bread
with the Indians at Plymouth, Mass., in 1621. Nobody knows for sure
what they ate or when, but it wasn't just one day in November.
The feast probably started in October, just after the crops were
gathered, and lasted about a week.
Autumn brought a bountiful harvest, thanks to some help from an
Indian named Squanto who showed the Pilgrims how to plant corn and
catch seafood.
Squanto had been captured by an English explorer, taken to England
and returned to America.
He learned to speak English quite well. In fact, he introduced himself
to the Plymouth settlement by asking cheerily, "Hello, English — have
you any beer?"
The first Thanksgiving wasn't specifically a religious holiday. The Pilgrims didn't like religious holidays, not even Christmas.
Families didn't gather individually in their homes for the first Thanksgiving. The festival was a community-wide celebration; eating likely was
outdoors.
Historians say the feast was more like traditional English "harvest
home" celebrations, which had been celebrated for centuries.
Heed the words of a well-known Thanksgiving hymn:"Come ye thankful people, come. Raise the song of harvest home. MI is safely gathered
in, ere the winter storms begin."
Whether the Pilgrims and Indians dined on turkey is anybody's guess.
Records only show that they ate fowl and deer.
Historians suggest the bill of fare also included duck, goose, seafood,
eels, white bread, cornbread, leeks (a milder onion cousin and the national
symbol of Wales), watercress and a variety of greens.
Dessert wasn't pumpkin pie and coffee. It was probably wild plums,
dried berries and maybe hasty pudding.
The Pilgrims felt they had much for which to be thankful in 1621. They
arrived aboard the Mayflower at Plymouth Rock on Dec. 31, 1620.
Winter was severe. Only 44 of the 102 colonists survived. The rest perished from malnutrition, disease and exposure.
But when the Mayflower sailed back to England in the spring, not one
of the survivors left. "It is not with us as with other men, whom small
things can discourage," one Pilgrim said.

Ford, Hopkins hope measure
assists in lock, dam repairs
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
Wendell Ford and Rep. Larry
Hopkins have introduced a bill
designed to strengthen the hand of
the state in its effort to force the
Army Corps of Engineers to make
repairs on several Kentucky River
locks and dams.
The free-standing bill, offered
Tuesday, would force the corps to
comply with a maintenance agreement it entered into with the state
in 1985. Under terms of the agreement, the corps is required to complete major maintenance on the

QUANTUM PERM

The List Would Never End

As this holiday season approaches, we at Happy Holiday Travel,
must look back over the past many, many years and remember all
of you wonderful people and friends with whom we have had the
pleasure of doing business.
We have been so blessed and are continuing to be blessed daily
with customers, to whom we feel a very deep appreciation. We
thank you for your support, loyalty, friendship and for your word
of mouth advertising to your friends and family. Words are not
adequate to express our sincere appreciation to each and everyone
of you, but we are so truly thankful.
We hope for you, our customers and friends, many enjoyable
years ofpleasure with your pontoon boats and other items you have
purchased from Happy Holiday Travel. We encourage you to enjoy
each day to the fullest with those that are important to
you!
Ifwe can be ofany service, please feelfree to give us a call or
drop
by.

Need a new perm for the holidays?
I went to the JCPenney Styling
Salon for a Quantum' perm
With three formulas, it was easy to
choose a style with full-volume
curls and lustrous shine.
Customized curls can make your
holiday look happen;

Again, may we wish you and your loved ones a very healthy,
happy, holiday and may God bless each of you.

Penn price Includes shainetio. stye and col
Professional heir Care products by fesztue. Pad
lalfcheil. Sebastian and End Results Minya
eyellabei Design wraps and lone nee addltionsi
charge Ends Set., November Mb

The McClure's
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.

•00ft* itete:414set 7teuxel

Hwy. 94 East
1
2 miles from Murray on
Located 1/
753-6116
Murray, Ky.

The Styling Salon at jcPenney
No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat 9-6 & Sun. 1-5
C teN1 JCPcommyy Company. Inc

locks and dams before it returns
responsibility of them to the state.
The corps contends it has
already completed the maintenance,
but a lawsuit filed in August by the
state Cabinet for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection
clamed the corps had only performed "that work necessary to
avert actual collapse of the locks
and dams," which were constructed in the late 1800's and early part of this century.
The locks and dams provide
water to 400,000 Kentuckians,
according to the cabinet. They are
located on a stretch of the Kentucky River from the LawrenceburgVersailles area to near Heidelberg
in Lee County.
A court decision was expected
early next year on whether the
corps has done adequate work on
the locks and dams and the bill, if
approved by Congress, would be
effective only if the decision is in
the state's favor.
"If the court decides they
haven't complied with the agreement, then this legislation will
ensure that it gets done before
those dams get turned over to the
state," said Hopkins.
"Kentucky citizens are dependent upon these locks and dams for
their water supply," Ford said,
"and they are finding out that the
rug is about to be pulled out from
under them."

Cooper renamed
to medical
advisory group
Bennie L. Cooper of Murray has
been reappointed to the Emergency
Medical Services Advisory Committee by Cabinet for Human
Resources Secretary Harry J.
Cowherd, M.D.
Cooper will serve a three-year
term as a representative of certified
emergency medical technician
instructors.
The Emergency Medical Services Advisory Committee advises
cabinet administrators on issues
relating to the development,
impkmentation and maintenance of
a statewide emergency medical services system.
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Red Square pilot linked to stabbing incident

HAMBURG, West Germany
(AP) - Mathias Rust, the young
West German who landed his
single-engine plane in Moscow's

Red Square, has been accused of
stabbing a nurse who resisted when
he tried to kiss her, authorities
said.

Help for Need Line
a.

;e

-

Rust, who spent more than a
year iruprisoned in the Soviet
Union aft& he flew his plane pit
Soviet air defenses, turned himself
in Thursday two hours after fleeing
a Hamburg-area hospital, police
said.
The 21-year-old was working
there as an orderly under the federal Civilian Service, a pacifist alternative to compulsory military service in West Germany, police said.
According to police, Rust pulled
an 18-year-old student nurse into a

hospital changing room, locked the other details.
door, and tried to kiss her. When
Rust captured international headshe resisted, she was stabbed twice lines after
his dramatic feat on May
in the stomach, police said.
28, 1987, when he piloted a borRust fled the hospital after the rowed Cessna
across more than 500
incident shortly after 2 p.m., but miles of
heavily
defended Soviet
called police at 4:30 p.m. and was terntory.
then taken into custody. He was
His stunt triggered a shakeup in
not immediately charged.
the Soviet Defense Ministry. He
Newspapers reported today that was sentenced
in September 1987
the teen-ager underwent surgery to serve
four
years
in prison after a
and described her condition as
conviction for violating internaserious.
tional air safety regulations, illegal
Authorities declined to provide entry
into the Soviet Union and

malicious hooliganism.
However, Soviet authorities pardoned him in August 1988 and
expelled him to his home in West
Germany.
He said in an interview this year
that he chose the Civilian Service
because he was opposed to
violence.

Read the
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Most Stores Open 9:00 a.m. Until Late

Friday, November 24 and Saturday, November 25
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Volunteer members of Murray's 614th M.P. Co. of the Kentucky
National Guard recently pitched in to help collect more than $2,000
worth of foodstuff for Need Line for the Thanksgiving holiday. Picturefrwith the donated food are, from left, Sgt. J. Geurin, staff Sgt.
Eddie Dillon, Sgt. Jimmie Tubbs, Ted Arant and Sgt. Ronnie England. Not pictured are Staff Sgt. Wayne Marshall and volunteer driver Pam Shay. Need Line with offices at 209 Maple St., Murray, is a
service organization designed to meet the immediate emergency needs
of citizens of the city and county.
Staff photo by Mart Cooper
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Full-Size VHS HQ Camcorder-Just
Point and Shoot

Easy-to-Use Computer
For Home or School

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE!

Save $300

89900

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
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Study today's layout to see if you
can find a way to avoid taking the
club finesse. If it looks too complicated, remember which opponent
did all the bidding.
West plays two high spades and
continues with a third when East
plays high-low. Dummy ruffs with
the jack to prevent an overruff, and
South cashes the ace and queen of
trumps. How should South continue
to avoid the loss of one trick in each
minor?

MID

The first step is to lead a low diamond toward dummy's queen. If
West takes his ace, the rest is easy.
South can then discard his low club
on dummy's diamond queen.
West ducks as he should, and
dummy's diamond queen wins.
What next? South should return to
his hand via the trump nine to cash
his jack of spades, discarding a diamond from dummy. Finally South
surrenders his diamond king to
West's ace, but it's a gift from the
Greeks. West has no safe exit and
must offer either a free finesse or a
ruff and discard.
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Capture Christmas memories' Features auto focus, iris and white balance. 6-1 zoom lens. macrofocus 3 lux With AC adapter/charger, rechargeable battery. A/V output cable and RF converter. #16-802

On-screen prompts make setting the
14-day/6-event timer easy. HO VHS
#16-510 Remote batteries extra
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Security code prevents other cordless
phones from using your line #43-544

Perfect for apartment or dorm 8" woofer, 2'12"
tweeter. Walnut finish #40-4036
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Shop Our Electronic Toyland for These Big Values!
Radio-Controlled Ferrari

ANSWER: Three diamonds. Raise
now,allowing future bidding to flow
much more easily.

2-Speed RC Turbo Z Racer

RC Fire Boat With Working
Water Cannon
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Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed.

stamped envelope for reply

2995
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Use high gear for speed, low for extra offroad power 49 MHz #60-4037 Batteries extra

Radio-Controlled Racers

11 5 to 5995

Batteries ex t a

1) Lamborghini. Sleek' With airfoil
27 MHz #60-4051
11.95
(2) Off-Road Aero Buggy. Spring
suspension 49 MHz.
#60-4073
34.95
(3) White Tiger Turbo Two speeds
Requires #23-230 battery pack. 27
MHz #60-4038
69.95

Put out "fires- on the high seas 27 MHz
#60-4072 Batteries extra

,1 Battery-Operated Toys and Games

Ole

it
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•

•
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(2)
•

as
Ao„sr-seen
on TV

299 to 79
8a„fies
Wire-Controlled 4 x 4. #60-2361
. 3.99
Stress Eliminator. #60-2214
. 7.95
Fun Flashlight #60-2289
. 2.99
Wire-Controlled Jet. #60-2305
5.95
Fire Chief Helmet. Siren and rotating light
*60-3005
7.99
Draw Poker Game. #60-2351
6.95

Kids Love Our Unique Novelty Radios Pocket Games and Teaching Toy
rseen
as
s:sen o%
Wat' asnei,

Proceeds to benefit the
Academic Showcase.

rini)

95 to 7195

Ns. &

Cornpan

Battery ex1,a

Retail value should exceed $300.

Mickey Mouse AN. Controls are hidden in
his ears $12-909
8.95
Fluffy Cat AM/FM. The "purrfect" pet for
any child Cuddly friend with built-in radio.
Easy-to-use controls #12-996
21.95
Mickey's Armchair AM. Musical armchair
will be sure to please' #12-910
12.95

Items and you business will be mentioned on TV and
in the Lexington Herald-Leader.
Since 1985. the Sweet Sixteen Academic Showcase
has awarded over $275,000 in scholarships to 255
talented Kentucky high School students.
Last year's auction raised over $95,000 with the heip
of over 320 volunteers.

(606)258-3026

Month •

Enjoy superb digital stereo on-the-go'
Programmable memory plays up to 16
selections in any order you choose
#42-5011 Batteries headphones extra

Desk/Wall Cordless Telephone

Sounds as Good as It Looks!

11-24-B

Call
To Donate An Item.

95
o
6
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S
e
s

i
v

Floor/Shelf 2-Way Speaker

seen
on TV

10

,314

Low As $tS Per

Reg.
349.95

Low As $15
Per Month•

Authentic styling. Multifunction wireless remote. 27 MHz. #60-4034 Batter,es extra

4

5995
Reg219
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South
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The 9rpdll
a e your war u on O the
Acalenic Sh
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lb be broadcast
Live Wednesday. Jan. 24j990.

Come in for a DeskMate
Demonstration and Get a
Certificate Good for 153
/
4
Off Any DeskMate Software!

69895

9QR00

BID WITH THE ACES

1

With CM-5 Color
Separate
Monitor Reg
Items 998 95

Save $6195

••=1•1•MI•11•

Opening lead: Spade king

South

MS-DOS' is built in-just power up
and rug! PC software compatible With
PersOrThl DeskMate 2." #25-1053

Remote On-Screen-Programming VCR Portable Compact Disc Player Cut 27%
041P

4 A K 1094
'4
•A J 9
•K 10 8 2
North
2

as
seen
TV

MS-DOS hcensed from Microsoft Corp

+9743

SOUTH
•J 7 5 2
V A Q976
•K 6
A5
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: West
The bidding:
West
North
East
1+
Pass
Pass
Dbl.
3
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Monitor extra

Low As $20 Pee Month•

• High-Speed Shutter
• Includes Hardcase

EAST
46 3
•10 2
•10 8 5 4 3

CIIP•s•jb

01) Reg.
899.00

Low As $45 Per Month -

"Genius is the ability to reduce the
complicated to the simple''
- C.W. Ceram.

TANDY
1000 HX

Save On Our Colorful Flavoradioe
is

AM/FM, Cut 26%. 2'/?"
speaker. earphone Reg
11 95 Strawberry, #12-720
Blueberry,
st12-721
Sale Each 8.88

795 to 1295

nej

(21

(1) LCD Space Rescue Game. Fly your own
spaceship' #60-2229
7.95
(2) Sale! Pocket LCD Highway Game. 31%
Off. Save the hitchhiker Reg 12.95
#60-2222
Sale 8.95
(3) Show 'n Learn. Teaches kids four and
up about colors, shapes, math, puzzles and
other basics Batteries extra
*60-2328
12.95

Sale! Melody Maker

AM. Cut 28%. Reg 6 95
Blackberry, #12-201 Blueberry, #12-202 Strawberry.
4#12-203
Sale Each 4.99

(1)

•
•

NISMINO
--Th

(3)

Sale! Illuma-Storm

Cut
$40

Bananas extra

Batteries extra

25% 9(195
Off '
'
1 :9•15 7995

Bike Radio Cut 20%
Archer Road Patrol'. With horn,
built-in 3" safety reflector Removes easily AM/FM Reg
24.95. #12-200
Sale WU

Rog
119.95

504•0,

TV

Ideal for the aspirin musician
on your lat. #42abwoms ..tra

Lightning display responds to
voice or touch #42-3035

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/batik Store or Dealer Nearest You Most Major
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PERSPECTIVE
Today In History
Today is Friday, Nov. 24, the 328th day of 1989. There are 37 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 24, 1859, British naturalist Charles Darwin published "On the
Origin of Species," a paper in which he explained his theory of evolution
through the process of natural selection.
On this date:
In 1784, Zachary Taylor, the 12th president of the United States, was
born in Orange County, Va.
Today's Birthdays: Producer-writer Carson Karlin is 77. Actor Howard
Duff is 72. Columnist William F. Buckley is 64. White House spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater is 47.
Thought for Today: "In the United States, there is more space where
nobody is than where anybody is. This is what makes America what it
is." — Gertrude Stein, American author (1874-1946).
— By The Assesclated Press

Letters To The Editor

Relatives appreciated
care after LBL incident

i

Dear Editor:
On behalf of the entire Byrne
Family, especially Eddie and Tony,
I'd like to expres%our gratitude for
all of the care my brothers and our
extended family received in the
aftermath of the violent shooting at
LBL on October 29th. Special
thanks to Drs. R.E. Blalock and
Charles Tucker, the superb ICU
staff, Chaplain Reita Moody, all
the support staff at MurrayCalloway Co. Hospital, as well as
Churches of every denomination
ho prayed with and for us.
There are no words to adequately, convey our lifelong debt to Barbara and Darrell Crass of South
Fu!to- who stopped on the highway
amidst gunfire to rescue Tony and
send help back for Eddie. Their

courage is the reason my brothers
are home again in Owensboro with
their spouses and 71/2 children.
They are improving daily. Tony
will be permitted to return to his
job as an accountant part-time next
week; Eddie will need another 6-8
weeks before he can resume his
foreman duties at an aluminim
plant.
At this Thanksgiving season, our
complete family will be rejoicing
in the gift of life that has been bestowed upon us, and giving thanks
for our many beautiful friends.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

A look says it all: it's not Dad's car
Thanks to the magic of the
"mute" button on my TV remote
control, I don't listen to many
commercials.
But one that snuck through
recently was by Oldsmobile. The
offspring of some aging celebrity is
seen whizzing happily along in a
new Oldsmobile. Then the slogan
I stook back and looked at it. It
comes on. Something to the effect
that this isn't your father's Old- didn't look like a Buick. It looked
like ... Well, I'm not sure what it
smobile, it is your Oldsmobile.
looked like. It looked like most
The message is obvious. The other cars.
Olds is no longer a fuddy-duddy
Now, there was a time I would
car for fuddy-duddies. It is new! It have known instantly that a Buick
is young! It is with it!
was a Buick.
I can't argue with the basic
It would have had a big, brawny
theme, that this is not your father's appearance. In the fenders would
Oldsmobile, because it obviously
have been portholes. The portholes
isn't.
were
useless, since the Buick did
One of the reasons it isn't your
travel
not
by sea. But they were
father's Oldsmobile — which
means my generation's Olds, or my part of the Buick's image. They
father's generations's Olds — is seemed to say: "This is a big boat,
_that if I saw one at the curb, I baby."
My friend's modern Buick rode
wouldn't know what it was unless I
nicely, and the dashboard was
looked at the label.
speckled with all sorts of twinkling
Like most American cars, it digital doodads. But it didn't have
looks like the next American car, the big brute feeling of the porthole
which looks like the next and the Buicks. For all I know, I could
next and the next.
have been riding in an Oldsmobile
A few days ago, I was getting a (yours, not your father's). Or a
lift from a friend. As he was Chevy or a whatever. I can't tell
unlocking the door, I asked what one from the other.
kind of car it was.
I've glanced at cars and wonHe gave a model name. I still dered what they were. And, on
didn't know what that meant. So he closer inspection, I've been amazed
said: "It is a Buick."
to find that I was looking at a

Cadillac.
Now, if there was any hard and
unshakable rule in past American
auto-owning life, it was that a
Cadillac was instantly recognizable
as a Cadillac. That was the main
purpose of owning a Caddy, so you
could tell your fellow man, especially your fellow man who was
driving a less expensive car "Look
at me, chump, I got the bucks, I'm
big heat, and this car says so."
So to all those giddy young celebrity children in their modern Oldsmobiles, not their fathers', I say:
"At least you knew your father's
Oldsmobile was an Oldsmobile and
not a Sukiyaki."
And that, I think, is one of the
problems that the American auto
industry has brought upon itself. It
no longer makes cars that don't
look like each other.
So I have a suggestion for Ford,
GM, and Chrysler. Dig into your
files and look at your old designs.
Look at that glitz, those brawny
fenders, those swooping tail fins,
the portholes, the fierce, shark's
teeth-grilles.
Look, for example, at the original Mustang. People are willing to
spend a fortune today for a wellconditioned old Mustang. Why?
Because it looked good then, it
looks good now, and there was no
mistaking what it was. The same
can be said about the early
Thunderbirds.

So why not make Mustangs that
look like the early Mustangs, since
they looked much better than
today's Mustangs? Or Thunderbirds or Buicks? I guarantee that,
given a choice, anyone with an
ounce of taste would prefer a 1950s
Olds to that thing zipping across
my TV screen.
I don't care if 4. big tail fins on
a Caddy were useTess. I liked them.
You could sit behind the wheel,
stick a big cigar in your mouth, and
seem to be saying: "Hi, there, poor
folks. See what you can have if
you hustle, lie and cheat your way
to riches, as I did?" The vision
encouraged ambition and free
enterprise.
Look in the classified car ads.
There is a huge section devoted to
"your father's" Oldsmobile, Buick,
1-Bird, Mustang and all the other
cars of distinction that have been
restored. Many of them cost far
more than they did when they were
new.
I doubt if there will be such ads
20 years from now for many of the
faceless, characterless, clones on
today's highways.
So I offer Oldsmobile a challenge. Put your "today" car in the
commercial. Then put a 1950s "98"
or an "88" next to ii
Do that, and your ad agency will
be writing a ditty that goes: "I want
a car just like the car that carried
good old dad."

at home of Mrs. C.W. Waldrop.
Forty years ago
Betty June West, Letitia Maupin,
Mary Ann Underwood, William
Smith, Clegg Austin, Pat Darnell
and Robert Glin Jeffrey, seniors at
Murray High School, have been
named to 1949-50 National High
School Register, according to W.B.
Moser, principal.

are Kathleen Gibbs, Jerry Williams, John Stanley Shelton, Hannah Prydatkevytch, William Mason
Johnson and Hazel Ellers.
Senator and Mrs. George E.
Overbey attended a three-day prclegislative conference at Cumberland Falls State Park, Corbin.
Mrs. Charlie Crawford and Mrs.
Ottis Pauon presented a lesson on
"Selection and Use of Accessories"
at a meeting of North Murray
Homemakers Club at the Patton
home.

illics,011301e.
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Sincerely,
Sister Elaine Byrne
P.O. Box #514
LaCenter, Ky. 42056

Keeling: Abortion a sin
Dear Editor:
I am one who believes that abortion is a sin, and I further believe
that if public funds, tax monies, are
allowed to be used to fund abortions, we taxpayers find ourselves
in a position very similar of that of
one who furnishes the means for
another to commit a crime, however unwilling we may be.
Holding this view, I appreciate
and applaud the recent action of
President Bush as he vetoes legislation which included public funding

for abortion.
At a time when in many areas it
is now illegal to picket entrances to
abortion clinics, I think it is important that we who hold these views,
speak up and give encouragement
to those few elected officials who
dare stand against this deplorable
sin of abortion.
Thank You,
James E. Keeling
Route 1, Box 148
Dexter, Ky. 42036

Lawmen commended
for local drug arrests
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge a "JOB
WELL DONE" to Joe Pat Cohoon
and all law enforcement that was
involved in the recent undercover
operation to obtain arrest warrants
for the 20 individuals for their
alleged marijuana and cocaine trafficking in Calloway County.
As Mr. Cohoon stated, "These
people were street level dealers and
the local contacts for the people
who were addicted and needed a
fix." These are the dealers that the
teenagers are able to purchase marijuana and other chemicals from.
Citizens of Calloway County
need to recognize that there is a
drug problem in Calloway County
and support every effort to eliminate the use of these chemicals by
supporting our law enforcement in
eliminating illegal drugs in our
county, in geuing these type street
dealers out of circulation and by

giving the court system a signal
that citizens are fed up with our
children dropping out or being
thrown out of school because of the
use of marijuana and other chemicals and the dealers being turned
back out on the streets after being
in court.
The laws are written in the state
laws to handle drug related
offenses. The court system only
needs to enforce these laws and we
as citizens can encourage the laws
to be obeyed.
The Calloway County Court System can send a signal to drug
offenders that Calloway County is
not and will not continue to permit
drug offenses in our county.
Again, GREAT WORK, Mr.
Cohoon and all law enforcement
involved.
Sincerely,
Jackie Brandon
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
The home and contents of Warren and Renee McDougal at Kirkscy were destroyed by fire on Nov.
20.
Renovation of Murray State University's historic Wrather Hall for
conversion for a museum has
started. The cost will be
$1,021,235.
Richard Workman, son of Fred
Workman and the late Mrs. Susie
Workman, will be ordained to the
ministry on Nov. 25 at First Baptist
Church, Murray.
Debra Jo Thomason and Glen
Wilson Gibbs were married in an
early fall wedding at Murray
Woman's Club House.
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Twenty years ago
Master Chief Boatswain's Mate
James R. Goodson, USN, is serving
aboard guided missile light cruiser,
USS Galveston, at San Diego,
Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Erwin will
be married for 50 years on Nov.
29.
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Lone Oak Purple Flash
in opening basketball game of season. High team scorers were Darrell Cleaver for Calloway and Larry Knott for Lone Oak.
Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of
Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation at Murray State University, spoke about
construction of new Stewart Stadium at a meeting of Murray
Optimist Club.
Thirty years ago
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield presented a flag of United
States to Murray Hospital Administrator Bernard C. Harvey. The flag
with 49 stars is one that has flown
over the U.S. Capitol in Washington, D.C. The next official flag of
the nation will have 50 stars and
will be flown on July 4, 1960.
Murray State College Head
Basketball Coach Cal Luther spoke
at a meeting of Murray Rotary
Club at Murray Woman's Club
House. He was introduced by
Chuck Shuffett.
Dr. Don Hughes, son of Mr. and
Mrs. A.L. Hughes of Murray, is
doing his interneship at Charity
Hospital, New Orleans, La.
Mrs. George Hart spoke about
"Historical Places" at a meeting of
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
Daughters of American Revolution

Murray State students from Murray named for the cast of Campus
Lights to be March 23, 24 and 25
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address and phone number must be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Letters must not be more than 500 words. Longer letters cannot be
published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: Editor, The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42471
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Keranakis and Phillips vows solemnized Imes and Ross

Ms. Daune Williams Keranakis
and James Frank Phillips were
married Saturday, Oct. 14, at 2
p.m. at Sharon Baptist Church,
Oxford, N.C.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Lelia Blackwell Williams and the
late Roy Williams of Oxford. She
is a self-employed farmer.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Coil Phillips of Murray. He is
a USDA Tobacco Grader.
Dr. Kurt Richardson, former
interim pastor of the church, officiated at the double ring ceremony.
Musicians were Theresa Keranakis Jones, daughter of the bride,
pianist, and Bradley Johnson Jones
and Winfree Frazier Keranakis,
vocalists.
The couple exchanged vows
before a background of greenery
floor baskets centered around a
15-branch arched candelabrum.
Two nine-branched tree candelabra
were on each side. A unity candelabrum was on the left side of the
altar.
The bride, escorted by her son,
William Darrell Keranakis, wore an
icy blue tea-length gown with lace
embroidery, accented with a white
lace and pearl woven hairpiece.
She carried a cascade bouquet of
white roses.
Mrs. Letty Williams Morris of
Virgilina, Va., sister of the bride,
was matron of honor. She wore a
sequel pink laced tea-length dress
with a matching bouquet.
Kelly Matina Jones, Rt. 6,
Oxford, granddaughter of the bride,
was the maid of honor. She wore a
multiple pasteled flowered dress
and carried a matching bouquet.
The flower girl was Jessica Lynn
Keranakis, RL 1, Oxford, granddaughter of the bride. She wore a
dress like the maid of honor and
carried a white wicker basket of
rose petals.
James Frank (Skip) Phillips Jr.,
Murray, son of the groom, was best
man. Groomsmen were William
Darrell Keranakis, son of the bride,
Samuel H. (Sam) Mason, son-inlaw of the bride, and James Frank
(Jay) Phillips III, grandson of the
groom.
Ushers were Wayne Morris of
Virgilina, Va., and Jimmy Dale
Erwin of Murray. Jason Bradley
Jones, Rt. 6, Oxford, grandson of
the bride, was ring bearer.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth C. Imes
of Murray announce the approaching marriage of their daughter,
Mary Wallace, to Todd Orlando
Ross, son of Dean Ross and Molly
Ross, also of Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday,
Dec. 30, at 10:30 a.m. at Hardin
Baptist Church, Hardin.
A brunch-reception will immediately follow in the fellowship hall
of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend both the wedding
and the reception. Only out-oftown invitations will be sent.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Maxine Beale and
the late Joe Rob Beale, and of
Charles and Martha Farris, and the
late John Richard Imes, all of
Murray.
She is the great-granddaughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Ronald W.
Churchill and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Lampkins Sr., all of
Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of N.C. and Ruth Eddings of Lincoln, Ill., and Walter 0. and
Katherine Ross of Lebanon, Ind.
Terry Keranakis Mason, daughter of the bride, registered guests.
Patricia Sue Phillips of Murray,
daughter of the groom, distributed
wedding bulletins.
Mrs. Lelia Blackwell Williams,
mother of the bride, wore a beige
satin dress with a white tamation
corsage.
A ceremony, hosted by the bride
and groom, followed in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
The table was centered with an
arrangement of mixed roses. Other
floral arrangements were used
throughout the hall. The open fountain two-tiered wedding cake was
served along with punch, mints,
country ham biscuits, dip, crackers,
etc.
The children of the bride, Theresa, Darrell and Terry, welcomed
the guests.
Assisting in entertaining were
Wilma Owens, Vivian Morris
Broach, Violet B. Coats, Effie Keranakis Barbee, Barbara B. Wilson,
Shelby Dixon, Ruth Huff, Gertrude
Daniel, Irma Williams, Elsie Lee

Denny and Kelly Matina Jones.
Rice bags and matches were
given by Michelle Ann Keranakis,
Jessica Lynn Keranakis, Jason
Bradley Jones, Jessica Rae Phillips,
Christina Barbee and Lelia Nichole
Cothran.
The wedding and reception were
directed by Lisa Morris Long of
Virgilina, Va., niece of the bride.
The couOle is residing at RL 1,
Oxford, N.C.
Out-of-town guests included
Kim Phillips, John Foster, Clotcal
Coles, aunt of the groom, Hara
Keranakis, Jerry Farmer, James and
Enice Slayton, Hense and Mary
West, Mollie Hanchey, Robert and
Martha Livingston, Judy W. Dulaney, Carl and Arneida Elliott, Dean
and Fairy Lee Coffey, Betty Coats,
Mittie and Jack Cole, Rose Wilson,
Lynette Frazier, Woodrow and
Maxine Currin, and Richard
Barbee.
The bridal couple hosted a
rehearsal dinner at the bride's
home. About 35 persons were
present.

Mary Wallace Imes and
Todd Orlando Ross to marry

Skin, hair, nails need to be winterized

By TOWN & COUNTRY
nails crack in cold weather, Chica- a cream, as powder tends to look a
A Hearst Magazine
go manicurist Ilisa Green said:
little chalky. But avoid putting too
For AP Newsfeatures
"I suggest that once a week they much color on your forehead, nose
Women nee&to winterize their
soak all their fingers in warm olive and chin. Outside the cold conskin, hair and nails to protect them
or castor oil, then open a vitamin E stricts the blood vessels, and comfrom harsh weather.
capsule and rub it on the cuticles. ing into a hot room makes them
Fall marks the start of a season,
"After applying a moisturizer to dilate - so the skin turns naturally
according to an article in the curthe hands, slip on a pair of thin pinker.
rent issue of Town & Country, surgical gloves for about half an
Also, be wary of mascaras that
when you are exposed to cold dry
hour. Once every two months, buff contain little particles to thicken
air outdoors and hot dry air
the nails before applying polish. the lashes. The wind can cause the
indoors.
This helps them hold the enamel flakes to float into your eyes.
This not only dries the complexpolish and keeps them from splition, but it turns hair limp and lifeting underneath. Also, always keep
less and makes even the hardest
a base coat on your nails."
nails as brittle as a frozen branch in
She advised using polishes that
December.
do not contain drying
"In the fall and winter, everyformaldehyde.
one's skin becomes dehydrated, as
The most common cold weather
the combination of cold and lack of lament about hair is luckluster
Monday-Friday
humidity causes the skin's moisture
locks, said Barja Cau, a New York
9:00
a.m.-8:00 p.m.
to evaporate very quickly," said
colorist, who added:
Wade Levin, an aesthetician and
Saturday
"In winter I use a non-peroxide,
director of skin care therapies at a clear color just to add shine and
9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
new spa and fitness resort to open
body to the hair, which usually
Sunday
soon near Toronto.
turns drab because there's little sun
1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Her advice: "As the weather to keep it sparkling. I also feel that
Austin, Fern Terrace Lodge, begins to turn cool, start increasing it's a great mood elevater to go a
your intake of water. Coffee, tea or little lighter in winter."
Mayfield;
sodas won't do the trick."
diet
Celebrity colorist Bryant
Mrs. Thelma Forrest, Paris Mansuggested drinking six to Renfroe added:
She
or Nursing Home, Paris, Tenn.;
"In the winter, each hair strand
Mrs. Martha Howard, RL 1, Box eight glasses of purified water a
day. Add a few drops of liquid shrinks because there is no humidi86, Cottage Grove, Tenn.
chlorophyll to one of them for ty to swell it up. Light perms are
extra cleansing.
great to give hair support. Change
Levin stressed the importance of shampoos and switch from a heavy
nourishing the skin, saying: "One conditioner to a cream rinse to premust look for products with ingre- vent build-up that could weigh the
dients that bind moisture, like hya- hair down."
HONG KONG (AP) - A wall
has fallen in the world of beauty as luronic acid and elastin.
As for makeup, in colder
a 24-year-old Polish student was
"You can make your cream even months, go from a powder blush to
crowned Miss World 1989, becom- more effective in helping skin stay
ing the first Eastern European to
moist by mixing it with a few
win the title.
drops of pure essential oils, which
Aneta Kreglicka was crowned
are not really oils but highly dise
Wednesday by last year's winner, tilled plant extracts. Never apply a
,•
NPutA
•
Linda Petursdottier of Iceland.
pure oil directly to the skin. It
y,
•
N,
The blonde, blue-eyed Kreglicka should be blended with a moistur•
also won the Miss Europe title for izer. Three excellent oils for the
Y.,
•
contestants from the continent.
face are neroli, geranium and
•
The 5-foot-71/4-inch Kreglicka, rose."
•
.•
who said her hobbies included
She recommended a program of
•
Y,
gymnastics and and jazz dancing, facials and weekly exfoliation_
•
•
received about $47,435 in cash.
V/
For women who complain their
Complete Line of Replica Toys
•

Hospital lists newborn and dismissals
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals for
Wednesday, Nov. 22. No newborn
admissions were listed.
Dismissalos
Fiorest Shoulders, Rt. 4, Box
382, Murray; Mrs. Annie Vaughn,
905 Pogue, Murray; Lawrence
Wheeler, Rt. 8, Box 900, Murray;
Mrs. Audis Gooch, Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Patricia Gamble, Rt. 3,
Box 19, Benton; Mrs. Griselda
Morgan, Rt. 6, Box 296, Murray;
Mrs. Latricia Adams, Rt. 1, Box
92B, Murray; Mrs. Eva Freeman,
RL 1, Hardin; Miss Lori Hudson,
and baby girl, 420 Jones, Paris,
Tenn.;
Eurie Colson, Rt. 3, Box 389,
Murray; Edward Oakley, Box 71,
Wingo; James Rose, Rt. 3, Box
406, Calvert City;
Mrs. Mosetta Morris , 404 Bates,
South Fulton, Tenn.; Robert Cunningham, 805 North 17th St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Charlotte Stubblefield, 107
South Eighth St., Murray; Mrs.
Kay Smith, Box 194, New
Concord;

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday, Nov. 23,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Higgins baby girl, parents, Debra
and Robert, Rt. 1, Box 105,
Arlington.
Dismissals
Mrs. Glenda Seaford and baby
boy, Rt. 3, Box 90A, Benton; Mrs.
Elisa Puckett and baby boy, 1506
Joe Creason Dr., Benton;
Mrs. Thelma Nanny, 2002 Coldwater Rd., Murray; Charles Jones,
Rt. 3, Box 363, Murray; Mrs. Linda Fristoe, 702 Goodman, Murray;
Miss Natalie Mitchell, No. 2
Dill's Trailer Ct., Murray; Charles
Raines, 501 Vine Si., Murray; Thomas Vance, 727 Riley CL, Murray;
Hafford Robinson, Ri 1, Box
738, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Anna

Polish student is
Miss World 1989

John Deere®
Under Your Tree!
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Served with a roll or cornbread & a choice
of three home-cooked vegetables
No Passes or Bargain Night
For Harlem Nights or
Back to the Future 2!
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FANNY RESTAURANTS

No One Brings More To The Table
Limited time offer.

Mon.- Fri. from 4 p.m.. Sat. & Sun. from 11 a.m.
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Raine
Day
By R3inev Apper)n
Phyllis George Brown, former
first lady of Kentucky, has written
a book of contemporary craftspeo-

ple in Kentucky, and this pretty
book would make a wonderful
Christmas present.
• • •

Phyllis George, author of "Kentucky Crafts," published by Crown
Publishers 1989, is pictured in a photo by William Strode.

LEE
Jewelers

New York City. She is chairman
In Phyllis's own words, "Kenemeritus of the Kentucky Art and
tucky craft is a living tradition. I
Craft Foundation and divides her
am proud to be able to introduce to
time between her business, volunyou some of the hearts and hands
teer work, and promoting the arts
behind the works of art known as
and crafts of Kentucky.
Kentucky Crafts."
• • •
Phyllis resides in Lexington,
Ky., at her 169-year-old farm,
Forty-eight artisans are included
Cave Hill Place, with her husband
in the book and Murray State University's own Harry Furches is one, and their two children.
• • •
who is featured.
The crafts movement throughout
The decision of who would be
America is still gaining momenincluded was made by Crown
tum. Crafts fairs are becoming
Publishers of New York City and
the Louisville-based Kentucky Art annual events and are spreading
throughout the country. In Kenand Craft Foundation, which worktucky alone the crafts industry has
ed with Phyllis in compiling the
become a $20 million business.
list.
Along with the opening of the
Phyllis does a short introduction
new American Craft Museum in
of Harry, and then he talks of his
New York in 1986, and the growlove for metalsmithing, how he
does it, and what his plans for the ing number of fine-art galleries
future are. "Kentucky Crafts" is showing crafts in major cities, regional artists and craftspeople are
just very good reading.
My only disappointment is that gaining recognition nationwide.
Crafts have become art that you
more Murray-Calloway County
can live with. They are as likely to
artists weren't included.
• • •
turn up on a coffee table in the
Author Phyllis George, a native form of baskets or painted gourds
as they are to be in the dining
of Denton, Texas, was crowned
room, in the form of a pumpkinMiss America in 1971.
In 1979 she married John Y. shaped teapot or pewter
Brown Jr., a prominent Kentucky candleholders.
businessman and entrepreneur —
"The most beautiful thing about
the whole crafts story," says Phyland cofounder of Kentucky Fried
Chicken. It was during her hus- lis, "is that all we had to do was
band's campaign for governor in crack the door open — the crafts
1979 that Phyllis became interested and the wonderful people who
in the arts and crafts of Kentucky. made them sold themselves every
In addition to performing her time."
• • •
duties as the First Lady of Kentucky, maintaining a household and
Another exciting event is in
progress for our Kentucky artists.
raising two children, Lincoln, now
Lanette Thurman of Murray,
nine, and Pamela, six, Phyllis continued to commute to New York on who is serving as chairman for the
weekends to host "The NFL Kentucky Department of the Arts,
along with The Kentucky-Ecuador
Today" from 1979 to 1983.
In 1981, as a tribute to the Partners of the Americas, the Kingcraftspeople of Kentucky, Phyllis man Foundation for the Arts, and
started the Kentucky Art and Craft the Embassy of the United States
Foundation, a nonprofit gallery that of America, has put together an
sells works by Kentucky artists and invitation exhibition of paintings
is based in Louisville. Phyllis her- by 43 Kentucky artists.
Included in this exhibition of
self has amassed an enormous personal collectiou and her quilts recent paintings by artists are:
Robert Head, Dale Leys and- Joy
number one hundred.
She spent the summer of 1988 Thomas, all of Murray and Callotraveling through the hills and hol- way County.
This exhibit will run from Nov.
lows of Kentucky interviewing the
craftspeople who appear in "Ken- 22 through Dec. 23 at the Kingman
tucky Crafts."
Foundation Gallery in Quito,
On Oct 18 of this year, Phyllis atador.
was honorary chairman of the
Speaking of Christmas presents,
Museum of American Folk Art's wouldn't that trip make a nice
Fall Antique Show at the pier in Christmas vacation???

Custom-Made Jewelry
Is More Than A Dream

Order Now!!
See Our Selection Of
Musical Jewelry Boxes
Open Saturdays
Now Until Christmas
Dudeland Center 759-1141

Don't Forget
Your Nurse This
Holiday Season!!

20
of
f
20%

A special Christmas program, open to the public, will be presented by
the Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club
on Sunday, Dec. 3, at 2 p.m. at the club house, Vine and South
Seventh Streets. The chorus will be directed by Margery Shown and
the piano accompanist will be Janet Finch. Not only will the 26-voice
chorus sing on the program, but also students from Murray City and
Calloway County Schools will be featured. In top picture are Janet
Finch, pianist, Oneida White and Kathy Mowery, soloists. Not pictured is Kim Black, another soloist. In bottom picture are some of the
chorus members who are, from left, Marilyn Walker, Martha Crafton, Louise Weatherly, Barbara Simons, Eddie Mae Outland, Fay Nell
Flora, Bobbie Weatherly, Kim Black, Jana Little, Janet Finch, Betsy
Trelathan, Joanne Niffenegger, Margery Shown, Neva Grey Allbritten, Pat Weatherly and Wanda Dick. A social hour will follow the
program. Barbara Brandon, general president, invites the public to
hear this program and to see the club house with its renovation
projects.

All Uniforms
Friday & Saturday Only
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Dixieland Center 759-4882

Pier 1 imports

Miriam Schmidt, left, and Uta Schmidt, right, twin sisters from West
Germany, are pictured with their hosts, Don B. Fleming and Kathie
Fleming, while visiting in the Murray area.
Photo by Heirs Stares

Twin sisters visit here
By HELEN STEFFEN
Murray Laidgsr & Times Guest Wrher

Twenty-year-old twin sisters visiting from West Germany, Miriam
and Uta Schmidt, missed the big
earthquake in Santa Cruz, Calif.,
by only a few days.
In Santa Cruz, they were the
guests of Sharon and Rob Agorastas and family. Sharon was a high
school and college friend of Murray resident,- Kathie Fleming,
founder and charter member of
Alpha Mu Chapter #4760 Epsilon
Sigma Alpha International.
Sharon made arrangements with
the Fleming family (Don, Kathie,
Donald and David) to provide
housing for the twins in Murray so
that they could see and learn about
another part of the United States
and its people.
Besides being closest to the epicenter of California's recent devastating earthquake, Santa Cruz is a
beautiful seaside resort that among
other things, is home to a Wrigley
Chewing Gum plant.
While bicycling on the street in
front of Wrigley's one day, the
twins simultaneously waved to an
acquaintance and were then dubbed
the Wrigley Twins as seen on the
Doublemint gum commercial.
Prior to their arrival in Murray,
the girls had traveled extensively
throughout the United States using
a 45-day Amtrak pass.
They also traveled for one month
in an RV with their parents and
boyfriends visiting such national
parks as Yosemite, Sequoia, Zion,
and the Bryce and Grand Canyons.
They also enjoyed the glitter of
Hollywood and Beverly Hills as
well as the fantasy of Disneyland.
They traveled to points from
Victoria, B.C., to New York City
and across the Southwest through
Texas to New Orleans.
Although visiting major cities
such as New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles, Seattle, San Antonio, Las
Vegas, and New Orleans, the twins
really preferred smaller towns.
They made their way around carrying all their belongings in huge
backpacks.

The girls live 20 miles south of
Frankfurt in Neunkirchen, a village
of 104 people where there is one
very large and beautiful Catholic
church. When translated into English, Neunkirchen means "Nine
Churches." The next closest town
is Darmstadt
In West Germany students have
the option of attending elementary
and secondary schools for either 10
or 13 years. Those who finish after
10 years cannot go on to the university. Those who complete 13
years and pass admission tests may
then go on to the university level,
if accepted.
While in the Murray area, the
girls attended services at First Presbyterian Church with the Flemings
and were specially welcomed by
Rev. Toby Schellingerhout who is
frorn the Netherlands.
They bicycled about 50 miles
and hiked another six or eight
miles in Land Between the Lakes
with Ed Graves as their host.
The girls toured the Murray
State University campus and spoke
to Prof. John Griffin's German
Culture Class.
Avid horsewomen, they also
rode horses at the farm of Del and
Judy Fleming.
Each day in Murray the young
ladies took long walks, jogged, and
bicycled, discovering the beauty of
Murray and the friendliness of its
people. One day they hunted up
rakes at the Fleming home and proceeded to enjoy more exercise raking their leaves.
As time grew closer to return to
Germany, the beautiful twin girls
wanted more time here but couldn't
stay even one day longer because
Uta had been accepted by the university to study to be a pharmacist.
Miriam was going to start learning
the same business by working in
their mother's pharmacy until she
would start the university the next
semester.
The Flemings report their time
with Miriam and Uta as a wonderful, delightful experience. The
twins were warm, friendly, energetic, helpful, and fortunately, spoke
very good English.

MURRAY
TODAY

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Charlton Heston helped dish up an early
Thanksgiving dinner to thousands
of homeless people at a mission on
Los Angeles' Skid Row.
Earl Holliman of the 1970s TV
drama "Police Woman" and Laraine Newman of the original
''Saturday Night Live' cast joined
Heston and about 400 other volunteers in serving dinners on a
blocked-off street Wednesday.
"I've come down here for four
years, but I don't enjoy the fact
that this has to be here," Holliman
said.

I, •

The volunteers served more than
5,000 meals of rolled turkey slices,
cranberry sauce, mashed potatoes
and gravy, vegetables and pumpkin
pie.
Singers belted out religious
songs as the homeless took turns
eating at rows of tables decorated
with turkeys made from apples.
Larry Shelton said he walked
about 10 miles for the free meal.
"It's nice service," he said.
"But I would rather not have to
wait in line since 8 a.m. to eat cold
food. I'd rather have a home."

NEW YORK (AP) — Sting says
he's glad he decided to leave the
security and fame of the rock world
to plax,the role of Macheath in "3
Penny Opera" on Broadway.
"If I listened to the critics, I'd
be off in a little room somewhere,
cowering in a comer," the singer
said in an interview in the latest

issue of Gentleman's Quarterly.
"I've been rewarded in the past
for singing in my own way, singing
in my own words, dancing and
behaving as I am. The people who
are running this show aren't interested in the least in how I do that,"
he said.

THANKSGIVING WEEKEND SPECIALS
All Silk Christmas Trees
20% Off
All Christmas Wreaths
20 To 40% Off
White "Porcelain Dinnerware
20% Off
Visit Pier 1 Today For The Largest Selection Of Gift And
Horne Decorative Accessories For The Holidays.
Holiday Hours: Beginning Friday, Nov. 24th
Pier 1 Imports
Monday-Friday 9:00-840
1205 Chestnut 753-1851
Sat.
9:00-6:00 * Sun. 1:00-5:00 •
v. •,
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Choice of a meat and three vegetables.

Seven Seas Restaurant
Hwy. 641 N.

Murray

753-4141
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MacKensie Raeann Karraker born
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Karraker, 426 Carson Way, Paducah, are the parents
of a daughter, MacKensie Rieann, born on Tuesday, Nov. 14, at 6:55 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother, the former Sabrina
Tucker, is employed as assistant director of nursing at the hospital. The
father it employed as comptroller at Citizens Bank and Trust, Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Douglas G. Tucker of Kirksey and Mrs.
Ailene Karraker of Paducah. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Brown
C. Tucker and Newell Doores of Kirksey.

Great Books group will meet
The Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday, Nov. 27,
at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Henry Buchanan Will
be the
leader for the book, The Power of the Majority by Tocqueville. All persons who have read the book may take part in the discussion.

Art Guild ha-, ccent,

Singles to visit Mammoth Cave
The Singles Organizational Society will take a trip to Mammoth Cave
National Park on Saturday, Nov. 25. Michael and Pamela will host the
trip. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Creative Arts meeting Monday
Kay Derby, left, and Janice Canter, top photo, of Tolgate show some
of their handmade jewelry at a recent meeting of Creative Arts
Department of Murray Woman's Club. In bottom photo, Toni Hopson is shown designing a piece of jewelry as Canter looks on. Hostesses were Lillie Wrather, Kathryn Watson and Betty Scott.

The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday, Nov. 27, at 9:30 a.m at the club house. Betty Lowry will speak
about "The Purpose and History of Murray Woman's Club." Hostesses
will be Jo Oakley, Dorothy McKenzie, Toni Hopson and Vicky Holton.

Senior Hawaiian trip planned
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Tour Director Toopie Thomas Moore had an Hawaiian trip planned for March 13-23, 1990. This
will be for nine nights and 10 days visiting three islands. Transporation
will be by United Airlines from Nashville, Tenn., to Honolulu with a
flower lei greeting upon arrival. For more information call 753-8274,
753-4000 or 753-0929.

First Lady Bush helps children
PITTSBURGH (AP) — First
lady Barbara Bush visited the city
to promote literacy, but she found
time to help schoolchildren with
math as well.
After asking elementary school
students at a Carnegie Library
branch how old they were, Mrs.
Bush displayed her own age by
holding up enough fingers to indicate she's 64.
She then added a finger to show

The Murray Art Guild was recently treated to a lecture/
demonstration by C.E. (Chuck) Roberts, top photo, on the -Art of
Pastel Painting." Art Guild members also participated in a
recent
workshop on tie-dyeing textiles conducted by Prof. Karen Boyd of Art
Department of Murray State University. Pictured, bottom photo, are,
from left, Mary Fuhrmann, her daughter, Maria Fuhrmann
, and
Prof. Boyd.

the children her husband is 65.
"He's very old," she said.
Mrs. Bush also read the youngsters a book called "The Very
Hungry Caterpillar." She encouraged the children to read along
with her and asked them about
their own reading.
Teaching children and adults to
read is a cause the first lady has
adopted and champions across the
country.

Special books to give as holiday gifts listed
By REDBOOK
A Hearst Magazine
For AP Newsfeatures
Picture books, factual or fanciful, make great Christmas gifts for
kids and this year's best new ones
range from animal tomes to cookbooks to new versions of old
favorites.
A panel of distinguished judges
gathered by Redbook looked over
new books from more than 100
publishers, according to an article
in the current issue of the magazine, to come up with the 10 best
new picture books for youngsters.
The experts — Louise Bates
Ames, author and cofounder, the
Gesell Institute for Human Development; William Cole, children's
book critic and anthologist; Ronnie
Krauss, field director of PBS's
"Reading Rainbow"; Karen Larson, executive editor of Redbook;
Ann Lynch, president of the
national PTA, and Marion Hanes
Rutsch, children's librarian —
chose the following books.
"A Child's Garden of Verses,"
by Robert Louis Stevenson. This
new edition of the classic collection that has never gone out of
print since it was first published in
1885 includes 64 poems and more
than 100 illustrations. (Chronicle,
$15.95, 128 pages, for all ages.)
"The Little Mermaid," by Hans
Christian Andersen, illustrated by
Katie Thamer Treherne. This story
of the brave mermaid who saves
the life of a shipwrecked prince
and sacrifices her life for him is
illustrated with sparkling
watercolor-and-ink drawings that
capture the mystique of the underwater world. (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, $14.95, 48 pages, age 5
and up.)
"Mouse Paint," by Ellen Stoll
Walsh. Three white mice dance in

and out of jars of red, blue and yellow paint in this whimsical and
instructive book to show how primary colors combine to make orange,
green and purple. (Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, $10.95, 32 pages, ages
2 to 6.)
"Animals Animals," illustrated
by Eric Carle, compiled by Laura
Whipple. This anthology of poems
ranges from the serious to the silly,
with colorful collage animals that
bring to life the words of poets
from Shakespeare to Ogden Nash.
(Philomel, $18.95, 96 pages, for all
ages.)
"Skip To My Lou," adapted and
illustrated by Nadine Bernard
Westcoti A sing-along book about
a boy who is left to mind his
grandparents' farm. The cats, cows,
pigs and sheep turn the place into a
shambles, but also help clean up.
(Joy Street Books, $12.95, 32
pages, ages 4 to 8.)
"Tenrec's Twigs," by Bert
Kitchen. This fable features paintings of unusual and sometimes
endangered African animals. Tenrec is building with twigs when
Old Warthog's criticism makes him
ask the other animals about his
building and Milky Eagle Owl has
helpful advice. (Philomel, $14.95,
32 pages, age 4 and up.)
"Friend or Frog," by Marjorie
Priceman. When Kate advertises
"free frog" to find a home for her
green friend, those interested
include a chef who wants to eat
him, a science whiz who wants to
experiment on him and a lovelorn
lady who hopes to turn him into a
prince. (Houghton Mifflin, $13.95,
32 pages, ages 4 to 8.)
"Night Noises," by Mem Fox,
illustrated by Terry Denton. Old
Lily Laceby is dreaming of bygone
days when she was younger when
her faithful dog hears noises and

A holiday concert directed
by Michael Korn

barks her awake. Surprise! Family there are gentle reminders not to
and friends have come to wish her chop or cook without an adult neara happy 90th birthday. Bright vivid
by.(Knopf, $9.95, 48 pages, ages 6
drawings illustrate a heartwarming to 12.)
story of family love. (Gulliver,
"Annabel's House," by Norman
Messenger. This peekaboo book is
$13.95, age 4 la and up.)
"My First Cookbook," by full of lift-the-flap doors and drawAngela Wilkes, photographed by ers, nooks and crannies in which to
David Johnson. This oversize book play hide-and-seek with cut-out
offers step-by-step instructions on figures, moving mother, father,
how to make party pizza, tugboat cook and nanny around kitchen,
taters, even chocolate truffles, with bedrooms, attic and garden.
photographs of tools, techniques (Orchard, $17.95, 28 pages, age 4
and ingredients. When appropriate, and up.)
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Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Nov. 27 to
Dec. 1 have been released by Joanna Adams and Judy Hina, food service directors for Calloway County
and Murray City Schools respectively. The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:

Thursday - taco salad, stromboli;
Friday - sliced turkey/gravy, corn
dog. Salad bar, hamburger, cheeseburger, pizza, fruits, vegetables,
deli sandwiches, milk and fruit
drinks are available daily.
MURRAY CITY

Elementary breakfast
Monday - apple turnovers:
Tuesday - sausage and biscuit;
East, North, Southwest
Wednesday - cereal and toast:
Breakfast
Thursday - cinnamon toast; FriMonday - buttered pancakes w/ day - donut. Juice or fruit and milk
syrup; Tuesday - scrambled eggs, are served each day.
bacon, toast; Wednesday - cinnaRobertson
mon toast; Thursday - sausage on
Monday - chuckwagon, hamburbiscuit; Friday - cinnamon roll. ger; Tuesday - submarine, pizza:
Milk, juice, cereal and toast are Wednesday - corn dog, taco salad;
available daily.
Thursday - hamburger, grilled
Lunch
cheese; Friday - pizza, vegetable
Monday - pizza, deli ham sand- soup wicheese and crackers.
wich; Tuesday - taco, fish sand- Choice of fruits, vegetables and
wich; Wednesday - lasagne, milk arc available daily.
cheeseburger; Thursday - sack
Carter
lunch - hot dog, peanut butter and
Monday - cheeseburger, chuck jelly sandwich; Friday - sliced wagon; Tuesday - hot ham and
turkey/gravy, Sloppy Joe. Peanut cheese, roast beef sandwich; Wedbutter/jelly sandwich, grilled nesday - taco salad, grilled cheese:
cheese, fruits, vegetables, fries, Thursday - pizza, Sloppy Joe on
desserts, milk and fruit drink are bun; Friday - chili w/peanut butter
available daily.
and crackers, deli roast beef on
Calloway Middle
bun. Choice of fruits, vegetables
Breakfast
and milk are available daily.
Monday - buttered pancakes/
Middle, High
syrup, donut; Tuesday - cinnamon
Breakfast
raisin biscuit, ham on biscuit;
Monday - pancakes and sprup;
Wednesday - toast, egg and cheese Tuesday - Poptart;
Wednesday pattie, cinnamon roll; Thursday - ham and biscuit;
Thursday - eggs
blueberry muffin, sausage on bis- and toast; Friday donut.
cuit; Friday - Poptart, deli ham milk, fruit juice or fruit Cereal,
are availand cheese. Cereals, fruits, milk able daily.
and variety of juices are available
Murray Middle
daily.
Monday - burritoes w/chili.
Lunch
charbroiled hamburger; Tuesday Monday - taco salad, deli ham pork patty w/rolls, French
sandwich; Tuesday - Oriental pizza; Wednesday - beefaghettbread
i wi
chicke and rice, cheeseburger; cornbread, club sandwich; ThursWednesday - chili, turkey club day - chili and sandwich, chuckwasandwich; Thursday - pizza, tuna gon; Friday - ft. long hot dog, deli
salad sandwich; Friday - spaghetti beef sandwich. French fries, pizza,
w/meat sauce, beef/onion two-fers. choice of fruits and vegetables,
Salad bar, fruits, vegetables, fries, milk and fruit drinks arc available
milk and fruit drinks are available daily.
daily.
Murray High
Calloway High
Monday - chicken nuggets,
Breakfast
chicken fried steak; Tuesday Monday - buttered pancakes/ breakfast for lunch - sausage or
syrup; Tuesday - chicken on bis- ham, eggs, potatoes, fruit; Wedcuit; Wednesday - deli ham and nesday - turkey roast w/gravy and
cheese; Thursday - sausage on bis- rolls, grilled chese; Thursday cuit; Friday - biscuit, saucsage spaghetti w/meatsauce and French
gravy. Breakfast bar, juice and bread, ham sandwich; Friday milk are available daily.
chili dog, chicken patty. Pizza,
Lunch
hamburgers, French fries, baked
Monday - chili crispito, chicken potatoes, nachos, soft bread prefillet sandwich; Tuesday - fried tzels, choice of fruits and vegetchicken, chili and crackers; Wed- ables, milk and fruit drinks are
nesday - lasagne, two lines; available daily.
CALLOWAY COUNTY

The Junior Choir of Elm Grove Baptist Church presented a program
of music for the church recently. Pictured, from left, front row, Brian
McCuiston, Maggie Melson, Heather Blalock, Angela Kelly Rowlett;
second row, Jamie Dowdy, Jason McCuiston, Shane Smith. Crystal
Rowland, Mitchell Tucker; back row, Martha Dowdy, leader, Molly
Melson, Erica Rowlett and Glenda Rowlett, leader. Erica Rowlett
served as pianist for the choir selections. Children performing solo
renditions were Maggie Melson, Angela Rowlett, Shane Smith, Jamie
Dowdy, Molly Melson and Erica Rowlett.

Over the years, we've found our Bridal Registry
service to be one of the most appreciated of all the
services that we offer our customers. It makes it easy
for you to select the perfect wedding or shower gift
because you know it's exactly what the prospective
bride is looking for.
Mary Grasty
and Jeff Thompson
Laney Howell
and Tim Powell

Sunday.
ovember 26
at 9.00 am
91.3 WKMS-FM
Murray, KY

otheori

Sandy Miller
and David Cunningham
Amanda Gross
and Keith Cartwright
Molly Imes
and Todd Ross
,

713-11005
tillt smith 12111 %trert
tint Mtirr.1%. k.
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-Community events are listed
Friday, Nov. 24
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Bill James and Wonder Band
will play for square and round
dancing from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. at
WOW Youth Camp.

Alcoholics Anonymous will have
a closed meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets. For information call 759-4059.

Parents' Night Out will be from
6 to 10 p.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church. For
information call 753-5809.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Si John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-0086 or 753-7046.

1
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Dina Merrill marries

Saturday, Nov. 25
Singles Organizational Society
will make a trip to Mammoth Cave.
For information call Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Calloway County Public Library
will be closed today.

Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.

_

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. is scheduled to be
open from 5 p.m. to 12 midnight.
For information call 753-TEEN.
Sunday, Nov. 26
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Candy Making
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at
2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center; Quota Bow Hunt in Kentucky
portion; Quota Gun Hunts in Kentucky and Tennessee portions.

Cv(

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actress
Dina Merrill married film executive Ted Hartley over the weekend
in a small San Francisco ceremony,
her publicist said.
Esme Chandlee, who represents
the couple in Los Angeles, said the
Saturday wedding at the Church of
Saint Mary the Virgin was attended
by friends and family members.
Former baseball commissioner
Peter Ueberroth was the best man,
Chandlee said Monday.
The socialite actress is the
daughter of Edward F. Hutton,
founder of the Wall Street brokerage firm which was absorbed by
Shearson Lehman Hutton, and millionairess Marjorie Merriweather
Post of the Post cereals empire.

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. is scheduled to be
open from 5 p.m. to 12 midnight.
For information call 753-TEEN.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Candy Making
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Discovery Walk at
2 p.m. and Deer of LBL at 3 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. at Homeplace-1850; Quota
Gun Hunts open in Kentucky and
Tennessee portions; Quota Bow
Hunt open in Kentucky portion.

3C1
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Brunch-auction held
Vanda Gibson, auctioneer, standing, top left photo, shows one of the
items for auction to Frances Churchill, left, and Lucille Wallis, right,
at a brunch-auction of Home Department of Murray Woman's Club
on Nov. 16. In top right photo members and guests, Frances Churchill, Barbara Brandon, Jimmie Carmichael, Judy Stahler, Iva Alford
and June Crider look at the many items to be auctioned. In bottom
side photo, Dorothy Jennings, seated right, is being welcomed back
after her recent hospitalization by, from left, seated, Anna Stahler,
Betty Boston, standing, Bobbie Watters, members, and Hazel Lancaster, guest. Hostesses included Vanda Gibson, Delano Waldrop, Euva
Alexander, Irma La Follette, Winnie Love, Gwen Healey, Marie
Hicks, Clara Humphrey and June Crider.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a healthy 34year-old male and was recently refused for blood donation because of a
significantly elevated ALT level.
There's no family history of liver
problems. but the night before I tried
to donate blood, we had a party and I
drank heavily. Would this cause the
problem. and what does it mean?
DEAR READER: Alanine aminotranserase (ALT) is a liver enzyme
that is released into the bloodstream
when the liver is physically or chemically injured. The level of ALT usually corresponds to the degree of injury.
ALT and other enzymes can appear in
the blood from hepatitis or acute alcohol inflammation.
In your case, I suspect that your indiscriminate use of alcohol resulted in
temporary liver irritation, which was
reflected in the blood test. You should
check this out with a doctor, however,
and have a repeat blood test performed when you have not been
drinking.
You were refused as a donor because the elevated ALT could represent hepatitis. This viral liver infec-

tion could, if your blood had been
transfused into a sick patient, produce
serious consequences in the recipient.
It's standard policy for the Red Cross
to refuse donors with even a hint of
liver inflammation. Again, your doctor can diagnose the cause of your elevated ALT.
I might add that this incident should
be sobering for you, in all senses of
the word. If you are drinking enough
alcohol to raise the ALT, you have a
drinking problem. On the other hand,
if you have undiagnosed hepatitis, alcohol is poison for you. Either way,
you should stay off the booze. I suggest you have a frank discussion with
your doctor about your drinking
habits.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Blood — AIDS." Other readers who would like a copy should send
$1.25 with their name and address to
P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can you provide
the medical word for the dying of the
femur where it joins the top of the
knee? My wife's bone doctor says her
MRI diagnosed about two inches of
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her femur dead.
DEAR READER: I suspect you are
searching for the term "aseptic(avascular) necrosis." When areas of bone,
especially those near weight-bearing
surfaces (knees and hips), are deprived of blood supply(from injury or
the aging process), the affected portions die. This results in pain, stiffness, brittleness and susceptibility to
further injury.
In many cases, aseptic necrosis can
be treated with metal prostheses, devices to re-stabilize the diseased portion of bone. Your wife's orthopedic
surgeon can give you further information about causes and treatment for
her specific case.
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Liver enzyme screens blood donors
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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Boy suffering from rare
brain tumor has received
1,256,266 get well cards
LONDON (AP) — A 10-yearold boy suffering from a rare brain
tumor has captured the official
world record for receiving the most
get-well cards, officials said
Tuesday.
Craig Shergold's mountain of
1,256,266 get-well cards tops the
previous record of 1,000,265 cards
held by another English boy,
12-year-old Mario Morby.
A spokeswoman at Guinness
Publishing Ltd. said Craig received
an official certificate and his record
will be included in the next edition
of the book, "The Guinness Book
of Records 1991."
Craig said in an interview from
his home in Carshalton, south London, that he was confident he
would make it into the record
books when his attempt began
Sept. 24.
Marion Shergold said the attempt
to break the world record began as
a way to cheer up her sonr after he
was too sick to meet Princess
Diana.
"He was really feeling low after
that, so we said, 'Let's go for the
Guinness Book of Records,— she
said.
Mrs. Shergold said an emergency
operation in January removed
three-quarters of her son's tumor.
The cancer spread to Craig's spinal cord, but doctors believe they
have successfully stemmed the disease with chemotherapy and
radiotherapy, Mrs. Shergold said.
"We don't know about the
tumor on the brain so we take one
day at a time," she said. "The
cards have been the best medicine
in the world."
If the boy's health continues to
improve, Mrs. Shergold said she
and her husband, Ernie, and their
other son, who is 23, are planning
to take Craig to Disneyworld in
February.
Craig, who is bald from the

cancer treatments, said all of the
publicity about the card doesn't
bother him, although he gets tired.
The appeal began by word of
mouth and then turned to fax
machines. Notices were sent to
companies requesting get-well
cards and for the fax to be sent on
to two more companies. The faxes
circulated throughout Britain
before reaching the Middle East
and North America.
J.P. McDougall and Co., a northern England decorators supply
company, participated in the record
attempt by alerting their 100
depots. The company received
30,000 cards, which were packed
in bags and sent by courier to
Craig.
"It was slow at first, and then
they just started flooding in," said
Elsie Riley, who counted the pile
of cards sent to McDougall's mail
room. "Some people sent presents
and chocolates. It was really
heartening."
The collection officially ended
Nov. 19, but cards continue to
arrive from all over the world. Mrs.
Shergold appealed to well-wishers
to stop sending cards.
One of Craig's favorites came
from Capt. Al Haynes, the pilot
credited with saving the lives of
184 of the 296 passengers on board
the United Airlines DC-10 which
crashed on July 19 in Sioux City,
Iowa.
"For three months I've been
receiving cards from all over the
world from people who've cared.
It's meant a great deal to me,"
Haynes wrote in the letter, which
included some pilot wings.
Mrs. Shergold said their local
post office had been very helpful.
"They've taken over a warehouse free of charge for us and
when we've opened and read all of
the cards we put them in bags of
2,000," Mrs. Shergold said.
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Much of the attention of the local population has been turned to
deer hunting this past week. It has
become a very popular outdoor
activity in western Kentucky and
rightly so. The whitetail deer is
everywhere, and offers a challenge
to us that dates back to our forefathers. Of course, the weapons
have changed in favor of the hunter
but the thrill of victory is the same.
Those who do not hunt have
been catching fish and they are
good ones. Brother-in-law Willie
Jackson crappie fishes ever chance
he gets and he knows what he is
doing. Willie likes to bounce tube
jigs and/or minnows along the
ledges and over sunken brush piles.
If the wind isn't too bad, Willie
will catch some fish.
Hardy and Bonnie Pierceall are
back home for the winter season
and have been doing some fishing.
Hardy said they used some of the
new locators to find large schools
of fish.
It seems as if the wind is going
to be bad all winter so we had better plan on fishing in some of the
larger bays. One naturally thinks of
Blood River Bay first and I guess
that is about as good as it gets.
Some folks drive around to Ginger
Creek but it isn't a good idea to

pull a fiberglass boat over a gravel
road. The flying rocks will peck
the bottom to pieces. I think the
Irvin Cobb dock would be the best
place to lauch because Cliff will
take care of everything.
It is also time to start sauger
fishing and it looks like the best
ares to find them will be below the
dams. The population of sauger
should gather there better and in
greater numbers. No one is really
sure what has happened to the sauger in the lakes, but fihsing there
just isn't as productive anymore.
We should also watch for the
large rockfish feeding on the
whools of shad.,We miss out on
some great fishing by not being out
there more during the winter
months when these giants are
visible.
We are looking forward to a
good winter season. Stay warm.
Happy Fishing!

These hunters are among the ones who have gotten lucky during deer season. At top left, Alicia
McCuiston Erwin killed her first eight-point. Pictured with her is her daughter Courtney. At left,
is a seven -point buck and a 67 pound doe shot by
Kevin Adams. Above, Billy Keeling, age 13, shot
his first deer, this six-point buck.

Outdoor tips

'

ATLANTA (AP) — "I am Joe
Fisherman and I've got clout!"
That's the message being presented by the Sport Fishing Institute in a new video being sent to
*sportsmen's clubs and outdoor
activists around the nation.
Fishermen spent $27 billion
chasing their finned quarry in
1985, an amount equal to sales by
K-mart, the 13th-ranked corporation in the country on the Forbes
500 list.
Joe Fishermen and his 60 million
angling buddies provide 862,783
jobs, or about 100,000 more jobs
than provided by General Motors,
the nation's largest industrial
corporation.
"The purpose of the video was
to let local fishing groups know we

are here to assist them with local
issues that may interfere with their
fishing," said Rob Southwick, an
economics technician with SFI,
which is financed by the American
Fishing Tackle Manufacturers
Association.
The video features puppets representing business, wastewater
treatment and commercial fishing,
interests that use water, and Joe
Fisherman, a youngster who isn't
invited to take part in discussions
over how to use the water in which
he practices his sport.
"We must have sent out about
700 copies," Southwick said. "It's
to show we can provide data to
present to the decision makers, to
show just how important recreational fishery resources are.'
Florida, with its huge salt water
sport fishing industry and abundance of freshwater lakes, leads the

nation in sport fishing spending.
Anglers spent $3.06 billion there.
In addiion, fishing provides 97,497
jobs in Florida.
California was second with
S2.21 billion in spending and
70,350 jobs, followed by Texas,
$1.89 billion and 60,329; Michigan, $1.44 billion and 39,229, and
New York, $1.07 billion and
27,894.
That kind of clout will replace
legislators and others, if local
groups organize and present the
information, Southwick said. "We
felt the video would be the most
entertaining way to keep the, people's attention and to show the services we offer.
Some highlights from SFI data:
Fishermen spent $4.3 billion on
food and refreshments, $3.3 billion
on transportation, $1.16 billion on
boat fuel, $2.1 billion in inboard
boats, $2.29 billion on outboard
boats and $1.77 billion on a pickup, camper or van used for fishing.
They also paid $1.3 billion in sales
taxes on their purchases.
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HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) — There are two ways to determine the
weight of a deer — by using scales or by using Roger Watkins'
method.
Watkins is a Georgia deer hunter and an engineer, and this combined
knowledge led to the development of a little device you can carry in
your wallet and "weigh" your whitetail with surprising accuracy.
The "Watkins Wonder" — my title, not his — is based on research
done a decade ago at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute's Wildlife Management Department. After weighing and measuring what must have
been a bunch of whitetails, the scientists worked out a ratio between
the chest measurment and live, field -dressed and butchered weight of
the deer.
The information has been published fairly widely in the outdoors
press — including Field & Stream magazine in 1982 — but the findings .usually took the form of an unwieldy chart.
The chart illustrates that if a deer's chest measurement is 40 inches,
his live weight would be 130 pounds, his field-dressed weight about
101 pounds and he will provide about 50 pounds of venison for the
freezer.
Tired of trying — and failing — to save the charts and strings and
ropes and strips of shirt he used to measure deer torsos in the woods,
Watkins began to calculate.
His reasoning was simple: If a hunter could hold in his hand something that would measure the deer's chest circumference and which
had the built-in formula for determining vital weights from that figure,
he'd be in the deer weighing business.
So he devised a tool: not to be marketed, but to be offered freely to
all deer hunters who have shared his frustrations.
To make your own Watkins Wonder, get a plastic measuring tape
from a fabric store and a laundry marker, probably available from the
same store. The outlay should be less than $4.
Use the laundry marker to write this information on the back of the
tape:
—Live weight: chest measurement multiplied by 5.6, minus
94.
—Field-dressed weight: live weight multiplied by .78.
—Freezer weight: field-dressed weight multiplied by .5 (or divided
by two).
Of course, you can use whatever abbreviations you want, as long
as
they make sense to you. Watkins, for example, uses "circ."
for circumference, while other hunters use "cm" to denote
chest
measurement.
In practice, Watkins' system works like this:
A deer measuring 36 inches around the chest — over the
heart —
probably weighed 107-108 pounds on the hoof (36 x 5.6 94),
but
that's hard to determine in the woods.
Field -dressed weight is easier to verify since many check stations
have scales. See if the deer doesn't weigh in at about 84 pounds
.78). And see if the processor doesn't return about 42 pounds (108 x
of meat
to you (82 x .5).
Of course, not everybody wants to know exactly what his
deer
weighs. Calculated ignorance allows the hunter to estimate
that his animal "would probably have weighed over 200 pounds.
"
Then all he has to worry about is that somebody may have seen
him
carrying the deer out of the woods in one hand.
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A successful season

The fireworks were plentiful at the final home
game for Michael Proctor and his fellow seniors, as
the Murray State Racers had to hold on for a 49-43
win last Saturday against Austin Peay.
It was fitting it was an offensive explosion,
instead of a defensive trench war, in The Field General's final campaign on the rug at Stewart Stadium.
Unfortunately for Proctor and those of us who wanted to see
him play once more, two of the final three games were shootouts that the Racers lost, one at Eastern Kentucky which
knocked the Racers out of the Ohio Valley Conference race,
and the slugfest at Middle Tennessee, where Proctor showed he
was human afterall, and not a scoring machine.
Well, almost human. Proctor was selected as the OVC's 'Player of the Year' and All-OVC quarterback recently, joining teammates Glen Arterburn, Eric Crigler, Anthony Brewer and Danny
Amato (second team) on the All-OVC lists.
Proctor leaves with a lot of records, a lot of rewards and lot
of 'might-have-beens.' The whole football game at Tennessee
Tech, where a missed PAT and a blocked field goal in the rain
put the Racers behind the eight-ball in the conferegce race; a
failed two-point conversion at Eastern Kentucky; tok many
first-half turnovers at North Texas.
After last year's 4-6 record, there was a lot of finger-pointing
at offensive coordinator Bob Larson. Some questions were raised
about the multiple/wishbone attack.
In 1989, after a year with the offense, the Racers and
Michael Proctor thrived with the scheme. The multiple offense
allowed numerous receivers (Glen Arterburn, Randy Taylor, and
James Huff) and backs (Dwayne Depp, Michael Davis, and
Frank Thigpen) to be part of the offense, and the option attack
allowed Murray to utilize Proctor's many talents.
A big improvement for the offense was the ability to put the
ball in the end zone. Many times in 1988, the Racers settled
for a Greg Duncan field goal, but in 1989, Murray State often
found six points when they put the ball inside striking distance.
Unfortunately, it wasn't enough to compensate for a defense
that gave up too many big plays.
Their final performance was a case in point. Austin Peay had
only scored 92 points in ten ball games entering Stewart Stadium. They hadn't scored over 22 points in a game all season.
Against Murray, they scored 43, including 22 in the fourth
quarter.
It was lucky for the Racer defense that a touchdown pass
was dropped, or Saturday's final home game would have been
an extremely frustrating loss, and a more-than-sour note to the
end of many Racer careers.
Racer coach Mike Mahoney will have plenty of work to do
with the offense, now that Proctor and many other key components have departed. The defense will need answers at defensive
ends, and outside linebacker, but the whole secondary, and two
of the best inside linebackers in the league (Reggie Kennedy
and Danny Amato) return.
Chris Beckish, who redshirted this season, will be a third-year
sophomore next season and he will have to battle with a junior
college transfer quarterback, the top priority on the recruiting.
lists.
• • •
Proctor went out with class, both on and off the field.
The six touchdown passes on Saturday were a new school
record. His record-breaking performances became a broken record
in the latter stages of his career.
The performance at Middle was not one to remember, and
Proctor, along with all the Racers, visibly upset, did not want
to talk to the media.
The stories that I wrote, and others wrote repeated his "I
really don't have much to say about the game," but there other
things said, most of it we couldn't report. One member of the
press chased Michael around a parking lot to get a quote.
The first thing Proctor did on Saturday was apologize to the
press.
But, in all honesty, I couldn't blame him for being a little
mute after the Middle game. The only thing I don't like about
being a sports writer is talking to a player or a coach after a
loss. Mike Mahoney has learned to be much more gracious and
less defensive after a loss, and many times remains his quotable
self. (Although don't ask him about luck or fate. He is an
Irishman who doesn't believe it in good luck charms.)
Proctor was devasted following the Middle game because he
realized his colege career was all but over. I couldn't blame
him for that, even though I have a job to do, too.
I wish Michael all the luck Mahoney doesn't believe in. I
don't think he'll need it, with his talents and his presence.
In contrast to Jeff Martin, who was just a steady, scoring
machine, Michael Proctor was just flat out amazing at times. He
did things in a Racer uniform that absolutely would boggle
minds. Whereas Martin steadly impressed you with his talents,
Michael overwhelmed.
His best game? I was at a game his sophomore season at
Youngstown which was pretty amazing. He was 22-of-30 throwing for 264 yards against a pretty tough defense, and on one
play shook off five tacklers in the backfield and threw for a
touchdown pass.
But the game against Akron early this year was his best He
was remarkable, both running and throwing, accounting for nearly 500 yards in total offense.
When I remember Proctor, one of the things I will never
forget is how people in my profession viewed him. I got quite
a kick every week, watching people in press boxes ooh and aah
over No. 11. And in the locker room afterwards, you could tell
that the presence of Proctor on the field transcended to the
hearts of the journalists.
One more award I think he deserves, and I don't know if
he'll get it or not.
If Michael Proctor is not the OVC Athlete of the Year, it
will be a travesty. An outright travesty. There is no doubt he
has been the most outstanding and most dominating of any athlete within the conference.
Free throws:
Quote of the Week comes from Steve Newton: "I'm not getting any sleep." he said last week. "How would you like to
take on the Russians and the military in the same week?"
Runner-up comes from Mahoney: "I think this team enjoyed
adversity. Either that or trying to make me grow old fast."
Most conspicous fake field goal: Glen Arterbum's attempt to
throw a touchdown pass in the fourth quarter with the game
apparently in hand against Austin Peay. Observant fans noticed
that the intended receiver was Arterburn's fellow senior Jeff
Urbano, a defensive end. Urban) also happens to be Arterburn's
roomate.
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Football helps give three young men new hope
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledgor & Times Sports Editor

by David Ramey

(C01

Most of the young men who
played football for the 1989 Calloway County Lakers spent their
Thanksgiving at home, surrounded
by the security of friends and family, basking in the warmth of the
holiday meal and all its trimmings.
Three of their teammates spent
the day inside a state-run facility,
surrounded by security. One was
expecting family members to
arrive, but theirs was not a Norman
Rockwell setting. As Julia Fowler,
director of the Mayfield Boys'
Treatment Center puts it, "Holidays
are pretty laid-back here. Holidays
are a real tough time when you're
away from home, no matter where
you are."
The Boys' Treatment Center
isn't home. It is a low-security
institution, but an institution all the
same. All of the young males there
wear identical camouflage trousers.

Most, if not all, of them have spent
at least one night in a "private"
room, roughly the size of two
shower stalls laid end-to-end and
painted a bright, UK-blue. There
are no windows, only a steel door
and a bunk in that room.
Samuel, Tony and Victor (not
their real names, juvenile offenders' names may not be published)
are 'inmates' there. They stayed on
the grounds throughout their term,
except when staff members transported them to Calloway County
High School in order to play
football.
All of the young men are there
for a reason. In the vernacular of
the facility, they have "made
wrong choices" somewhere in their
lives and have gotten in trouble
with the law or with dependancy
upon drugs and/or alcohol. Most
are inner-city products of lowincome families, most are black.
Most of them will spend more time
in other, more severe, institutions

as they grow older.
Three of them 'got out' occasionally to play high school football. In Hollywood's script, they
would have become heroes, won
college scholarships and gone on to
successful lives.
There is no Hollywood at the
Boys' Treatment Center, but,
thanks in part to football but mostly because people cared, there
is. hope.
• • •
He was sixteen years old, a notso-innocent bystander in the Louisville drug wars, and he was bleeding to death on a sidewalk.
"Victor" had seen the gun, had run,
and had been shot in the back. As
he lay on the sidewalk, the assailant walked up and put another bullet in the teen's back.
"I was at a point where I didn't
care no more, Victor said of his
life up to that point. "I was doin'
drugs, messin' around, hangin' out
with the wrong people — it was a

kill-or-be-killed type of thing...I
had no confidence, no self-esteem."
Victor's case isn't typical of the
three — could it be typical of any
16-year-old? — but Victor's state
of mind at the time of his arrival at
the Boys' Treatment Center is
typical.
"Tony" had dreams which he
had no hope of realizing..."Samuel" needed direction in
his life...each of the three arrived at
the Center with their lives on the
brink.
The staff at the Center deals with
that daily. In this case, they had
help. One of the staff members is
Tony Franklin, head football coach
at Calloway County, the school
which supplies the education to the
young offenders at the Center.
Franklin admits there was a
"selfish" part in his decision to put
the three young men on the Laker
team. "If they're good athletes and
if they're in our school system, I
(Cont'd on page IIA)

OVC football

Proctor named OVC
'Player of the Year
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Record-setting Murray State quarterback
Michael Proctor and Middle Tennessee State linebacker Anthony Coleman were named players of the year Wednesday in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
- Middle Tennessee coach Boots Donnelly, who led the Blue Raiders to
the conference championship and a berth in the NCAA Division 1-AA
playoffs, was named coach of the year.
Proctor, a 6-foot-4, 205-pound senior from Sylvester, Ga., set 10 OVC
records for passing and total offense. Proctor led the conference in passing this season with 2.182 yards, an average of 255.6 yards per game
He led Middle Tennessee State tailback Joe Campbell and Morehead
quarterback Chris Swartz in voting by the conference coaches.
Proctor was joined on the All-OVC lists by four teammates. Tackle
Eric Crigler and wide receiver Glen Arterburn were named to the first
team All-OVC offense, while defensive end Anthony Brewer was a first
team All-OVC defensive selection and lineback Danny Amato gained second team All-OVC recognition.
Coleman led the 12 players who earned votes from the coaches for
defensive player of the year. The 6-1, 216-pound junior from Pulaski,
Tenn., edged out Middle Tennessee State cornerback Jimmy McCamey
for the defensive honor.
Coleman led Middle Tennessee with 105 tackles, including one tackle
for loss, and broke up three passes.
Donnelly's coach of the year honor is the fourth in his tenure at OVC
schools. He won the award while at Austin Peay in 1977, shared the honor at Middle Tennessee State with Eastern Kentucky's Roy Kidd and won
the honor again in 1985.
Donnelly's team, with only five seniors — and just two in the starting
lineup — was unbeaten in OVC play this season. The Blue Raiders finished the regular season with an 8-3 overall record.
The Blue Raiders play host to Appalachian State in Murfreesboro,
Murray State quarterback Michael Proctor
Tenn., Saturday in the first round of the Division 1-AA playoffs.
Offensive Player of the Year.

Actions& Reactions

The Calloway County Middle School All-Stars competed in three
games on Nov. 18-19 at the Western Kentucky All-Star Camp in
Owensboro, defeating Barren County 14-6 in overtime and losing
19-6 to Frankfort and 19-0 to Paducah. Members of the team
include (front, left to right) Jody Kelso, Brad Lowe, Sean Waller,
Jason Grogan, Jon Bennett, Seth Rollins, Shane Johnson; (second
row) Corey England, Sam Arnett, Ashley Dunn, Shane Gardner,
Zach Ross, Luke Rickman, Chris Provine, Joey Scott;(back) Jamie
Stockdale, Kris Crass, Brent Anderson, Eric Gallimore, Matt Cox,
Scott Earwood, Brandon McCoy and Stacy Cleve. Not pictured are
Tyler Bohannon, Jared Lencki, Aaron Swain and Jay Stark.

College football

local

Patrick Orr, a former Calloway County High School standout, received his
reserve letter during the Franklin (Id.) College team banquet on Friday, Nov 17
Orr is the son of John and Lou Orr of Route 5, Murray

Baseball
MINNEAPOLIS — Salaries cracked another historic barrier when Kirby Puckett
and the Minnesota Twins agreed to a $9 milhon, three-year contract, bringing him
to the $3 milhon-a-year level Puckett, 28, who won the American League batting
title last season, gets a $1.5 million signing bonus, of which $500,000 will be paid
immediately, $500,000 on Dec. 15, 1990, and $500,000 on Dec. 15, 1991. The
center fielder's base salary wit be $2.2 million in 1990, $2.5 million in 1991 and
$2.8 million in 1992
•Pucket1 would also get a $200,000 bonus for winning a Gold Glove, $200,000
for winning the MVP award and $100,000 for finishing second or third in MVP voting. The deal comes amidst another run of spiraling salary increases, which wiN
bong the average in the major leagues above $500,000 by next season.

General
WASHINGTON — Georgetown All-America center Alonzo Mourning testthed that
he made several visits to the alleged nerve center of a largo drug network, but
denied seeing any drugs there. Mourning, who spent about 50 minutes testifying in
the U.S. District Courl drug trial of reputed cocaine kingpin Raytul Edmond III and
10 co-delendants, erknowi.dgsd he made two or three visits to Edmond's home
and up to 10 visits to the horn* of another defendant in the case But the sophomore center denied seeing ctugs, large amounts of cash or drug paraphernalia at
either Edmonds home or at the residence of on* of the co-defendants, Jerry
Millington
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PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) — The
where tickets are plentiful.
Cleveland Browns brought their
"It was as tough a loss as I've
Dawgs across Lake Erie with them, ever been a part of," Cleveland
but they couldn't catch Barry
coach Bud Carson said. "Detroit
Sanders.
was ready. We have no excuses.
Sanders ran for 145 yards in 28
We would have liked to have playcarries, pushing his season total to
ed better, but we didn't play that
over 1,000 yards, to lead the
bad."
Detroit Lions to a 13-10 ThanksIt was a costly loss for Cleveland
giving Day upset over the Browns.
dropping the Browns to
(7-4-1),
"We haven't been able to win
second place in the AFC Central
much, but we've been very competitive," Sanders said. "Hopefully, Division behind the Houston Oilers
and snapping their unbeaten streak
we showed the rest of the country
at five.
that we're not a bad team. People
"No matter what, we still have
can say we're 3-9, but we're not a
to
go out and win the rest of our
bad team."
football games," Browns rookie
It was almost like a home game
Eric Metcalf said. "We still control
for the Browns as orange-clad
our
own destiny."
Cleveland fans and banners clearly
outnumbered Lions boosters. The
Sanders, who now has 1,016
game drew 65,624 in the
yards for the season, is the first
80,494-scat Silverdome.
Lion to gain 1,000 yards since BilThe Lions are averaging 52,881
ly Sims ran for 1,040 yards in
fans after six home games, but the
1983. Sanders is only the third
two biggest crowds have shown up Detroit player ever to crack the
for the Chicago Bears (71,418) and
1,000-yard mark.
Cleveland. In both cases, the fans
The other two also were Heis— many unable to get tickets in man Trophy winners. Sims did it
their own town — have a relatively three times and Steve Owens did it
short journey to the Silverdome once.

Ryan has another enemy
Johnson, who shook Ryan's hand
and joked with him before the
game, had a change in mood after
the Dallas' first Thanksgiving Day
shutout loss.
"I have no respect for the way
Philadelphia played the game,"
Johnson said. "An (Eagles) assistant coach told us last night and it
was verified by two players today
that there was a $200 bounty on
Zendejas and $500 on Aikman. I
will file a protest to the league
office.
"I would have said something to
Buddy but he wouldn't stand on
the field long enough. He put his
fat rear end into the dressing
MOM"
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Dawgs can't catch Sanders;
Lions win on Thanksgiving

IRVING, Texas (AP) — Buddy
Ryan has another victory and
another NFL enemy.
The Philadelphia Eagles inflicted
a 27-0 Thanksgiving Day flogging
on the Dallas Cowboys and Dallas
coach Jimmy Johnson claimed
Ryan had a $200 bounty out to
injure kicker Luis Zendejas and
$500 on quarterback Troy Aikman.
Ryan got a belly-laugh over that
charge, saying, "I don't have that
kind of money. It's ridiculous."
"I didn't think a head foothill
coach would stoop this low,"
Johnson said.
Philadelphia improved its record
to 8-4 while Dallas dropped to
1-11.
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Football helps give...
(Cont'd from page I0A)
want them to play football," Franklin said.
He also wanted them to play
football because he believes athletics plays a large part in the moral
and emotional development of
young people as well as the physical discipline and training. "Football's played a large role in my
life," Franklin said. 'I've seen it be
a very constructive thing...I felt
these kids could benefit from it just
like any other kids."
These weren't just "any other
kids" in many eyes, however, and
Frankling and Fowler knew they
were taking a huge risk. Three
young roughs from a juvenile center running loose on a football
field? Three urban blacks on an
almost-pure white, rural team?
What about the KHSAA? What
about parents? What about...?
One by one, the obstacles fell —
some more quickly than others.
The KIISAA stepped out of the
way immediately since there was
nothing to legislate: the boys were
wards of the court and placed in a
school within the Calloway school
system. Fowler's bosses in Frankfort were uneasy but reluctantly
agreed.
From then on, it was surprisingly
easy. The players and parents on
the Calloway team opened their
arms and their hearts to the three
new teammates, the media stayed
away from the delicate situation,
and the opposing coaches, after
some initial hints of trouble, stayed
silent.
The experiment was a success,
however, only due to Samuel, Tony
and Victor. They maintained their
academic eligibility and they maintained their composure, keeping
well within the rules both at the
Boys' Treatment Center and on the
practice and playing fields.
"There is that mentality (among
some people) that kids who make
bad choices can't go on and be like
normal kids," said Fowler. "The
people who were most critical at
the beginning...now they're on

9

t.

NIT basketball

ke

everyone's bandwagon.
in a state van..." Tony said.
"If it had failed, we would have
was, and it may have changed his
all gone to hell," Fowler said. life.
"These three guys saw to it that it
One dream — playing high
didn't fail."
school football — has been real• • •
ized. He's closing in on another. "I
THE THREE LAKERS:
never did think I would complete
VICTOR
high school, but I'm going at that
"I'm not glad I done the things I
goal real quickly," Tony says.
done, but I'm glad I got sent here,"
His other dream — of playing
Victor says now. "This has been a
for the Cowboys — seems impracbig experience for me."
tical, but he still clings to it. There
Victor had tried out for freshman
is, however, an additional goal to
football in Louisville earlier, simphis life which involves collegiate
ly because he wanted to be stylish.
work. "I think I'd like to go on to
He found out it was work_ "I quit college," Tony says. "I want to be
because I didn't think I could do somebody big and successful. and,
it," he said.
as I said, go on and play for the
Thanks to the staff at the Center
Dallas Cowboys."
and his experiences on the high
Like Victor, Tony's immediate
school team as a noseguard, Victor
future is more real and difficult.
has fewer problems with what he "My future? Get out of here, of
thinks he can do. Victor will return
course," Tony says with a smile.
to Louisville when his stay at the "Go back home...spend some time
Center is over...but he doesn't plan
with my little boy...and keep
to return to the streets.
myself out of trouble."
"I'm looking at heavy-equipment
SAMUEL
operator's school," he said.-"I have
The oldest of the three,
a big interest in that and in follow- "Samuel" doesn't plan on returning
ing up on the goals I've set for
to the Owensboro lifestyle which
myself."
led him into a juvenile corrections
His confidence now runs high. "I facility. After being part of a sucthink I can do anything I set my cessful project involving outside
mind to," Victor says. "I know I
athletic participation, Samuel is to
can do anything I set my mind to." be part of another semi-experiment
Self-respect has entered the
at the Center.
young man's veins and, with it,
When his term is up, he will
respect for others. "I've learned to continue to live at the Center,
respect other people," he said, lodged in a trailer at the site, away
adding "I really like the way Callo- from but near the others — a conway County accepted me; they stant reminder of his life there.
really made me feel at home...I got
Samuel wants to graduate. He's
myself in trouble, but, I feel like if close, and the Center staff want
I had been surrounded by positive
him and the other young men there
people, I wouldn't have gotten in to see the realization of that goal.
trouble."
College is a possibility.
TONY
Samuel admitted there was presAs a young man in Louisville, sure involved in participating on
"Tony" dreamed of playing profes- the football team — he and the
sional football for the Dallas Cow- others knew one wrong turn would
boys. It was just a dream, like his
close the doors.
dream of playing high school foot"Things kept getting better and
ball...his dream of getting a high
better," he said, noting that he
school diploma...his dream of hope found he could "talk it out" with
for his life.
others. "Pressure is just normal,"
"I never thought I would be
he now says. "All I needed was
locked up in a facility, ride around somebody to just help me out, give
me a hand."
Football helped him in many
ways, Samuel said, noting how
quickly he "caught on" with the
other Lakers and how he began
DePaul, Harvey scored 14 of his 16 realizing his progress in the sport
points in the second half, including coincided with the work he put into
a dash through the Blue Demons it. "I could have done better,"
defense for the winning shot at the Samuel said. "I'd have a pitiful
buzzer of a 53-52 game.
game one week...come back, work
St. John's appeared on the way at it and have an average or decept
to defeat in the final seconds as game the next. I got a big kick out
DePaul — with a 52-51 lead — ran of the whole season."
time off the clock. Finally, just
Now, Samuel is hoping to get
before he was fouled, Melvon Foster shuffled his feet and was called
for traveling with just 5.7 seconds
left.
Open
After a timeout, Harvey took the
9:30-8:00 M-S
inbounds pass and drove three1-5 Sunday
quarters of the length of the court
Central Center
for the winning jumper.

Jayhawks upset No. 1 Rebs
NEW YORK (AP) — Now that
they have something to play for,
the Kansas Jayhawks are looking
like the savvy team that won the
1988 NCAA championship.
Kansas, ineligible for the NCAA
Tournament last season because of
rules infractions, was unranked in
the preseason and was picked to
finish as low as eighth in the Big
Eight.
But after three games, the Jayhawks already have beaten No. 2
LSU and No. 1 UNLV in consecutive games to reach tonight's final
of the preseason NIT against No.
25 St. John's.

•

•

"The game at Baton Rouge and
playing UNLV were the most emotional regular-season games I've
ever been in," said guard Kevin
Pritchard, a veteran of the 1988
championship team. "We are trying to prove again that we can
compete. Not seeing the carrot
ahead of us took a lot away from
last season."
The Jayhawks made 60.7 percent
of their field-goal attempts Wednesday night in beating UNLV
91-77.
Kansas executed its offense
beautifully, using a 34-16 surge in
the second half to turn a two-point
game into an 83-63 advantage.
"I never thought we could be up
20 points on UNLV, but it came
from executing our offense,"
Pritchard said.
Mark Randall scored 10 of his
16 points and Mike Maddox eight
of his 17 during the I3-minute run.
Many of the baskets were easy layups as Randall and Maddox broke
away from teammates' screens.
Center Pekka Markkanen of Finland, who fouled out and didn't
score in 17 minutes against LSU,
also had a big game inside for the
Jayhawks with 14 points on 7-for-9
shooting.
St. John's won the postseason
NIT last spring after a disappointing regular season.
The Redmen are back this season
with 5-foot-11 guard Boo Harvey,
who missed all of 1988-89 because
of academic problems.
Playing his second game of the
season in the semifinals against
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NY Jets
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4
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Many More Locally-Owned
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Coming in Daily
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SCOREBOARD
those same kicks out of life. "She
(pointing to Fowler) showed me I
could do basically anything I set
my mind to," he said. "L can still
make something of my life...I can
be somebody...I want to be
somebod y."
• • •
Samuel, Tony and Victor all
point to the staff and counselors at
the Center as being the major factors in their new attitudes and perceptions about themselves and the
world around them.
Playing football helped. That's
all Franklin wanted.
"I did it with the hope something
will click somewhere along the
line," Franklin said. "In football,
there's a million opportunities to
quit, but you have to face it and
keep on going."
Life is the same, he said.
"They're going back out there, and
they're either going to fight (their
environment) or they'll be destroyed," Franklin said. "Hopefully,
we've given them another weapon
to fight with."
Franklin warns against unreasonable expectations. Each of the three
boys still has problems tr) face and
obstacles to overcome. He knows
the statistics say most of the boys
who go through the Boys' Treatment Center return quickly, or end
up in other correctional
institutions.
Fowler, however, says football
— and Franklin — may be the one
extra boost the three needed. "Usually there's one particular person
who makes a difference," Fowler
said. "If these kids live to be 104,
they'll never forget Tony
Franklin."
Franklin will be satisfied to
know they live long and successfully. "A lot of people still don't
understand what it (the football
experiment) was. A lot of people
don't understand this facility,
which is a shame — there's a lot
people could do if they would take
the time to give.
"I hope this added experience
gives them a better chance," Franklin said. "I hope it gives them hope
— lets them see there is a different
world out there than what they're
used to.
"They have a chance."

Payers

CHECK
OUR
SPECIALS
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MAYFIELD
MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA
247-7104

SOUTH FULTON
101 STATE UNE
(001) 471-2741
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Coin Beat

More than $2 million received by MSU students
through on-campus work programs last year
Students at Murray State University earned a record $2,569,513 in
1988-89 through work programs
offered on the campus.
Joyce Gordon, assistant director
of student financial aid for student
employment on the campus, said
that amount, up $200,456 over the
previous year, represented 18 percent of the total financial aid of
$14.4 million for the year.
More than 26 percent of the students enrolled on the campus in
1988039 had jobs as graduate assis-

tants or in either the University
Student Employment Program,
Federal Work-Study Program, or
Work Scholarship Program,
according to Mrs. Gordon.
The two biggest work programs
were the University Student
Employment Program, with 1,703
students earning $1,504,499, an
average of $883 a student, and the
Federal Work-Study Program, with
540 earning $430,150, an average
of $797 a student.
More than 1,250 students are

trarian in 25-40% of your purchases. "Contrarians" know that if
you buy only what's "in," you
acquire high-priced material
unlikely to gain enough value to be
soon sold at a profit. Contrarians
try to spot the "hot coins" before
they rise in price. Contrarians
stress high-quality, basic coins
which arc not popular now, but are
likely to pick up in the future.
The prudent investor will also
stress high-quality coins. In numismatics we speak of "MS-70" as a
"Mint State" coin in perfect condition. These coins are, of course,
scarce and expensive. I advise
beginning investors to buy coins
which fetch from 50 to 40 points

Coin Imestments and You
by Dr. Joe Fuhrmann

earning more than $106,000 every
two weeks through the two work
programs in 1989-90. They include
900 earning $80,000 under the University Student Employment Program and 350 earning $26,225 under
the Federal Work-Study Program.
Mrs. Gordon said students are
placed in jobs in approximately
120 different departments and
offices on the campus, with about
50 percent of them employed in
their major area of study or a
related area.

My last column discussed coins
as an investment. I pointed out that
the latest Salomon Brothers Survey
of Tangible Assets rated coins as
the third best performer during
1988. Only "Old Art Masters"
(classic paintings) and "Chinese
Ceramics" did better, holding,
respectively, first and second place.
Coins edged out stocks (I 4),
bonds (06), Treasury bills (07) and
gold (013) last year.
The paintings, ceramics, stocks,
coins, etc., in the Salomon Brothers
survey are particular combinations
of those commodities, of course.
The coins are high-grade U.S.
19th -century type coins. Fair
Simmons, Hickory; Kim Atkins, enough, investors buy rare coins in
Purycar, Tenn.; and Laura Win- excellent condition at high prices,
not beat-up Buffalo nickels and
ningham, Martin, Tenn.
Mercury dimes. Nevertheless, the
The gallery is open at no admis- question remains: are the coins
sion charge and located on the low- ordinary people buy profitable
er level of the Curris Center. HOW'S investments?
The answer is "Yes," even small
are 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. weekdays
and noon to 11:30 p.m. weekends. investors can make money from
coins if they follow some basic,
common-sense rules. ,
The first trick is to invest small
amounts of money at regular intervals. $25 a week is a good initial
school systems."
amount, and it can be increased as
Ruberg, a former juvenile court
your interest in the hobby grows. I
judge in Kenton County, served as
use the magic word "hobby." To
board vice chairman as well as make
money from coins, you must
chairman of its administration
enjoy them and study them. The
committee.
small coin investor doesn't need to
Ruberg said he is looking forward to a term beginning in 1990 become a bookworm, but he or she
as chairman of the Board of Trus- does need to devote some time
tees at Thomas More College, a (and money) to studying numisma1,100-student private college in tics. One needs, for example, a
Crestview Hills, but will be nos- good, recent catalog of the coins
talgic about his work with the state collected. Investors should also follow a couple of weekly coin newsboard.
Ruberg said he is most proud of papers and magazines.
If you aren't willing to devote
his work with the Floyd County
school district, where parents com- time to numismatics as a hobby,
plained of patronage and political AVOID COINS. Find a good mutual fund or open up a savings
interference.
The state Department of Educa- account which pays 5% compound
tion intervened in the district's interest. Such savings accounts
management after finding chronic double your money in 14 years.
deficiencies in its academics, atten- Frankly, most coins do not perform
that well. If you know coins, you
dance and finances.
can
find those that do. Otherwise,
"The people had to make the
school board responsible to the you're more likely to lose money
teachers and listen to the people of than to get rich through coins.
It's best to buy from reputable
their own community," Ruberg
said. "I think all kids should have mail-order firms and/or from
the opportunity to learn and it knowledgeable local dealers who
should not be defiled them by offer fair prices. Make your investment objectives known. Be a conpolitics."

Drawing students to hold exhibition
Students in Dale Leys'
advanced drawing class at Murray
State University will have an
exhibition of their work Nov.
29-Dec. 10 in the Curris Center
gallery.
Leys, an associate professor of
art at MSli, said the show will feature drawings in various media.

Members of the class are: John
Bradley, Doug Burk and Paula
Sneed, Murray; K. Rutledge Beard,
Owensboro; Hayden Brown, Earlington; Dale Douthat, Louisville;
Marsa Ellis, Gravel Switch; Ursula
O'Steen, Utica; Marji Platt, Benton; Fred Sanders, Marion; Randy

on the 70-point scale. (These coins
are called "AU," "Almost Uncircukted," or "EF," "Extra Fine.") This
material is reasonably priced. As
you get your feet on the ground, go
up the scale to MS-60 to 63. These
coins cost more than AU-50, say,
but they are worth the difference.
Don't ever buy damaged coins.
Finally, ask your dealers' advice
and consider it — but make up
your own mind when you buy.
Don't ever purchase a coin you
don't like just because it's highly
recommended. Trust your instincts,
counting on study and growing
knowledge to improve your
instincts.

Wilkinson replaces Ruberg on board
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has
replaced longtime state school
board member Robert Ruberg of
Covington, who had some clashes
with the administration, with gas
company executive Joe Kelly.
Kelly, whose wife, Connie, is an
aide to Kentucky first lady Martha
Wilkinson, is economic development and governmental affairs
manager for Columbia Gas of Kentucky in Lexington.
Kelly, 40, was a district highway
manager in Elizabethtown for the
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
from 1981 to 1984, then headed the
Kentucky Water Patrol for two
years.
The governor's office announced
on Tuesday that Kelly had been
appointed to the State Board for
Elementary and Secondary Education for the remaining 31/2 years of
a four-year term.
Wilkinson's decision not to reappoint Ruberg was no surprise to
Ruberg or to board Chairman Henry "Bud" Pogue of Fort Thomas.
Wi;kinson has replaced four other
members since taking office in
December 1987.

"His (Ruberg's) term expired
June 30 and the further we got
from that time I became increasingly concerned," Pogue said. "Then
during the state board meeting last
week another board member,
Frances Hamilton, was notified of
her reappointment but not Bob."
Ruberg, who was appointed to
the state board in 1977 by former
Gov. Julian Carroll, was often the
most outspoken of board members.
One of Ruberg's clashes with the
administration occurred in May,
when the state board refused to go
along with an administration
demand to require twice the usual
safety training for school bus
drivers.
The demand flowed from the
crash of a church-owned former
school bus on Interstate-71 near
CarrolItOn. Twenty-seven people
on a church outing, 24 of them
children, died in a fire following
the bus' collision with a pickup.
The extra training would have
cost local schools $250,000 as
year. Ruberg said at the time that
the concept was good, but it would
be wrong "just to do it blindly and
put another burden on our local

• Miiiions rely on Kenmore
for their heating and
cooling needs
•Our high efficiency
models could help
reduce your energy
costs.
sEAgs au,
i-rop
NsTALLA-

753-2310 Bel-Air Center

This
Weeks
Spoclal

Large Hamburger,
French Fries & Med. Drink

Special Good Thru Nov. 25
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

759-0045

WAREHOUSE
FOODS
759-1144

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Pepsi, Diet Peps
or Mt. Dew

Bold

Detergent
l'N.121,N

1 Lb.
Box
Home & Field

Folger Special Roast

Fabric Softner

Dog Food

Coffee

64 Oz.
Btl.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi or
Mt. Dew

$268

11,/2
Oz.
Bag

20 Lb.
Bag

09

Kelly

Potted Meat
$100

"
1

For
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Pepsi, Diet Pepsi or
Mt. Dew
12 pk. 12 oz. can

8 pk. 16 oz.

Castleberry

Cousin Willie Purdu

White

Beef Stew

Popcorn

Potatoes

..w,a

24 Oz.

1 Lb.
Bag

Chili

Can

$

ettuce
Large Head

ishwashing Detergent
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Young Writers. Group

CCHS Speech team
places eighth in
Penn. tournament

•

broe-

ft
Jennifer DeLancey, top photo, and Holly Bloodworth's
"Young Writers' Group" of second, third and fourth graders in the
Murray City
Schools, bottom photo, pause to display some of their writings
. This is
an after-school class where the students learn to write
using the process writing method.

_
•

to

CCMS and Need Line

*raw

The Calloway County High
School Speech team successfully
placed in its first national-level
appearance of the 1989-1990 season at the 1989 Villiger Tournament in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The tournament was hosted on
November 18-19 by the Villiger
Debating Society of St. Joseph's
University. Of the 64 schools from
14 states across the nation, Calloway County captured 8th place
sweepstaks honors. Competition at
this prestigious ranged from private
preparatory academics to two former national forensic champions.
The tournament, which was in its
tenth year, drew over 700 contestants from Delaware, Kentucky,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New Mexico,
New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Virginia, Washington,
DC, and Wisconsin.
The 1989 Villiger Championship
school was Regis High School of
New York City with 146 sweepstakes points. Second place was
won by three-time champion Stuyvenni High School of New York
City with 137 points. Third place
honors went to The Bronx High
School of Science of New York
with 106 points. Fourth place went
to Holy Ghost Preparatory of Philadelphia with 93 points. Fifth
place was won by Syossett High
School of New York with 35
points. Thomas Jefferson High
school for Science and Technology

of Virginia took sixth place honors
with 34 points. Seventh place went
to 1988 national forensic champion
Albuquerque Academy of New
Mexico with 31 points. Calloway
County High School placed eighth
with 29 points. St. Joseph's Preparatory and Gwynedd Mercy
Academy, both of Pennsylvania,
won 9th and 10th place honors
with 28 points and 25 points,
respectively.
The Laker Speech Team brought
eleven members to this distinguished tournament and qualified
in one of its fifteen entries for the
elimination rounds of competition.
The following competitors received
individual awards: Oral Interpretation of Prose and Poetry — Lori
England placed 10th. Original
Oratory — Amy Helm placed 8th,
Marian Henderson placed 10th,
England was 13th, and Tim Barnes
placed 24th. Extemporaneous
Speaking — Tracy Ross placed
5th, Loren Wisehart placed 6th,
Barnes was 15th, and Jon Rose
won 20th place honors.
Lisa Culver, Johnny Phillips,
Sarah Richter, and Sarah Walker
also contributed to the team's
sweepstakes success.
The Calloway County Team will
be competing next at the Princeton
"Mid-west Nationals" Invitation
hosted by Princeton High School of
Cincinnati, Ohio on December 8-9.
Director of Forensics for the
Laker Team is Larry A. England.
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Students from Calloway County Middle School collected
2,607 cans of
food for Need Line for Thanksgiving as part of their annual
Student
Council Canned Food Drive. Rebecca Frizzell, Student
Council
sponsor, said this year's food drive was the best to date.
Euple Ward,
executive director at Need Line, said this contribution
is
best of the year. Pat Seiber and Judy Darnell also served one of the
as sponsors.
Roy Cothran is the principal at CCNIS.
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Sen. Ford to address Ky.
Sheriffs Association Dec.9

•-•i.f• •

Sen. Wendell H. Ford will be the
principal speaker on Saturday, Dec.
9, at 7 p.m. A long-time friend of
the Kentucky Sheriffs' Association,
Sen. Ford has helped the sheriffs in
their desire to change the state constitution to allow sheriffs to seek
re-election after their terms are up.
This was successful in 1984.
Ford also helped secure a grant
that enabled the Kentucky Sheriffs'
Boys and Girls Ranch to remain
operational in 1981.
Ray Stoess, executive director of
the Kentucky Sheriffs' Association
and Ranch said, "many of the 42
newly elected sheriffs who will be
serving for the first time in January
will be in attendance at the conference and many important seminars
will be available for all 120 sher-

iffs and deputies in Kentucky."
Stoess said the convention starts
Friday, Dec. 8, and concludes on
Saturday, Dec. 9, with the swearing
in of the new officers and directors
by the Honorable Robert F. Stephens, chief justice of Kentucky.
Stoess also stated that President
Thomas Meredith, Western Kentucky University, will speak Saturday when 20 sheriffs and deputies
wil graduate at the Lexington
Hotel. They will end their six-week
training period. This is the seventh
graduating class from the Western
Kentucky University in Bowling
Green and over 160 sheriffs and
deputies have graduated in the two
year period the school has been in
operation.

.-

Lottery sales pass estimated
yearly sales figures in 231 days
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky lottery sales surpassed
the estimate for the entire first year
of operation in only 231 days, officials said Tuesday.
Lottery officials estimate that
total sales of all lottery game tickets reached $200,143,000 on Monday. The official estimate given the
General Assembly when it was
considering creation of the lottery
was $200 million in sales the first
year of operation.
The event was marked with a
small cake-cutting ceremony in the
Capitol.
With an estimated 35 percent of
gross sales going to state government, the lottery has also surpassed
its commitment to return $70 million to the public coffers in its first
year. Lottery officials estimate that
an average of $303,030 is generated each day from the lottery for
the state.
Lottery President Frank •Keener
has said he expects sales to reach
$300 million the first year.
That sales total includes sales of
$56,000 from the Kentucky Cash
game, which started on Monday.
William Hardy, the lottery's vice
president for sales, said Tuesday
that the Kentucky Cash sales were
encouraging, especially considering
that the lottery had done virtuhlly
nothing to advertise the new game.
"Based on the amount of promotional work we did on the game,

were pleased," Hardy said.
The game involves picking a
series of three numbers from zero
to nine. Winning numbers are
drawn each day except Sunday.
The total sales figure amounts to
554 dollars in lottery tickets for
each of the estimated 3.72 million
Kentuckians, $73 for each of the
estimated 2.75 million Kentuckians
over the age of 18.
Hardy said he is hoping that no
one picks the winning six numbers
in this week's Lotto drawing,
which would force another rollover
in the grand prize.
No one picked the winning numbers last week, so the grand prize is
$1.5 million for this Saturday's
drawing.
Hardy would not speculate on
what the grand prize could become
with another rollover, but he said
experience in other state's indicates
that Lotto sales will jump dramatically if the grand prize grows.
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American Heart
Association

True/broad
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Bedding ale
ALL Mattresses

-4
BIG DAYS

Drastically Reduced

Wed., Fri., Sat & Sun.

for this Yearly Event!

SAVE

up to $200..
Price Each Piece in Sets

Wellington - Plush Comfort Support, 20 year warranty
Twin
Queen

99Z5. FAA

Big Ben
Twin

1499e1

1499e!

Extra Firm Luxurious Sleeping Comfort, 15 year warranty

6962. Fill'

991.!

Queen

999e!

Queen

791!

London House- 10 year warranty
711,in

591! Fu

79?!.

Empire - Gentle, Firm Support. Luxurious Comfort. 5 year warranty
Thu in
Queen
King Size and Other Sizes Also Available.

49.9! Rill

OPEN:
.9-4;* Sun 1-5
cttn.
Stio
Closed
Thanksgiving
Day

69.9!

691!

puiwomis

Layaway Available
for Christmas As Little As $1 Down
Bring Your Truck
Delivery Available
for a Small Fee.

FURNITURE

502 SO. 5th St. (Across from Ward-Elkins)

90 Days Same
As Cash
to Qualified
Buyers

753-4872
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Murray-Calloway &minty
Devotional Page
This pogo is mask possibi• by tilos* firms who oiscovrogo
all of vs to attend worship sisrvicsos.

Church Directory
SEVENTH DAY ADVONTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 11 15 a m
Worship
Sat 11 OD am

IIAP1'111T

RUTH
IE
S
WUNIVERSITY GULF

— Open 6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays
Five Points
Murray
753-5782

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

753-2411

CHARLIE'S

WpJe.Cold

SAFE-

DISCOUNT PHARMACY

"Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE"
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
753-4175
Glendale At Whitnell (Across Free Ledger A Tines)

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr.

Carroll
Tire

T

7

753-1489— 1105 Pogue(1 2 Block East of 12th)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m

Certified
Teacher
•Custom Orders
•Supplies
at. 1, Murray

2540

WALTMART
CENTRAL CENTER
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

759-9995
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

701 Main St.

753-5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
Lynn Grove Road

753-5742

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
RESTAURANT
Open Mon. - Sat. 5 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Sun. 6 A.M.-9 P.M.
WAN. 641 N.

759-1648

HOLLAND DRUGS

Eastside Court Square • Downtown Murray
15*. Cash Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
CHERRY CORNER
Swain School
Worship
Clweck
Teaming
i
Wwkwaday

10
11 a ns. & 6
5
7

SINKING SPRING
Worship
II 00•in.
1.verung Worship
7 30 p m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00• m.
Evening Worship
6 45 p m.
Training Union
6 (0 p m
ST JOHN
M
Morning Worship
9.30 a m.
Sunday School
10:45 a m.
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
1100 a m.
Evening Worship
1145 p m.
UNIVERSITY BAPTIST
Sunday School
9- 45 a m.
Mo
Morning Worship
10 45 a m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p m.
Wednesday Mid - Week
Service
7 00 p m
VICTORY EkAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a in.
Evening Worship
6'00 pm.
WEST FORK
.Morning Worship
11 00• in.
Sunday Evening
6 00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p.m.

Morning

ADVENTISTS

a.m.
p.m
pm.
p.m

CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 Ou a m
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11 0)am
Evening Services
6 00 p m
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9 46 am
Morning Services
11 00 •.m.
Evening Services
6 - 00 p.m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6 sop in
Sunday School
10 00•in
Worship Service
11 OD a m
Sunday Night
6 00 p m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
II 45 p m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
sSopm
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
10 45 a in & 7 p m
Church Training
6 00 p.m
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Evening Worship
6 45 pm
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 am
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Singing Eve Worship 6 00 p in

Jesus said' unto him, "I am the
way, the truth, and the life: no
man cometh unto the Father,
but by me."
John 14:6

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5 00 p in
Sunday
9 00 a m
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses 6-00 p m Sat
8 00 a m Sunday
11.03 •.rn. Sunday
,...—rawswissiwwwww

CHINIIMAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9.30 a.m
Worship
10'45 a m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10 30 a.m
Bible School
9:30 a.m
Evening Service
1100 p.m

CIIIIISTIAN SCIENCE
SIEVICIS

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a m
Morning Worship
9:50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
10:50 a in
Evening Worship
6'00 p m
DEXTER
Morning Worship
10:50 a m
Evening Worship
6:00 p m
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a in
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a m
Morning Service
10:45 a in
Evening Worshlik
6:00 p in
Wed Worship
7:30 p in
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
10!00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10'50 a.m.
Evening Worship
4:00p.m.
MId-Week Worship
7 00 p in.
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
W30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10-.30 a.m.
Worship
6:00 p.m_
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a in
Morning Worship
10:50 a m
Evening Worship
7p m
Sunday k Wednesdays i
MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10'00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m

NEW CONCORD
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
9 a.m.

Worship

Bible Classes
Wednesday

OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a m. & 6:90 p.m.
Sunday School
10 ism
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10'00
Preaching
11:00
Prayer Service
5:30
Church
6:00
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a m
Evening Worship
7.15 p m
GROVE
Worship Service
11'00 a m
Evening Worship
COO p in

7 p.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
11:00 5.10
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 Aim
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Worstdo
6 00 o m
GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
W wilily
9 a.m.
Bdie Study
10 am.
Evenog Warship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Stady
7 p.m.

scorrs

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
501 N. 4th

753-6168

`,PACIAA7S)
510 Main St. 753-2975

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore•

753-5142

l jntucky Fried Chicken

RANDY THORNTON

Jack Marshall - Franchisee

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

12th

Call In Orders 753-7101

512 5 12th

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

MT CAKMEL
Worship
10 a m
Sunday School
il • m
worship MT . HEBRON
10 a m
Sunday School
II a in

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9 45• m
Sunday School
11 00• m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 46 a.m
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m
Evening
6:00 p.en
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 03 a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AKE CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 •.m.
Morning Service
11 00 a.m.
Pastor William J. Pratt

impopusoinirr
CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sunday School
930am
Morning Worship
10 30 am
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road Dexter
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN ICIEW
NTE
a m
R
408 Main Street
sunday School
a:30 a m
Worship
10'45 a.m
Wednesday
7 p.m
1 rte. NEW TESTAMENT
CHL'RCH 'IF MI B.RA Y
Sunday School
10* m
Worship
Ilam & 7 pm
Wednesday
7 15 p m
756-6662

BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000 •.m
Ilam & 7 pm
Worship
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m

LuTiestAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
Bible Class
9 30 a.m
10'30 a m
Worship

METHODIST

..

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 30 a in
2nd & 4th Sun Night 6.00 p in
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
let 5 3rd Sun Night 7:00 p m
COLDWATER
Worship
Sunday School

11 a m 66 30 p m

DEXTER HOLINESS

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Watchtower
10 30 a m
Bible Lecture„
9 30 a m

11 a in
10 a m

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9'00
Sunday School
9:45
DEXTER•HARD1N UNITED
Sunday School
10-00a m
Worship
11 00• m . 6.00 p m
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
10'50 a in
GOOD SHEPHE‘ UNITED
Worship Service
1100 a in
Sunday School
10.00 a in
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10 00• m
Worship Service
11 Warn
Evening Ser Wor
6 30 p.m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11 Warn
Worship
10 00* in
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 Warn
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 •.in
E;vening Worship
6:00 p m
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:46 a m
Church School
1046 a in
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10'30 a.m

Sunday School
C
oo
HIURCH
10 a m
Worship
11 a m & 6 pm
saturd,”
7p m
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST.Almo Heights
Sunday School
10:00 am
Worship Servicell a.m & 7 p in
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd
Sun Ser
10-11 a m.•7 00 p m
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles cut of Almo
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p in
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10:00 •en
Sunday School
Worship
Ilarn & 7pm
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m
woexhin
10 30 a.m 6, 7 p in
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
6 p.in
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 a.m
TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10 00•in
W .rship
11 a m & . p r,
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCOFtD
Sunday School
10- 00 •.m
Worship Serv.
11:00-7:30 p.m
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Services
10:00 a.m.

600 p.m.

IDItESEITTERIAIN
Worship

10 45 a.m

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 00 a m ,
Worship Service
1100arn I
MOUNT PLEASANT
I
Morning Worship
1100 a in
Evening Worship
7-00 p RI
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a. m
Worship Service
11 00 a m
OAR GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
Service II 00 a m & 7 NO p in

Rudy Lovett—Owner

5 Points — 753-3571

Pizza

-Hut.

Pasta • Sandwiches
12th & Chestnut • 7594646

COIN
am.

a flu
Adori
Chan,
"All
at 10
music
will
will '

Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415

753-6656

Thc
will s
servic
direct
and R
The(
Savioi
Sunda
as din
Churc
pverc
p.m.

804 Chestnut

Judy's
of Murray
Full Service Florist
110 N. 12th

753-1515

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
&wilding &locks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

PIALLER
FUNERAL 5-WISE8
Murray

Hazel

753-4612

492-8758

tt
&it
SIRLOIN .0%

.
•

'STOCKARE0

O°

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

MURRAY NISSAN, INC.
NISSAN

Chrysler • Dodge •
• Plymouth • Dodge Truck

UV

604 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7114

ERA HERITAGE REALTY
"We Make House Calls"
Chuck Williams, Broker
Owner
The Village
759-9ERA

Bel-Air
Center

Dr.
Unite
phis,
servic
charg
sa V
will
with
will 1

Dr.
"Leah
vice..
an ant
Anne
Bomb;
be Jot
'Baust
Churcl
a.m.

Dr.
speak
Bitten
and al
Den"
all wit
Mack
accom
Gunne
momii
Louis
evenin
Rev.
the R
read in
John ;
Tannei
Brent
Beane,
be at 1
11 a.r
The
will si

CABLE

VISA,N 753.51A5

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
guneral g(oate, finc
Murris • I1
/
4 r.

753-6800

MURRAY ELECTRIC TirWest View Nursing Home
SYSTEM
INCOIRPONAlED

401 Olive

753 5312

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
(
CALLOWAY SERVI
CE
753-1423
Industrial Road

or 753-0182

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

Cs)
Arb

507 N. 12th

753-8841

1 401 South 16th Street - P.O. Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
TELEPHONE
LOWELL K. BECK
ADMINISTRATOR
15021753-1304

1

ipr MURRAY GULF
FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
FREE
S. 12th & Glendale

ALIGNMENT
408 N. 4th

Chevron

753-6779

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
Chevron Station

753-9164

•••111,111,

-- COUPON'—
Spaghetti

• 8z Garlic Bread
Central Shopping Center

71111°2-72-L
et
° COUPON

PITTMAN WHEEL

Colvin Clerk — Owner
1417 Main
733.2393

SER \i ICE CENTER

Tt
assoc

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9'30 a.rn

Service Through Knowledge
802 Chestnut
733-8151

Wrecker Service
Air Conditioner Service

Marl

folloi

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED CO.

PINTICOIITAL

Worship

JENOVAN'S
WMIESSES

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
Morning Worship
10:46 a.m
Evening Worship
6 -00 p m
Wednesday Worship 6 30 p in

Your Only Full Service

0

753.4543

& 10:30 a.m.
Church School
9,30 a.m.
Daily Morning Prayer 8 00 C.
M

MASON'S CHAPEL IJNITED
Sunday School
10 00•in
Morning Worship
11 00•en

Heating • Air Conditioning • Sheet Metal

D & WWe Auto Supply
Install Auto Glass
Auto Point Material
Try Our Co. Wash

ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620 W Main
Holy Eucharist
8:00 a.m.

CEN/ICII Of CNItIST

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy McKendree•Rharmatost
Olympic Plaza
753 2 380

"We Do Chicken Right"

IIPISCOPAIL

Farmer Ave 111 17th St., Murray
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
2nd Wed.
7:30 p.m
RR 2nd Wed
1200-300 pm

EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning
rnin Worship
11 00ii.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wednesday Evemng
730 a.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
11 :00 a m
Sunday School
10:09 a m
Church Training
500 p m
Evening Worship
600 p in
Wednesday Evening 7.00 p.m
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11.00 a.m
Evening Service
5 30 p in
K1RKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Preaching
11 00 a m &
600pm
Wednesday Night
7 00 p in
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship .
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p in
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
ml Sunday
2'00 p in
3rd Sunday
2 00 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 - 50 a in
Evening Worship
600 p in
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 OD p m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11:00 a m
Evening Worship
7'00 p in
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10'00 a m
Preaching Serv
1119 a in
Nightly Service
6:00 p.rn

DISOUNT PHARMACY

205 N

CHURCH OP' JESUS CHRIST
Or LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St
Samoan Mese
10 am
Sunday School
11:20 saa.
Relief Society and
Prxwbood
1110 tni.

CATIIOLIC

ROY'S
THEATRES
loos CHESTNUT

CIIIMCII Of MIN
OMENT Of LATTER
EAT SAINTS

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
9 a.m.,
10:50 am 6 p.m_

Jimmy Lamb, Owm •

Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 50• m
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
UNIVERSITY
, Bible Classes
9 00 a m
Wors/up
10.00•.in,
6 OD p m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 00 a m.
Morning Worship
II 00• m
Wed Eve
Bible Study
7 00 p m

Va
Calk
infor
_vices

759-4796

99

S.
rr

-L
D NEJET-"24A-

QUICKPRINT

2
h
3
rn
4

a
7.
a

South side
Shopping

Center
of murray
"Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

Attend The Church
Of Your Cho,ce

Bible Verse
"Let your light so shine before men, that
they may see your good works, and glorify
your Father which is in heaven."
Matthew 5:16

Pi9c4IY wiggly
OPEN 7 AM MIDNIGHT - 7 DAYS A WEEK
HWY. 841 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

Shtll

641 Super Shell
Op..4:30 s.m.-Ciess 11:00 p.m.
Seedey Oyes 8:00 s.m.-Clese 10:00 p.m.
Sank 126 Ames 753-9131

.
e.4.
•

(5
•
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Local churches announce Sunday sermons, music

5 44-f:04T

a

Various churches in Murray and
Calloway County have released
information concerning their ser_vices on Sunday, Nov. 26, to the
Murray Ledger & Times as
follows:
First United Methodist
The Rev. Lloyd A. Doyle III,
associate minister, will speak from
Colossians 1:17 at 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. services. April Lane will play
a flute solo, "Joyful Joyful We
Adore Thee" at 8:30 service. The
Chancel Choir will sing an anthem,
"All Things Bright and Beautiful"
at 10:50 hour. Kim Black will be
music director and Joan Bowker
will be organist. Church School
will be at 9:45 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist
Dr. Harold Watkins from Asbury
United Methodist Church, Memphis, Tcnn., will speak at 11 a.m.
service. Joe Lawrence will be in
charge of children's church. Melissa Villelor and Samatha Gibbs
will be acolytes. Sunday School
with Ronnie Hutson as director,
will be at 10 a.m.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James Garland, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services. Gene Orr Miller will
direct the music with Oneida White
and Roger Hutson as accompanists.
The Church Choir will sing "Holy
Saviour" at the morning service.
Sunday School with Joe B. Adams
as director will be at 9:45 a.m. and
Church Training with Charles
pvercast as director will be at 5:30
p.m.
First Presbyterian
Dr. John Kipp speak about
"Leah's Dream" at 10:45 a.m. service. The Chancel Choir will sing
an anthem, "Beautiful Savior" with
Anne Lough as director and Pat
Bomba as organist. Assisting will
be John Gregory, Joe Baust, Joey
•Baust and the Graves family.
Church School will start at 9:30
a.m.
Eastwood Baptist
Dr. Lynn Maya11, pastor will
speak about "The Sweetest and the
Bitterest Word" at 11 a.m. service
and about "DaAniel in the Lions
Den" at 6 p.m. service. Greg Mayall will direct the music with April
Mack and Stephanie Treas as
accompanists. Sheila Nance and
Gunner Nance will sing solos at
morning hour. Rhonda Beam and
Louis Andrews will sing solos at
evening hour. Assisting will be the
Rev. Steve Todd, announcements,
the Rev. Randolph Allen, Bible
reading, Rick Beam, prayer, and
John Brittain, Jerry Conley, Bob
Tanner, Calvin Todd, James Beane,
Brent Evans, Max Dowdy and Tim
Beane, ushers. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m. and Junior Church at
11 a.m.
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Bob Dotson, minister,
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 5:30

p.m. services. His morning topic
will be "Thanks Is For Giving"
with scripture from II Corinthians
9:15. The children's sermon will be
"Give Thanks To God For —
Yourself!" with scripture from
Luke 19:11-27. The Church Choir
will sing "Songs of Fellowship"
with Truman Whitfield as director
and Tommy Gaines and Vicki
Crafton as accompanists. UMYF
will meet at 5 p.m. and Choir Practice will be at 7 p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Dennis Norvel, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services. Terry Byerly will direct
the music. Sunday School with
Marty Futrell as director will be at
10 a.m. and Church Training with
Rickey Stewart as director will be
6 p.m.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about "Responses of One
Who is Thankful" with scripture
from Luke 17:11-19 at 9 and 10:50
a.m. services and about "The Doctrine of Man" at 6 p.m. service.
Tommy Scott will direct the music
with Kathy Ligon, Patsy Neale and
Susie Scott as accompanists. Kathy
Ligon will sing a solo at both
morning hours. The Church Choir
will sing "I Stand Amazed" at
10:50. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m. and Choir Practice at 5
p.m.
Flint Baptist
The Rev. Lester Butler, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
University
Church of Christ
Charley Bazze11, minister, will
speak at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. His morning topic will be
"The Holy Spirit and Christians
Today. Ernie Bailey will direct the
song service. Assisting wit be
Richard Smith, Jack Wilson, Jim
Feltner, Tommy Sanders, Micah
Miller, Pete Waldrop, Dennis Miller, Harold Grogan, Barry Grogan,
Bobby Grogan, Ronald Wisehart,
Gary Johnson, Hamp W. Brooks,
Lloyd Hasty and Jace Wilson.
Bible classes will be at 9 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services. Music will be directed by
Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett
and Teresa Suiter as accompanists.
Sunday School with Brooks Oswalt
as director will be at 10 a.m. and
Church Training with Bill Outland
as director and Junior Choir at 6
p.m.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services. Randall Winchester, deacon of the week, Dick Gay and
Mike Farmer, minister of education
and youth, will assist. Rick Mclson, minister of music, will direct
the music with Margaret Wilkins

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

I. Failure doesn't mean I've wasted my time; it just means I
have reason to start over.
2. Failure doesn't mean I should give up; it just means I must try
harder.
3. Failure doesn't mean I'll never make it; it just means I need
more patience.
4. Failure doesn't mean I'm wrong; it just means I must find 4,
better way.
5. Failure doesn't mean God has abandoned me; it just means I
must diligently seek his will.
6. Defeat should never be a source of discouragement, but rather
a fresh stimulus. Robert South
7. The best thing about the future is that it comes only one day at
a time. Abraham Lincoln

and Tonya Simmons as accompanists. The Sanctuary Choir will sing
"There's Something About That
Name" at morning hour. Sunday
School will be at 9:413 a.m. and
Discipleship Training, Youth
Choir, Children's Choir and Preschool Choir at 6 p.m.
Glendale Road
Church of Christ
John Dale, minister, will speak
about ""ho Than Can Be Saved"
with scripture from Matthew
19:23-26 at 9 a.m. service and
about "Some Ins and Outs" with
scripture from Matthew 28:18-20 at
6 p.m. service. Assisting will be
Jerry Bolls, Jamie Potts, Kelly
Crouse, Tim Weatherford, Anthony
Rogers, James Lee Harmon, Steve
J. Simmons, Ron McNutt, Jackie
Geurin, Eldon Rogers, Bob Hargrove, Jimmy Allbritten, Cletus
Colson, Randy Young and Joel
Fisher. Bible classes will be at 10
a.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Robert N. Johnson,
pastor, will speak at 10:50 a.m. and
6 p.m. services. Kyle Wadley will
direct the music. Dwane Jones and
Susan Jones will be accompanists.
Amy Downey and Chrism Johnson
will sing at morning hour and Terry Oatman at the evening hour.
Dwane Jones will serve as deacon
of the week. Sunday School with
James Rose as superintendent will
be at 9:45 a.m.
St. Leo's Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday and 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday with
the Fr. Pete Sharkey S.J. as minister. Assisting will be Matt Westphal, Victor Fromm, Jim Stroud,
George Paradise, Joel Reed, Mary
Reed, Ben Erwin, Virginia Smart,
Paul Maggard, Billie Hall, Robert
Garland, Ron Sallin, Joyce Sallin,
Chris Woods, Joey Woods, Dave
Lane, Chris Kurz, David Earnest,
Janet Kenney, John Clark and Marie Clark.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence Helmich, pastor, will speak at 10:30 a.m. service. Jenny Lossner will be organist. Sunday School with Joyce Milbrath as superintendent will be at
9:30 a.m.
Oak Grove Baptist
The Rev. Scott Bivins, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services. Jimmy Key will direct the
music with Jennifer Downey as
pianist. Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent will be
at 10 a.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Buron Richerson will
speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. Michael Milby will direct
the music with Sharon Furches and
Laura Paschall as accompanists.
Sunday School with Jim Potter as
superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
New Life
Christian Center
The Mark Welch, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. service. The
Rev. Karen Welch will direct the
music. Men's prayer breakfast will
be at 7:30 a.m. and Sunday School
at 9:30 a.m.
Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Ralph Robertson will direct
the music with Carmaleta Eldridge
as pianist. Sunday School will be at
10:30 a.m.
Good Shepherd
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service. Diana Tatlock will direct the
music with Margaret Kennedy and
Betty Poole as accompanists. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and
UMYF at 5 p.m.

Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pasaor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Stanley Duncan and Mary Conner will
direct the song service with Faye
Childress as pianist. Sunday School
with Jimmy Burkeen as director
will be at 10 a.m.
Murray Church of God
Dale Robison, pastor, will speak
at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services at
building at Sycamore and South
15th Streets. Sunday School will be
at 10 am
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor,
will speak at 2:45 p.m. service.
Bible Study will be at 2 p.m.
Calvary Temple
The Rev. E.F. Clere, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Ferguson Springs Baptist
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Bobby Beal will lead the
music with Fran Beal as accompanist. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. George Culp, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Bobby Manning will
direct the music with Marge West
and Jennifer Culp as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor,
will speak at II a.m. and 7. p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Lynn Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service.
Judy Kelso will be organist Sunday School will be at 10:30 a.m.
St. John's Episcopal
The Holy Eucharist will be celebrated at 8 and 10:30 a.m. with Fr.
Robert Ahlenius, area minister, as
celebrant and preacher. Assisting
will be Fr. Andre Treevathan,
Frank Blodgett, Rose BogalAllbritten and James I. Schempp.
Campus Ministry will be hosts.
First Christian
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 Lm. service. Lee
Kern will direct the music. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Jack Geurin, pastor,
will speak about "Blessed Be His
Name" with scripture from Luke
17:11-19 at 11 a.m. service and
about "Tell The Story" with scripture from Deuteronrnony 10:12 ato
11:1 at 6 p.m. service. Shirley
Nance will be deacon of the week.
Alvin Usrcy will direct the music
with Janet Arnold and Mary Geurin
as accompanists. Carla Blakely will
sing a solo at morning hour. Ushers
will be Josh Emerson, Russell Tabcrs, Jason Greer and Nathaniel
Bazzell. Sunday School with Ronnie Hooks as assistant director will
be at 10 a.m.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Eanvood, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. David Parker, deacon of the
week, G.T. Moody and R.P. Hodge
will assist. Steve Littlefield, minister of music, will sing a solo, "I
Walked Today Where Jesus
Walked," and will direct the Sanctuary Choir as members sing "Give
Thanks To The Lord" at morning
hour. At the evening service Gale
Vinson will sing a solo, "A New
Song," and Dr. Ray Moore will
direct the Sanctuary Choir as members sing "Have You Been to Cal-

vary?" Richard Jones and Tamara
Outland will be accompanists. Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.,
Mission Friends at 10:45 a.m.,
Adult Handbells at 4 p.m., Pioneer
RAs, Baptist Young Men and
Acteens at 4:45 p.m., Preschool
Director Leadership meeting at 5
p.m., GAs at 5:45 p.m., Youth
Choir at 5:50 p.m. and Discipleship
Training and Intermediate Sign
Language Class at 6 p.m.
Kirksey United Methodist
Dr. Charles Morris, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. His morning topic will be "Is
Jesus Welcome Today?" with
scripture from John 12:9-19. Ron
Pace will direct the mnusic with
Clarice Norsworthy and Jeannie
Morris as pianists. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m.
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m. and Church Training
at 5 p.m.
Russell Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 9:45 a.m. service with
Red Woods as song leader and
Dorothy Brown as pianist. Sunday
School will be at 10:45 a.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Sunday School with
Russell Moss as superintendent
will be at 10 a.m.
Christian Science
Christian Science Society at
1640 Farmer Ave. will have services at 11 a.m. Sunday and 7:30
p.m. each second Wednesday.
Reading Room will be open from
12 noon to 3 p.m. on Wednesday
and Saturday.
Temple Hill
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will speak at 10 a.m. worship
service. Sunday School will be at
II a.m.
Coldwater
United Methodist
The Rev. Sam Foreman, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Don
Wilson will direct the music with
Jimmy Wilson as pianist. Ushers
will be Scott Haneline and Ronnie
Wilson. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m. and UMYF at 5:30 p.m.
New Concord
Church of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak
about "The Most Dangerous Sin" at
9:50 a.m. service and about "What
May I Expect of Marriage" in a
series on Marriage and the Home"
at 6 p.m. service. Barry Allbritten
will direct the singing. Assisting
will be W.T. Patterson, Ed Hendon,
Rudy Brawner, Paul Garrison,
Charles Stubblefield, W.D.
McCuiston, Clifford Farris and
John Bucy. Bible classes will be at
9 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
Brooks Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.

Bethel _United Methodist
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10:30 a.m.

Thieves begin
Christmas early
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.(AP) —
The Grinch began the Christmas
season almost as early as retailers
this year, stealing a load of trees
from the Boy Scouts.
Thieves stole 180 bundled
Christmas trees from a parking lot
Wednesday. Independence Boy
Scout Troop 747 had planned to
begin selling the trees Friday and
use the proceeds to send its members to camp next summer.
"We're just sick at heart," said
Debbie Camerlynck, the director of
the scouts' Christmas tree project
and mother of one of the scouts.
The trees were bought for
$4,200, she said.
A witness said two men loaded
the trees into a pickup and drove
off. Police said the thieves must
have
IS e trees.ec
madse
. several trips to steal the

&ALE YOur
SA FET BELT

WALTER'S
PHARMACY
Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

41.111‘p

•

-Ask Wailer aCc).•
shipping UPS a!
s, Walter s Pharrnac

Ship
all your
packages
here,
and
Save up to

40%!
Try Waiters Pha—rac,
We care atpc
"
753-7688
519 S. 12th

CHAIN SAWS THAT LAST
AT PRICES THAT WON'T.

011T

Christmas
Ornaments

v,

$299.95

Buy 1 - Get 1 -

Kids! Kids! Kids!

50%.„

Clothing Storewide
(exclueing Osh Kosh & New, Health Tex)
.1.p"

4'4

Friday & Saturday
Nov. 24th & 25th
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
804 Coldwater Rd.
(5 Points)
759-4577

FREE
0

100s to choose from.
CA

WEI•
f

Prices Good
Fri. & Sat. Only
Open Mon.-Sat.
9 to 5
•'.11

028SWB
For a limited time only. our 028 Super Stihl Wood Boss® wah 16"
bar and chain is on sale for $359 95. And our Stihl 011T with 16"
bar and chain is reduced to $219 95. See us today Because Stihl
chain saws have always been worth a few extra dollars in the long
run And now they're worth a few extra dollars in your pocket, too
./.g • 4:10 '040 •

Murray Home & Auto

MEMORIII S

Hrs: 7:30-5:30 Mon.-Fri.; 7:30-5:00 Sat.
Chestnut St.
753-2571 or 753-4110

srim:
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ALL THESE...

Rafols to present piano recital
Dr. Alberto Reds, a member of
the music faculty at the University
of Texas at San Antonio, will present a guest artist piano recital at
Murray State University on Tuesday evening, Nov. 28.
To begin at 8 p.m. in the Annex
Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center, the recital is sponsored by

the Department of Music and is
open to the public at no admission
charge.
The program will include two
short works by Mozart, "Adagio
for Glass Harmonica" and "La
Puerta del Vino, La Terrasse des
audiences du clair de lune."
"Reflets dan l'eau" by Claude

By Abigail
Van Buren
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Items and prices in this ad effective
Nov. 24th thru Nov. 28th,1989 in:

Quantity right reserved. None sold to
dealers. Copyright 1989. The Kroger Co.
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ALL 4
COUPONS &
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ALL 4 COUPONS WITH $10 PURCHASE!
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!VALUABLE KROGER COUPON
KROGER

;SANDWICH BREAD
II

24 oz

I

loaf

L
r

with this coupon and
$10.00 purchase excluding
Items prohibited by law.
Limit one loaf. Subject to
applicable taxes.
Expires Nov. 28, 1989.
(025D-351)

ADDITIONAL QUANTITIES WITHOUT COUPON 59C

Unhappy Family's Ties
Are at a Breaking Point
DEAR ABBY:I am a mother torn.
Our 18-year-old daughter,"Kathy,"
was to be married last August to
"John," her childhood sweetheart.
(He's 19.) Just nine days before the
wedding, our 15-year-old daughter
(I'll call her Mary)told me that John
had raped her. In Mary's words,"He
took sexual advantage of me." She
claimed it happened more than once
— maybe six or seven times.
Kathy first accused her sister of
lying. Then she said, "If John did
have sex with Mary, it was Mary's
fault because she's a flirt and a tease,
and she's always had a crush on
John." My husband believed Mary
and had John arrested.(He is out on
bail now.)
Naturally we called the wedding
off, but Kathy says she is going to
marry John — no matter what! To
make matters worse,Kathyjust told
us that she is pregnant with John's
baby. Unfortunately our priest is on
an extended vacation in Ireland.
This mess has turned our whole
family upside down. Mary was supposed to be in Kathy's wedding, but
because ofthe accusations she made
against John,Kathy wrote her out of
the wedding.
Abby, if these girls were your
daughters, what would you do?
Please hurry your answer, as Kathy
is beginning to show.
A MESS IN MASSACHUSETTS

Thanksgiving, Christmas and New
Year's celebrations begin — traditionally some ofthe moststress-filled
days ofthe whole year! Does it make
sense to try to have smokers quit
just before a period of constant socializing, partying and traveling? To
me, it seems as though their efforts
will be doomed from the start.
I often wonder why it doesn't occur
to either the surgeon general or to
the American Lung Association that
a far better time for a sincere antismoking campaign would be around
Jan. 1, when people are in a resolution-making mood and when perhaps they've become sick of their
and everyone else's smoke during
the previous weeks.
I am a registered nurse and have
never been a smoker. It truly bothers me to think that this whole
campaign could and would almost
certainly be so much more effective
just by changing the time that it is
held.
FRIEDA H. KVAM,R.N.
DEAR FRIEDA:Trying to quit
smoking would be a drag(no pun
intended) any time of the year.
However, you make an excellent
point. The American Cancer
Society has a good pamphlet
titled "How to Stay Quit Over
the Holidays." It's free. For a
copy, write: The American Cancer Society,Dept.S,1599 Clifton
Road N.E.,Atlanta,Ga.30329. No
SASE is required. You may also
call the toll-free number, (800)
ACS-2345, to order your free
booklet or for any general information about how to quit smoking.

DEAR MESS:I would put this
wedding on "hold" until I found
out who did what to whom. I
urge your entire family to cooperate in family counseling—and
include John.
It is in Kathy's best interest to
find out what kind of man John
* •*
is.Ifshe insists on marrying him
— "no matter what" — you can't
stop her because in your state,
DEAR ABBY: The letter in your
an 18-year-old girl does not need column about the importance of
parental consent to marry. My teaching children the proper way to
heart goes out to all of you, answer a telephone brought back
Mother. I wish you well.
memories of a little lesson I taught
my grandsons concerning telephone
•• *
etiquette.
They used to call my home and
DEAR ABBY: I am sending this say,"Grandma, is my mom there?'
letter to you because of your wide My stock reply was:"I'm fine, thank
readership,in the hope that a direct you. And how are you, dear?"
letter in your column will shake up
LA JOLLA GRANDMA
the public. I have sent a letter in the
past to the surgeon general and the
* *•
American Lung Association, all to
no avail. It has to do with the annual
Problems? Write to Abby. For •
Great American Smokeout.
personal, unpublished reply, send •selfEach year, I wonder anew why addressed,
stamped envelope to
P.O.
the Great American Smokeout is Box 69440, Los Angeles, Calif. Abby,
90069. All
always held about one week before correspondence is confidential.

Debussy, "El Puerto" by Isaac
Albeniz, "La Maja y el Ruisaior"
and "El Fandango de Candir from
"Goyescas" by Enrique Granados
and "Carnival" Op. 9 by Robert
Schumann.
Born in Cuba, where he began
his study of piano at age 7, Rafols
comes from a musical family. His
paternal grandmother was an
accomplished pianist who studied
with Granados, a legendary Spanish composer.
Rafols earned the bachelor's and
master's degrees at the University
of Illinois and the doctorate in
music at the University of
Washington. He was a Fulbright
Scholar in Spain where he attended
the Academic Marshall. He also
studied at the Academia Chigiana
in Siena, Italy.
His teachers have included Alicia de Larrocha, Bela Sib, Howard
Karp and Mercedes Roldos.
Rafols has performed extensively
throughout the U.S., Canada, Portugal, Spain and South America,
including recorded and live broadcasts on several occasions for
Radiotelevision Espanola in Madrid and Barcelona. He has also performed on national television in
Europe and South America.
He has also presented workshops
and lectures and served as an adjudicator throughout the U.S., as well
as in Canada, Portugal, Spain and
South America.
Rafols, an avid arts advocate
who has participated in many arts
boards and panels, formerly taught
at the University of Washington
and the University of Illinois and
as a part-time faculty member at
the University of Alaska in Juneau.

14

Brock to drop
opposition to
vo-ed system
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State school superintendent John
Brock will drop his opposition to a
establishing a new system for governing vocational education, an
aide said Tuesday.
Department of Education spokesman Gordon Nichols said Brock
will no longer fight against creating a new state agency for vocational education or placing its governance under a different agency
than it is now.
The debate over how to properly
govern vocational education and
rehabilitation programs has gone
on for several years. In part as a
result of that debate, the State
Board for Adult, Vocational Education and Vocational Rehabitition
was established. Vocational education was formerly operated by the
State Board of Education.
A consultant hired by the voc-ed
board said Tuesday that a new
method of governing such programs was needed. Robert P. Sorenson said a new structure should
also include a revised nine-member
governing board with authority to
hire and fire personnel, certify
teachers, develop strategic plans
and operate the existing programs.

7ALUABLE KROGER COUPON
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bag

I
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9
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with this coupon and
$10.00 purchase excluding
items prohibited by law.
Limit one bag. Subject to
applicable taxes.
Expires Nov. 28, 1989.
(025D-352)
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aim

Public Notice - Public Notice
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715 South 12th Street - Next to Vernon's & Headquarters
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▪
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1 2 oz.
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mow
aim NEIN MIN 1•111111 NMI

with this coupon and
$10.00 purchase excluding
Items prohibited by law.
Limit one package.Subject
to applicable taxes.
Expires Nov. 28, 1989.
(025D-353)
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'
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with this coupon and
$10.00 purchase excluding
items prohibited by law.
Limit two pkgs.Subject to
applicable taxes.
Expires Nov. 28, 1989.
(0250-354)
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
School systems would receive a
generous financial boost if thousands of Kentuckians were paying
their fair share of property taxes,
according to a six-month newspaper study.
State funds provide schools with
enough money to stay open, but
local revenue through property taxes can make the difference between
substandard and good schools, the
Lexington Herald-Leader reported.

The newspaper estimated that if
all property in the state were
assessed at its full market value,
schools would get about $50 million in additional revenue at existing tax rates.
A poll commissioned by the
newspaper found that 51 percent of
Kentuckians believe some people
get underserved breaks on assessemerits. Of those, 61 percent said
the breaks were awarded because
of political connections.

McConnell introduces bill
to join wilderness program
WASHINGTON (AP) — Before
Congress adjourned, Sen. Mitch
McConnell introduced a bill that
would make Kentucky the last state
in the nation to take part in the federal wildlife refuge program.
McConnell said Wednesday that
the bill would authorize the purchase of about 10,000 acres of what
is known as the Columbus Bottom
s
along the Mississippi River in Carlisle County.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has approved creation of a
federal refuge in the area, which is
regularly used in winter months by

Your individual
Horoscope
FrillICtS Drake
FOR SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1989
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
You may receive a lovely gift from
You couldn't have a better day for
a relative today. You're on the right travel
and recreational interests
track for an innovative new career You'll
be pleased with developments
plan. Family interests prosper now. in a
child's life now. Romance is a
All domestic matters are favored.
plus for you.
TAURUS
SAG TITARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Partners work well as a team
Today's behind-the-scene developtoday. You may receive an unex
ments are in your favor financially.
pectecl invitation to travel. Some You
could receive a surprise gift.
happy news comes tonight. Benefits Though
it's a quiet day for you, it's a
come through a relative.
productive one.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
11*
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
A surprise business opportunity
You'll be making some new friends
falls in your lap today. Inventiveness today. Be
sure to accept invitations
and creativity abounds now. The day which come
now. Partnership intershould end with you in a better ests are
highlighted tonight Expect
position financially.
some good news.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
It should be a day of happiness for
Others are behind you all the way
you. Spur-of-the-moment leisure now. You
receive encouragement and
activities are favored. Visit a new may meet
with an important new
restaurant or other entertainment. business
opportunity. Your star is
Accent the joy of living!
definitely on the rise!
LEO
PISCES
(July 23 to Aug.22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
maw
A great inspiration comes to you
You'll be surprised to receive news
now about a work project. Do-it- from someon
e you haven't seen in a
yourself projects at home are favored while. Others
are responsive to what
today. You'll derive great pleasure you have to
say. Joy comes through
from family life now.
recreational interests.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY do better on
(Aug.2310 Sept22)
your own than in partnership. You
You'll be pleased with news you have a philoso
phic and introspective
hear from a friend. Recreational side, though
usually you're publicinterests and outings with children spirited. You
may be drawn to such
are favored now. An inspiration fields as teachin
g, law, psychology
comes for a creative project
and religion. You achieve your greatLIBRA
est success with a good education in
(Sept. 23 to Oct_22)
the field of your choice. In love you're
Financial prosepcts improve. A not always underst
ood, for somenew business opportunity could times you
keep your feelings to
come now. Dealings with those on yourself. Birthda
te of: Virgil Thomptop are favored. You could buy son, compos
er, Joe DiMaggio, basesomething for the home on the spur ball star; and
Pope John XXIII,
of the moment.
#etig ous leader

01€

for
Henry County
Twenty-Fourth
Judicial District

migratory waterfoul, including several types of ducks.

Lauren Schaaf, wildlife director
for the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources, said
the state already operates refuges
over 26,000 acres for migratory
w aterfoul.
However, Schaaf said, "it's time
for the federal government to recognize its role and obligation."
Schaaf said the state has been
working for years with the federal
wildlife agency to establish the
site. McConnell said he will push
for passage of the measure when
Congress reconvenes in January.

Eva Hutcheson, right, from the Department of Social Services
watche
County Judge Executive George Wealcs sign a proclamation signifyings
Nov. 19-25 as Adoption Week in Calloway County.

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Two people died and two others
were hospitalized after the car they
were riding in plowed into a
Christian County school bus on a
rain-slick stretch of U.S. 41,
authorities said.
The bus had one adult passenger
aboard when the accident occurred
about 8:45 a.m. CDT Wednesday,
after a load of children had been
dropped off at school, said a dispatcher at the Kentucky State
Police post at Madisonville.
Killed in the accident were Wilma Davis, 68, and Rebecca Davis,
33, both of Richland, Ind., police
said.
The dead women were passengers in a car state police said was
driven by Otto F. Davis, 69, of
Greenville, S.C., who was listed in
critical condition late Wednesday
at Jennie Stuart Medical Center in
Hopkinsville.
Another passenger, Richard
Davis, 37, of Greenville, S.C., was

listed in fair condition, a hospital
spokesman said.
Christian County Coroner Dorris
Lamb said he understood that Otto
and Wilma Davis were parents of
the two younger Davises.
Police said the accident occurred
as Davis' station wagon was southbound on U.S. 41 about six miles
north of Hopkinsville.
A state police news release said
Davis apparently ran off the road
as he drove through a curve and
lost control of the vehicle as he
attempted to return the car to the
roadway. The car skidded into the
path of the northbound school bus,
which struck the side of the car, the
release said.
Wilma and Rebecca Davis were
thrown from the car, police said.
The driver of the school bus, Patsy
F. Willis, 50, and her passenger.
Maggie Smoot, 53, both of Hopkinsville, were treated and released
at the Stuart Medical Center, a
spokesman said.

30-Day Temperature Outlook

Scarcer hiesiortee Wtedeter Service,
A/04.4

Shown Acne is the 30-day temperature and precipitation outlook
from mid-November to mid-December, according to the Nationa
l
Weather Service.

on Saturday, December 2,
1989 at 10:00 a.m.
At The
North Door of the Henry Co.
Courthouse in Paris, TN
285 ACRES MORE OR LESS, to be sold in
four(4)tracts. Approximately 125 acres
open farmland,the remainder in timbAnyone interested in good finable
acreage, or a deer hunting preserve,
this is for you.

Visit your neighborhood PlZ72 Huts restaurant, and you could win
one of these great prizes to be awarded locally:
Back To The Future ride-on mini car

5 FIRST PRIZES
Back To The Future radio control car

LOCATION:Take Highway 641 to Hazel, Ky,turn west on Stateline
Road No. 893 to Crossland, then left on Mill Creek-Crossland
Road to property.
TERMS: Ten (10%) percent of purchase price to be paid day of
sale,with the balance in cash or cashier's check on or before the
end of a fifteen (15) day period.
For anon-site inspection of property prior to sale date,contact E.
Reed Brewer, Special Commissioner at the, Henry County
Courthouse,phone 901-642-4234. Nights and weekends, phone
901-642-1596.

Pizza Hut $5 gift certificate
Limited edition Back To The Future Part II movie poster
To enter, fill out an entry form at a participating Evansville area
Pizza Hut' restaurant before December 17, 1989. Your entry. will
automatically be eligible for the national Back To The Future
Part 11 Sweepstakes prizes, as well as for local prizes listed above.
No purchase necessary. Complete details in store.
19149 PiSla Hut Inc stake, e great' ts a retistered lc/Amick 01 Plue Hut In,
C 1414, l CS & hittte,n $JIr.gP,4srrwcwd

All Announcements of the Special Commissioner
at the Date of Sale, Shall Prevail
$199Pizza Hut* Solar Shades

E. Reed Brewer
Special Commissioner

W. Brown Hawley, II
Attorney for Plaintiffs

Get a free neon neciaord with
every pate Collect
all lour beettlIm
one each welt

NM poi vow

..........
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Eastern Airlines machinists alone on picket lines
MIAMI(AP) — Eastern Airlines
machinists were left alone on the
picket lines after pilots and flight
attendants abandoned their
81,4 -month strike, but even for the
unions that surrendered, labor
peace remained elusive.
Eastern warned members of the
Air Line Pilots Association and the

Paducah firm
buys Arkansas
daily paper
In a move Tuesday, the parent
company of the Paducah Sun purchased an Arkansas daily, according to published reports.
Paducah Newspapers Inc. and
the Paragould Daily Press competed the sale for undisclosed terms
after sale talks had stalled in
August. Negotiations later resumed
and the transfer of ownership was
completed after a meeting in Paragould Tuesday.
The 106-year-old Daily Press has
a sworn circulation of about 7,500
Monday through Friday afternoon
and Sunday morning. Paragould is
a city of about 16,000 in northeast
Arkansas, about 21 miles north of
Jonesboro.
Fred Paxton, president of PNI
and publisher of the Paducah Sun,
said no transfer of personnel to the
smaller paper from Paducah is
planned, leaving the paper under a
large degree of local control.
Paducah Newspapers also owns
WPSD-TV and Hannan Supply, an
industrial and electrical distributor
in Paducah. It is owned by the Paxton family of Paducah.

attendants' Transport Workers
Union they won't necessarily get
their old jobs back.
"It is regrettable that they didn't
come to this conclusion earlier,"
Eastern spokeswoman Karen Ceremsak said Thursday. "They didn't,
so we had to go out and hire permanent replacements."
The 2,200 striking .pilots ended
their strike Wednesday, after President Bush vetoed a bill to create a
congressional advisory committee
on Eastern, which filed for Chapter
11 bankruptcy reorganization five
days after the strike began March
4.
The 6,000-member flight attendants' union followed suit later that
day. That left just the 8,500-memb-

Burley growers
enjoy increase
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Burley growers sold nearly 26 million
pounds of leaf on Wednesday for
an average price of $167.20 per
hundred pounds, the Federal-State
Market News Service said. The
price was up 11 cents from the sale
the day before.
The state's burley farmers sold
25,951,172 pounds of tobacco for a
total of $43,894,393 with all but
one of the state's 27 markets
reporting sales.
Farmers in Morehead received
the highest price for their leaf,
nearly S1.68 per pound on sales of
934,598 pounds. Richmond growers took in the lowest price of the
day, more than S1.66.86 per pound
on sales of 1,296,727 pounds.

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO
We Install Moisture Barriers & Temp Vents

FREE INSPECTIONS
1703 Highway 121 North, Murray

753-6433

er Machinists union, which began
asked to sign a recall list at Eastthe bitter strike.
ern, which said it would take them
Union leaders contend that Eastback as openings occurred.
ern's bankruptcy, ordered by parent
Eastern doesn't have jobs for the
Texas Air Corp., was a tactic to 2,200 striking
pilots, said Ms.
break the unions.
Ceremsak. She said Eastern has
On the picket lines in Atlanta, 1,850 pilots, including 850
union
machinists said they felt abanmembers who crossed picket lines,
doned, but were determined to conand there are already 100 union
tinue what has at times taken on
pilots on a recall list.
the look of a personal battle
The number of openings for
between unionists and Texas Air flight attendants wasn't
immediateChairman Frank Lorenzo.
ly available, but Nancy Currier,
"Everybody out here is pretty
vice president of Transport Workmuch in shock," said Steve D. ers Local 553 in Miami,
said 1,500
Mack, a striking ramp worker.
union attendants had crossed picket
Tony Chapman, vice president of lines.
the Machinists' Atlanta branch,
The pilots and attendants are
said his union wouldn't follow the
prepared to take Eastern to court to
pilots.
win back jobs, Ms. Currier said.
"We will continue," Chapman
"We don't agree with (Eastsaid. "We started this strike. The
ern's) position and our lawyers
pilots acted on their own."
Members at the union local don't agree with their position,"
across the street from Eastern head- Ms. Currier said.
quarters in Miami chanted,
The strike began after
years
"Strike! Strike! Strike!" after
of federally mediated talks between
receiving word of the settlements
Eastern and the Machinists union
late Wednesday.
stalemated over demands for $150
Eastern said it will fight to keep
million in wage cuts and work -rule
replacement workers hired during
changes.
the strike. Pilots and flight attenThe other unions joined the
dants ready to return to work were
strike, in part out of the suspicion

Both aboard helicopter
feared dead after crash
WASHINGTON (AP) — Both
crew members aboard a carrierbased Marine helicopter that
crashed and sank in the Mediterranean Sea during a night exercise
have been declared dead and the
Navy and Marine Corps called off
a 20-hour search for them.
The search for the AH-IT Cobra
helicopter and its pilot and co-pilot
was called off at 10 a.m. EST
Thursday, said Capt. Elizabeth
Kerstens, a Marine Corps
spokeswoman.
"They had been searching for
almost a day at that point and
decided there was no hope of finding them," Kerstens said. "The
pilots have been declared dead and
their remains are unrecoverecl."
The aircraft was operating from

the helicopter carrier USS Iwo
Jima in the western Mediterranean
off the coast of Spain when the
crash occurred at 2:21 p.m. EST
Wednesday, according to the Marine Corps.
Capt. Kerstens said the cause of
the crash was not immediately
known but that an investigation
into it has begun.
The pilot was identified as Capt.
Todd 0. Travis, 29, of Glasgow,
Ky.; and the co-pilot-gunner as
Capt. Michael W. Vidusek, 28, of
Naperville, Ill.
The two officers were participating in a night carrier qualification
and instrument refresher training
exercise when the helicopter went
down within sight of the ship, Kerstens said.
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SHOPPING CENTER
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MURRAY. KY.
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I
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
D R. PEPPER, MT. DEW, 7 UP
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LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $15.00 ADDMONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS 4,
Atio/
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61111 r
1 od
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executives said they had taken over
a company with severe financial
problems and unreasonable labor
costs and had to make cuts with or
without the unions.
Eastern, which operated nearly
1,100 daily flights before the
strike, has said it is rebuilding into
an efficient carrier that will be up
to 90 percent of its pre-strike size
when it emerges from Chapter 11
next year.

Ashland Oil pays millions
for role in 1988 river spill
By TARA BRADLEY-STECK
Associated Press Writer

PITTSBURGH — Gov. Robert
P. Casey says a $4.6 million settlement with Ashland Oil Inc. over a
massive fuel spill in January 1988
sends a signal that the state will
severely punish polluters.
"I'm serving notice ... that the
protection of the environment of
Pennsylvania is a top priority, that
polluters will pay dearly when they
harm the environment," Casey said
Wednesday.
Casey said the settlement with
the Kentucky-based oil giant was
the largest payment ever made in
Pennsylvania for an environmental
violation.
The money will finance a number of state environmental initiatives, including an aquatic survey
of the Ohio River Basin and scholarships and training in the study of
natural resources, Casey said.
"We wanted to punish Ashland.
We wanted them to pay substantial
penalties for what they did. And
then we wanted to broaden the
effect of this so that there would be
long-term environmental benefit
that would come from this incident," he said.
Ashland agreed to the settlement
to avoid protracted litigation, said
company Chairman John R. Hall.
"This essentially concludes all
outstanding issues associated with
the spill," he said.
The accident occurred Jan. 2,
1988, when a 3.8 million-gallon
storage tank collapsed at Ashland's
Floreffe terminal south of Pittsburgh and sent 750,000 gallons of
fuel into the Monongahela River,
which flows into the Ohio River.
The spill killed thousands of
birds and fish and forced public
water systems in Pennsylvania,
Ohio and West Virginia to stop
drawing water from the rivers.
Casey described negotiations
with Ashland as "intensive and
extensive."
"I don't think something like
this is easily forgotten," he said.
"I ,think our people were deeply
affected by this, I know I was, and
this agreement ... is a strong statement of how deeply we feel about
this.
"The rivers are the jewels of
Pennsylvania. They talk about the
Sunbelt. They don't have water.
We have water. It's a tremendous
natural resource. And that's why
when someone dumps oil in it, we

get damn mad about it."
Of the $4.6 million settlement,
$1.25 million is for civil penalties
and $1.75 million will fund a comprehensive aquatic survey of the
Ohio River Basin.
Part of the problem of assessing
damage from the spill was that no
biological studies of the Ohio had
been conducted before the accident,
Casey said.
Of the remaining funds:
—$300,000 will fund environmental training programs in
Pittsburgh;
—$215,000 will be used to develop a scholarship endowment fund
to state residents pursuing careers
in environmental protection;
—4250,000 will be paid to the
Pennsylvania Fish Commission and
$200,000 to the state Game
Commission;
--S35,000 will be given to the
Department of Environmental
Resources to purchase water quality enforcement equipment; and
—$660,000 reimburses DER and
other state agencies for their costs
in the cleanup.
So far, the spill has cost Ashland
at least $32.5 million, said Ashland
spokesman Roger Schrum. That
figure consists of $14 million for
damages, expenses and civil penalties, including the $4.6 million
Pennsylvania agreement; $ll million for cleanup; $2.25 million for
a federal criminal fine; and $5 25
million in attorneys' fees.
The company has set aside an
additional $10 million from a classaction settlement to handle any outstanding claims. So far Ashland
has settled more than 5,000 thirdparty claims, Schrum said, but it
isn't known how many potential
claims remain.
Schrum said the costs have not
had a significant impact on the
company's earnings. Ashland had
to pay a $2.5 million deductible,
but insurance covered most of the
balance of the penalties, damage
and cleanup costs, he said.
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that Texas Air, which bought Eastern in 1986, wanted only to bust
the unions and milk cash from
Eastern.
Texas Air, which broke strikes
and unions at Continental Airlines
in 1983, infuriated the Eastern
unions by spinning Eastern's computer reservations system off into a
subsidiary and selling its prized
Northeast shuttle to Donald Trump.
Lorenzo and other Eastern

(Friday - Saturday & Sunday)
Men's Top Quality Suits
Big & Tall (48-54)
Ladies Wool Suits
Ladies' Wool Skirts
& Slacks
Ladies Blazers
Reg. 49.75 and 54.75
Men's Blazers
(Slightly Irregular)

Only

$95

$105
Only

'79
$26

Only $4275
Only $24

$45
Only '55

Wool Sportcoats.. Reg. 59.50 Only
Reg. 69.50

Open Mon.-Wed. 9-8; Th. & Fri. 9-9;
Sat. 9-5 & Sun. 12-5
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Exercise and health
An eight-year study of 13,000 people shows that physecal activity
reduces the risk of death from virtually all causes Approximately 30
percent of American adults have sedentary
lifestyles resulting in low fitness levels. Charts
compare death rates per 10,000 person-years.'of deatt

'A person-year equals number of people in the group
multiplied by the number of years they were followed.
SOURCE institute for Aerobics Research Journal of the American Medical Assoc.

Man gets probation for drugs
and weapons, parents jailed
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A
Criminal Court judge gave a
20-year-old Hermitage man probation on drug and weapons charges
but sent his parents to jail for possessing marijuana they said was
used to relieve the woman's colitis.
Judge Tom Shriver said Wednesday that Adolph and Emma Jean
Lavin's testimony that they used
marijuana to relieve Mrs. Lavin's
colitis pain was incredible.
Shriver gave Darren K. Lavin a
3-year suspended sentence on
charges that he possessed marijuana for the purpose of resale and
concealed guns he admitted stealing from a home in Smith County.
The judge was not so lenient
with Lavin's parents. He ordered
Lavin's 46-year-old father to spend
the next four days in the Metro jail
on a misdemeanor marijuana possession charge. Adolph Lavin is a
design supervisor for the United
Methodist Publishing House.
Shriver ordered Mrs. Lavin, 46,
to spend the next three weekends in
jail for simple possession of marijuana. She is quality control director for Dee Cee Apparel in Franklin, Ky.
Adolph Lavin said he has never
used either drug, but police said
they found a small quantity of
cocaine in the pocket of one of his
jackets.
Mrs. Lavin said she decided in
1974 that marijuana was a more
effective, less disruptive way to
handle her colitis than tranquilizers
prescribed by doctors.
"I saw that I could function just

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— On Thanksgiving Day, 1944,
Charlie Bush was on a troop transport ship in New York harbor,
waiting to set sail for the shores of
France and the raging battles of
World War II.
"Everybody knew what was
coming," said Bush, then a
25-year-old Army technical
sergeant.
"We knew we were getting
ready to go across and fight the
war. We had a big Thanksgiving
spread on the boat, but it wasn't a
party. Some people were pretty
subdued."
One year later and half a world
away, Guy Bratton was in Japan as
part of the American force occupying a country that had surrendered
only three months earlier. He celebrated Thanksgiving 1945 in an
American military barracks in
Tokyo.
"It wasn't real bad, I guess,"
said Bratton, who at the time was a
25-year-old Army private first
class. "We had Thanksgiving dinner over there. But it could have
been a whole lot better."
Both men headed for Bowling
Green after the war, nearly four
decades ago.
For Bush, 70, and Bratton, 69,
the memories of Thanksgiving during wartime are still vivid.
The two don't know each other,
but they recalled similar Thanksgiving memories. For both, the
overwhelming memory is one of
being too many miles away from
home in a war they didn't
understand.
For Bush, an Edmonson County
native who moved to Bowling
Green after being discharged from
the Army in 1945, Thanksgiving
1944 came only two days before he
and 1,450 comrades sailed for
France and the war's European
theater.
"Wc shipped out that Saturday
and I spent that Christmas near the
Rhine River (in Germany) eating
canned turkey," Bush said.
Although the transport ship meal
was much better — fresh turkey
with all the trimmings — most of
the soldiers couldn't help but wonder what destiny awaited them, he
said.

by using it at night," she said.
Mrs. Lavin said she had used
cocaine twice to relieve pain from
her colon condition and kept marijuana seeds in her home to feed to
birds.
She declined to identify the
friends who supplied her with marijuana and cocaine.
"You've not been honest with
this court," Shriver told the
couple.
"I'd rather you'd said you
enjoyed it" than given a medical
excuse, the judge told them.
Shriver told Darren Lavin he was
being placed on probation
"because you're young and
because of the incredible influence
that you received from your
parents."
Shriver ordered him to spend the
first year performing 150 hours of
public service work and to submit
to random drug tests.
The elder Lavins were placed on
probation for a year and each were
ordered to perform 150 hours of
public service work and to submit
to random drug tests.
Darrcn Lavin pleaded guilty Oct.
9 to concealing more than 30 firearms which Metro police found
April 20, 1988, in a search of the
home he shares with his parents.
Police found about 7 ounces of
marijuana in 36 bags, a small
amount of cocaine, a bottle of
cocaine cutting agent, a set of
triple-beam scales and S2,850 in
cash in the home. They also found
a stolen motorcycle in a basement
den.

"It was in the back of your
mind, even during Thanksgiving
dinner," he said. "It was hard to
keep it out of your mind."
A year later, the war had ended
and Bush spent Thanksgiving with
his family in Louisville. He
recalled that the turkey tasted just a
little bit better that year.
"It was good to be back," he
said. "The war was over and it felt
good."
For Bratton, however, that holiday — Thanksgiving 1945 — was
spent in a foreign land thousands of
miles from his native Warren
County. The traditional Thanksgiving meal served to the occupational
force was tasty, but it couldn't
measure up to being home for the
holidays, he said.
Bratton was discharged from the
Army in 1946 and spent Thanksgiving that year with family and
friends.
"It felt nice to be in America,"
he said. "I felt very lucky."
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Citizens Against Substance
Abuse held their monthly meeting
at the Curris Center on Tuesday,
Nov. 14. After an opening skit presented by several Calloway County
High School students, directed by
Chrissy Dunn, reports were given
by those who had volunteered to
gather information from local sources concerning the substance abuse
problem.
Kenny Collins, Calloway County
deputy sheriff, reported on the percentage of offenses that could be
related to substance abuse. He said
50 percent of traffic offenses are
drug and alcohol related. Of all
thefts and break-ins, 30 percent can
be traced to substance abuse. Also,
suicides and attempted suicides
have substance abuse as the cause
of 68 percent of the cases. "Better
than half of the problems we deal
with in the sheriff's department are
alcohol and drug related," Collins
said.
David Ilarrington, County
Attorney-elect, agreed with Collins
that a large majority of all cases
are drug and alcohol related. Harrington also stated that a reference
place to send offenders would be
helpful.
All the judicial and law enforcement officials present were in
agreement that help is needed to
solve the problem. Judge Leslie
Furches stated that there is "virtually nothing out there" to help with
the cost of drug treatment and other
social services that could be of
assistance.
Harrington said. that he feels the
most important way, citizens can
assist the local officials, however,
is by "educating our people, particularly our youag people." He also

stated that the majority of people in
the county want the laws strictly
enforced, but there is a lack of any
education for parents.
Dennis Crawford, Kentucky
State patrolman, said he feels that
"community support and parent
education is the key." He said that
law enforcement needs the support
of the community, and that the
"drug problem in this county is
horrendous..., staggering."
Willard AlIs, who is a pharmacist and involved with drug prevention programs on the national level,
agreed 'that parertreducation is an
important part of the process
because "too many times parents
don't know there is a problem until
it is a problem."
After a brief discussion of help
groups available in the community
already, committees were set up to
begin work toward the group's
goals. Parent Education Committee
consists of Carol Carmode, Johnny
Parker, Sue Smith, Willard Ails,
Jane Stecley, and Bob Haley. Publicity Committee members are Wayne Williams and Dean Ross. Kenny
Collins, Dennis Crawford, David
Harrington, Rebecca McQuage,
will be working on presentation of
programs for each meeting. Those
involved in fund raising are Johnny
Parker, Janice Hutchins, Kathy
Pasco, Lois Pharris, and Sue Hood.
The steering committee members
are Jim Baurer, Lois Pharris, Judy
Ingersoll, and Kathy Pasco.
The next meeting of the Citizens
Against Substance Abuse task
force is scheduled for Tuesday,
Dec. 12, at 7 pin, in the Barkley
Room of the Curris Center. All
interested residents of the area are
invited to attend.
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Wilkinson tells two reporters
to submit questions in writing

I
Abdo:v*11i '
well
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questions have to deal with, but a
lot to do with how they go about
it," Alexander said.
John Carroll, editor of the Lexington paper, said he hopes the disweement will not last long.
"I can understand why the governor might get annoyed at some of
the questions he gets," Carroll
said. "As far as I'm concerned it's
business as usual in Frankfort."
Irene Nolan, managing editor of
The Courier-Journal, said the restrictions would not impede her newspaper. "We'll proceed as usual,"
she said.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson told two
reporters from the state's largest
newspapers he would no longer
answer their questions unless they
are submitted in writing_ in
advance.
The guidelines apply only to
Tom Loftus, Frankfort bureau chief
for The (Louisville) CourierJournal, and John Winn Miller, the
Frankfort bureau chief for the Lexington Herald-Leader, Wilkinson
said Wednesday. He added that
other reporters may be dealt with in
a similar manner.
Wilkinson laid down the ground
rules following questions from the
reporters about his plans to pursue
a constitutional amendment to
allow gubernatorial succession.
Wilkinson's press secretary,
Doug Alexander, said he did not
know what prompted the governor's action. "I think it's between
he and Tom Loftus and John Winn
Miller," Alexander said.
Alexander said Wilkinson has
been extraordinarily accessible during his term, holding numerous
news conferences and answering
questions when he is in public
settings.
Reporters have complained,
however, that Wilkinson has
granted few requests for interviews
with individual news organizations
from Kentucky.
Alexander said the guidelines
were not in retaliation for anything
the reporters or their newspapers
have written. "It has nothing to do
with who they are or what their
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Trying to find something
for that someone that
has everything. . . .
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COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Conunonwcalth of Kentucky. Calloway District Court In RE: Estate of
Richard C. Webb, Deceased, Case No. 82-P-210.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway District Court rendered
at the October 18th Term thereof 1989, in the above cause, for the purpose of
satisfying the debts of the estate I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the City of Murray. Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on the
27th day of November 1989, at 12:00 O'clock p.m.. or thereabout, upon a credit of
one month, the following described property, to-wit:
Lots 102 and 103 of Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision as shown by Plat Book 2. Page
I in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court, together with a house
trailer located theron.
Sale property to be sold subject to all existing restrictions and utility easements
now of record affecting the same.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until paid,and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these
terms. The purchaser shall be required to issue and pay all the taxes against such
property for the year 1989 and all subsequent years.
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway District Court
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lease For Less at
SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

20% Off

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Astro 8 Passenger
Van $336 mo'
Call Gene at 73•2517
Plus Tax, Title & License
36 Mo. Closed End Lease.

Unless still in School
or
College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free infor-

Storewide!

Uniforms of
Murray
Dixieland Shopping
Center

AUCTION
SALE

modern tall:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

We Pick Up
Waste
Cylinder Oil

'free local dem service
FAIR Board Meeting:
November 30, 630p.m.,
Homeplace Restaurant.

1st 55 gal. drum
$10.00 each additional drum $5.00.
500 gallons & over
FREE pickup
Call

TRANSFER your home
movies to video tape, only
75 per foot, slides 15e
each, extra copies only
$10. Video Production Specialties, Donna Darnell,
759-9246.

Taylor Bus
753-9251

Nelp
Warded

Due to unforeseen problems
the auction sale
at 416 North 5th
St. for Sat., Nov.
25 has been postponed and will be
rescheduled at a
later date.

Chester's
Auction
Service

Otto

BOOK your Christmas par- LADY needed to lye in with
ties nowl Louse's Steak invalid lady Room, board,
House 406 North 12th, salary 759-1661
Murray Phone 753-2244
MEDICAL Transcriptionist
Murray Calloway County
PASSPORT Photos In- Hospital has a part-time
stant passport photos avail- opening for•medical earlable at Allison Photogra- scnptionat Qualified applphy, 753-8809
icants must be a high
school graduate with 1 year
of office experience in a
medical related position or
050
specific courses in medical
Lost
terminology Must also be
And Found
able to type 50 net words
PUPPY FOUND Black and per Minute
For more into(
brown puppy found in minion
contact Personnel
Cherry Corner/ Whiskey Department,
803 Poplar
Ridge area and taken to St , Murray,
KY 42071
Humane
Society, 762-1106 EOE
759-4141

044
Help
Wanted
ACCOUNTS Receivable
Clerk: High school graduate with 1-2 years business
related experience. Cornputenzed accounting experience necessary. Excellent oral and written communications skills. Send
resume to Southeastern
Book, P O. Box 309,
Murray.
ARTIST Model: Department of Art. Part-time. Salary $5 per hour. Experience
in artistic sensitivity preferred. Work wiN be assigned according to need
for models for spring
semester. Contact Department of Art, Murray State
University, Murray, KY
42071, (502)762-3784.
EOE, WF.
BABYSITTER. Needed in
my home 7a m -4p.m.
Monday- Friday 759-9420.
IF you are career minded,
self-motivated, team
oriented and would like to
earn above average income, Taco John's wants
to talk to you. Taco John's is
now accepting applications
for crew positions in Murray. Apply in person between 2-4p.m. Mon.- Sat.
No phone calls please.
Taco John's is an EOE.
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I WENT INTO A STORE
YESTERDAY TO TRY ON
A PATHETIC HELMET...

THE CLERK SAID,
YOU MUST MEAN
A'PITH' HELMET°

AFTER I PUT ONE
ON,14E SAID,'MAYBE
YOU WERE R161-IT °

ON YOU IT
LOOKS PATHETIC !
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Business
Opportunity

DRIVERS- OTR Need experienced van/ flat drivers
23 years of age 1 year
experience verifiable IAleaps pay plus benefits
Cal 1-800-444-6648

CHRISTMAS Tanning
Beds For year-round tan
From $100 Wolff homecommercial units Monthly
payments low as $18 Cal
today Free color catalog
1-800 228 6292

DRIVERS Start at the top
Join J B Hunt's acclaimed
team career at the kip with
tie best in the business
with training horn Bowling
Green State Transportation
Center in Bowling Green,
Kentucky under your belt,
youll have the chance to
enjoy good pay, stability
and more Financial assistance a available We regularly hire rimers who have
completed the approved
course Start now, call
1-800-643 3331 EOE
Subject to drug screen

NEED apt)? A GED? Hope
for the future? You may
quality if. 'You do not have
your GED or high school
diploma; 'You have been DRIVERS/ Trainees/ Proout of school 9 months or fessionals 2451 mile, 255
more; 'You are between after 6 months 1989 8300
the ages of 16 21 We are Series Internationals conan E.O.E. This project es ventionaks. No slipseating
funded by the Western Layovers, unloading- loadKentucky Private Industry ings, breakdowns, vacaCouncil- J.T.P.A. Call tions, bonuses pay ComJ.T.P.A. Out Of School plete medical, dental, life
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , insurance Out 2 weeks,
trainees out 3 weeks,
13a.m.-11:30a.m.
owner- operators to 905/
OTR DRIVERS: 12 months mile. 314781-7550.
experience, 23 years of age
required. Hornady Truck EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
Line Start 23-26e1 mile.
No experience Send selfExcellent benefits,
addressed stamped enveconventionalsi cabovers.
lope to. P.0 Box 27145,
No
students. Detriot,
MI 48227.
1-800-648-9664
EARN MONEY watching
'PRE-HOLIDAY INCOME'
TV! $50,000/ year income
Earn $200-$500 weekly
potential. Details (1)
mailing novelty gat items
805-687-6000 Ext.
For more information send
K-10706.
stamped envelope to.
DMM-IV, P.O. Box 2297, EARN MONEY typing at
Miami, FL 33261.
home $30,000/ year inREPORTER:8,000 circula- come potential Details, (1)
tion daily newspaper in 805-687-6000 Ext
Maysville, Ky. is seeking B-10706
entry level reporter for
PROFESSIONAL
health and education beat.
DRIVERS
Must have experience and/
Profeaskinal driven neadut to
or J-school degree Send
ran out of Berson, KY. palling
resume to Bob Hendricktankers and meters. Horne
weekly. Starting pay; Teams
son, Box 518, Maysville,
2.5
,
21* split, Singles 22. a rails,
KY 41056.
2' per mik safety Conan ComSECRETARY. Part-time.
The University of Kentucky,
College of Agriculture,
Cooperative Extension
Service, is looking for a
part-time Extension Secretary Work 15 hours per
week Applications will be
taken at the Calloway
County Extension Office,
201 South Forth St, Miller
Annex, (basement of the
Miller Annex) between
Barn -12p m
and
1-4 30p m before December 8, 1989 For more information, call 753-1452 or
753-1456 An Equal Opportunity Employer.

pany pool hcepitalization, life
disability insurance.401K retise•
mcm provarn. Minimum of 21
yrs. old, 1 yr. verifiable experience. No DLTs. CaLl:

R.E. WEST,
INC.
_
1-800-280-2078
Mon.-Fn. 8-5
WENDY'S is now hiring for
the day shift. You must be
able to work weekends.
You may apply between
2-4p m. daily

DISTRIBUTORS Needed
Pleasant, energetic persons needed to call on retatters Appetite suppressant Extremely high commissions
Several
openings available (Also
need regional manager)
Call 1 (502)842 4546
ESTABLISHED Retail
Shoe Store For sale in a
growing community
$75,000 inventory, willing
to sacrifice. Serious inquirer only (606)824-3456.
FINANCIAL Independence: A national temporary help service is looking
for an owner/ operator in
your market. Join the second fastest growing U.S.
industry.
Call
(800)331-3586.

By GARY LARSON

Instructioa

•

.4(

BECOME A Paralegal: Nationally accredited, attorney instructed, home study,
established 1976, financial
aid, free catalog,
1-800-669-2555, Southern
Career Institute, Drawer
2158, Boca Raton, Florida
33427.
NO Train, No Gain! Train to
be a professional truck
driver. CDI offers: hands on
traiing, financial aid, job
placement asistance and 6
week training Call now!
1-800-248-7364. Commercial Driver Institute certified
by the Professional Truck
Driving Institute of America
SCHOOL

PREPARE
FOR THE '90s
1,55', kw careerry

• AIRLINES
• CRUISE LINES
• TRAVEL AGENCIES
0. Cm,
• SECRETARY
• EXECUTIVE SEC.
• WORD PROCESSOR
HOME STUDVARIES MOOG

FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
W QUALIFIED
JOB PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE
1 (800) 327-7728
Anorararr Carew Tolling Cop
Wawa Pimpare beak CI

14.11

140

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. 753-9433 after
5p.m.

BUYING: aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days.
498-8785 nights.

MS P ANTOM
•-7

OLD Oriental rugs wanted,
any size or condition Call
free 1-800-5538021
1;0

Ce
fif
' )e‘-- ctMt"
0:445
k
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1,1 .1
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REFRIGERATOR Sears
Kenmore, 18 cu It., 2 years
old $275 Call John
753-6868

80' CHAIN link fence with a
gate Trash compactor
753-8836
ARROW storage buildings
10x9 ft building with door
56' wide x 59 height,
$22999 10x12 h building
with door 56' wide x 61
height, $29999 10x9 high
gable building with door 56'
wide a 60' height, $289 99
Coast to Coast Hardware
753-8604
ASHLEY wood burning
stove with electric blower
for $200 and weight lifting
bench plus weight $25 Call
753-7387
BREAKER Boxes, main
breaker included, 100 amp,
20 arcuit, $49 99. 200 amp,
40 circuit, $99 99. Mobile
home 200 amp, $99 99
Wallin Hardware, Downtown Pans Open all day
Saturday's

FOR

deem
ler. Pt
$78.0
gaud d
two m

AC at
sellini
sound
°slant
MIDI.
522-f
weekn

160
Home
Furnishing,
/i PRICE RECLINERS
Bog Man's, swivel rockers
and wall savers, all /
1
2
price! At these prices, not
every chair a available for
layaway, but most are
Woodcrahers Galleries,
759-4-522

ORGA
MCO 1
puteria

COMO'

irstrun
oussioi
torn fin
reo so
system
bench
menus
new ii
Pr ice
75 3 demon

BUNK Beds Wood, 6
months old 753-4772
HIDE A BED, $250 Lazy
Boy, $75 Call 753-2963
MOVING Sale! Everything
Goes! Furniture, appliances, baby and children's stuff and 1970 Ford
Falcon, cheap. In time for
Christmas 474-0110.
NEW Furniture Hide-abed couch and used
electric and gas ranges
Ask for Neal at Starks
Bothers Mobile Homes
753-2922.

Article*
For Sale
20' BAND Sews, Surveyor's
ribbon. Mc.. steles. Christmas stands, mbar, pallets,
drums, kindling When
empty, cleanup shop at
Midway
R•dmon
492-8400

2XL, 3
golf shi
e ts
9.30a r
1-5p m
Mart

8x12 E
Conver
ered e
354-91,

FIRER
Keith's
dustnal

FA(

M ortA

Pur,

DANDI Buildings. Industry
leader in energy effaency
Wood rigid frame Barns,
hangars, riding arenas, offices. Design- Build service Call 1-800-282-7799.
DEER Block. The buck and
doe deer block, a better
block for the healty deer
and hearty racks, is available from your Southern
States dealer.

ska.'

HAPPY Holidays Barbie
1989 The Merchantile
Antique Mall, Aurora, Ky.,
474-2333

Farm
EVINRUDE motor, 35HP,
Equipment
Foley saw filing outfit, 8'
table saw, folding bed
MAKE Life Easier: Ciel
436-2421
propane gas from Southern
KEROSENE heater 22,000 States your dependable
BTU,$119.99. Wallin Hard- energy resource Use to
ware, Downtown Paris, Southern States Easy
Open all day Saturday's.
Budget Plan
UMITED Collector's Print:
2nn
Map of unusual Kentucky
Sports
names. Blandsville, Pig,
Equlement
Uckskillet, hundreds more.
Great Chnsthas gift, $10 FOR Sale Or Trade. Model
signed.
Call 1200 Winchester 12 gauge,
(502)782-7312.
28' modified, $150.
MUST Sell! New air condi- Winchester 94 22 magnum,
tioner, horseshoe quilt Call $150. Jep 7.7 Ariska mint,
$150. 1915 Mauser K-98,
after 6p m. 753-5084
$175. Colt 32 caliber police
OFFICE Equipment New positive special, $150
arid used Desks, chairs, Would trade for good crossfie cabinets South 41h & bow or black powder rifle
Elm St., call 753-7668 753-7585
days
SHOTGUN Remington
OREGON Saw Chains % 1100, 3' magnum, 30' full
inch pitch for 16 inch bar, choke nbbed barrel, $225
$8.99, 20 inch, $10.99. Days 753-2593, nights
Wallin Hardware, Down- 474-2347.
town Paris, Open all day
Saturday's.
210
POST Frame Building
30'x40'x9' eave; 8' centers
Firewood
one 12'x8' end slider one
service door, $5,295 FIREWOOD for sale
erected. Other sizes avail- 437-4667
able Blitz Builders SEASONE
D firewood and
1-800-428-4009
tree removal Free estiSPAS Christmas layaway mates. 436-2562,
sale 2 person spas $1,495 436-2758
6 person spas $2,295 Call SEASONED Firewood
:
now! Quality guaranteed $20/ rick picked up; $30/
Southland Spa, P 0 Box rick delivered Minimum 2
638, Haleyville, AL 35565 ricks Call to place winter
(205)486-7919
orders, 492-8254

GAT LI Is
Breathta
burg an,
place, bt
jacuzzis.
ping Sp
271h- De
brochure

SHARP
thorized
ntal, leas
1-800-2r

190

Woe
To Buy

BAIT'., alum., cope , brass,
stain, appliances, body tin,
cans red, alum tad, scrap
iron Open 7 days. 94 East.
Post Oak Drive, watch for
sign 753-0467.

Csmr.• r
•r
ermalnise.Unmoor Pon Spam

5 PIECE antique bedroom
suns, wood heater, 100
amp servioe polet, 103 amp
fuse box. 437-4861

GOING Out Of Business
Cash & Carry Sale! Tanning booth, personal
sauna, toning table. The
Body Designer, 115 South RECLINER Tan, good
13th Street, Murray, KY, condition, $50 Call
489-2380 after 5p m
753-349?
WATERBED King-size,
LOOKING To Own A Busi- STEEL Buildings* extra accessories included,
40x100x12
,
$270
sq
ft.
ness? We may have what
$125 753-6607
you're looking for! Mini stor- 50x100x12, $252 sq ft
60x100x12
,
$244
sq tt
WATERBED Queen size,
age? Trailer park? Art products retail/ wholesale 70x100x12, $2.42 sq ft.. with mirror headboard,
store? We have others 80x100a12, $235 sq ft. good condition 435-4479
also. Call Roberts Realty 100x100x12, $232 sq ft WICKER
CURLY 0 HEADSteel
753-1651 or nights call Bob Allied
BOARD: full-size, $50 2
1-800-635-4141
Haley 489-2266.
TABLE LAMPS • beige, $15
PRINTED Shirts or Jack- TELEPHONE Answering each 759-1293 atter 5p m.
ets Order now for your System . With remote conemployees Christmas pre- trol, new. Call 753-6291
sents Faye's, next to WalDark Pine
CANOPY: 24x24' alumiMart 753-7743
num service station caBedroom Suite
T-SHIRT, jacket and cap nopy, taken down, ready to
Queen size bed, dresser
printing equipment, with move, $1,250. 753-7668,
with mirror, chest
suppliers. Willing to train 8a.m.-5p.m.
$4,000. Negotiable Phone
COMMODORE 64 CEimpu$450
(606)255-2158
WC With monitor and other
759-410
7
accessories, $300
110
753-6308.
after 5 p.m.

Situation
Wanted

THE FAR SIDE

Appliances

IDEALLY suited for retiree
or housewife Place gum ball machine in area businesses on behalf of missing and exploited children
Commission plus expenses, small van helpful
Call 1-800-288-4539

090

CLEANING: Done weekly,
TRACTOR Trailer Drivers
bi-weekly, monthly or one
and Owner Operators.
time only. By the hour or by
Good pay, fringes. TUI, 735
the
job.
Call
Fox Industrial, Lexington,
(901)593-3493. ReferKy, 1-800-535-3133. EOE.
ences can be furnished.
TRUCK Drivers: Top pay Ask for Rachel.
and benefits E.O.E. Poole
HOLIDAY Cleaning. Done
Truck Line. Company paid
before and after the holiphysical/ drug screen
days. Please call
(502)826-8719 or
759-4986.
1 - 80 0 - 5 5 3 - 9 4 4 3
8a.m -5p.m CST, Dept. LET me help care for you,
L-37.
sick or handicapped
753-0785
TRUCK Drivers: Poole
Truck Line needs exper- WILL do housecleaning
ienced drivers and gradu- mornings Call after 7p m
ates of approved driver 753-7910
training schools. If you
have no experience, we WILL sit with elderly or will
can help arrange for train- clean houses or offices.
ing Must be 21, with a good Call 753-7215 or 753-3635.
driving record and work his- WILL sit with the sick Of
tory. Company paid elderly nights or days. For
physical/ drug screen. more information call
EOE Call (502)826-8719 753-4590 evenings.
or 1-800-553-9443,
8a m -5p m CST, Dept
100
B-68
Business
Opportunity
WAITRESS. Big Apple
Cafe Immediate opening
BE Your Own Boss NaMust be 21. Apply in person tional manufacturer needs
or call (901)247-5798
local person to service
GROWING salon seeks 100% natural juice route.
Cosmetologists for employ- Best one-man business
ment. We offer lower rent ever No selling No overrates, option to retain free- head Must have $14,400,
dom to use choice of pro- secured 100% by invenducts and to set your own tory $55,000 very possible
hours Full or part-tme pos- first year. This could make
itions are open At last you you independent First time
can operate your own busi- offer, for details call
m.
ness without all the heada- 9 a.m.- 9 p
1-800-633-1740
ches. Cal 753-6435

Articles
For Sale

WORLD
vacation
carve $2
Vacatior
1-800 -1
1-800-8:
1-305-T

FA
Pr

SI
Mar

250

PRIVATI
22 years
vestigat
'Accsden
•Person
'Missing
needs, c
Confider
(502)751
260

• •

WHOLE
The Put
dors, VI
Free t
1- 800 I
model r
price
270

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65
If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately For A Price Quote.
We Represent 9 "A" And "A+"
Rated Insurance Companies, If
You Are In Average Health For
Your Age, We May Be Able To
Save You Several Hundred Dollars Per Year.

CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 27th Year of Service"
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

12x60
bed roc
759-1941

We c
.vaca
.bene
•gooc

You
•typin
(knowl

•willin

ThE
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Mobile
Howes For fads
FOR Sale Boss CE-3
chorus box, with AC adepter. Paid $102, will sell for
$75. Digilech PDS- 1CO2 chgital delay pedal with up to
two seconds of delay and
AC adapter New, $145,
selling for $110. Both
sound great and we in ex°pliant shape; I'm going
MIDI. Call David at
522-6725 6-10 p m
weeknights

Lots
For Sale

14x50 1980 FAIRMONT 2
bedrooms, 1 bath, gas,
central heat and air
*quipped, partially furnished, $5,850. 753-7668
13a.m -5p m
14x55 1984 ATLANTIC
Appriasnces, W/D, and dishwasher included. Excellent location in Coach Estates Call after 5p m
753-2168

ORGAN: Balwin Encore, 14x65 1983 BUCCANEER
MCO 190 spinet, hely com- Extra Nice! 2 bedrooms, 1
puterized, almost every bath, raised kitchen. Call
conceivable combination of before 2p m 753-5745 or
ristruments, rythms, per - 753-5E135
cussions, including phan28n
tom fingers, panoramic steMotile
reo sound, 1-finger chord
Hamm Far Rent
system, etc. Walnut finish,
bench and self-teaching 12x60. OVERLOOKING
manuals included Bought Kentucky Lake, 2 bednew in 1984 for $8,000. rooms, 1 bath, gas heat,
Price negotiable. Call $175 per month, water included, deposit required
75 3 - 2 1 1 2
for
Cat 753-7668 days.
demonstration.
12x65 2 BEDROOMS, excellent condition, 3 miles
from town, $200 a month
753-8663, 753-8332,
753-1682.

•

2 BEDROOM Trailer. Furn2XL, 3XL, 4XL even 5XL ished 753-4632 aher 5p m
golf shins,sweat and jackBEDROOM Trailer.
e t s.
At
Faye's, 2
9:30ri.m.-13p.m. Mon.- Sat., Northwind Mobile Home
1-5p.m. Sun next to Wal- Part No pets 753-9866.
Mart
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
8x12 STORAGE Building: Of unfurnished. Some new
Conventional roof, deliv- furniture, natural gasered and set-up, $800. electric, air conditioned.
Shady Oaks. 753-5209
354-9144
FIREPLACE insert for sale
Keith's Lawn & Tractor, Industrial Road, 759-9831

FOR Rent, Sale or Rent To
Own: One 12x50, one
12x65 Within 2 miles of
Murray. 753-9872 or
759-9921.

FACE BRICK

12x55 NEW Moon. Large
bath, 2 bedrooms 2 miles
from town References required. After 5p.m
489-2600 or 489-2823.

Starr at

'1300°

Per 1,101111

Mortar 5375 Per Bag

Puryear Brick
Puryear, TN
217-3232

4
rf%

GATLINBURG Summit:
Breathtaking views, Gatlinburg and mountains. Fireplace, balcony Indoor pool,
lacuzzis Christmas Shopping Specials November
27th- December 21st Free
brochure 1-800-242-4853

MOVING out of town. Take
over lease, 4 months, $160
a month. Deposit is made
Interested? Be there Sunday, Shady Oaks Trailer
Court #71.

1 OR 2 bedroom apartmen
near downtown Murray,
753-4109
NEW 2 Bedroom Duplex
Carport, appliances, gas
heat. No pets $425
753- 7457
NICELY furnished 1 or 2
bedroom apartment, located near campus Phone
753 6111 days or
753-0606 after 430 p m
NOTICE Apartment for
rent 1 or 2 bedrooms, fully
furnished, heat and water
included Call 759-1743 after 5p m

2 BEDROOM and 3-4 bedroom home, close to downtown 753-4109
2 BEDROOMS, 1 bath,
good storage, 10 minutes
from Murray 641 North,
$175 a month. Phone
437-4154 or 753-8406.
3 BEDROOM House: In
town. 753-3584.
507 POPLAR . $275/
month, $100 deposit. References required
527-7397 after 5p m or on
weekends
5 ROOMS and bath, Lynn
Grove Call(205)766-8402
SMALL 2 bedroom rental
house 1.4 miles on 641
South Large enough for 1
or 2 people $185 per
month plus deposit
753-6156

Host Dry
Carpet Cleaners
Available at

Terry's Paint
and Decorating
so.,,,,d. shopping
Ct,

290
Heating
And Cooling

753-3321

21 ACRE hill 10 mole view of
tree bps (Mangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County. Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey. $62,500 Joe
W Ramey, 753-9622
2 LOTS Less than 1 mils
from city limits. Call
759-4949, leave message.
BUILD SITES & FARM 3
mi N Benton 3 adi tracts
totaling 1378 ac @ 25003000/ ac, 8, few smaller
more expensrve tracts
45 ac farm 6
1 in fescue
clover, rolling, 800 feet E of
US 641, specimen trees
preserved, fenced, 30 un
improved access road
$66,450 Joe W Nanney
753-9622/ 527-7864
MOBILE Home Lots In
Scenic Acres near East
Elementary, city water,
$3,850 Call 753-7668
days
SHERWOOD Forrest,
shaded lot, city water,
sewer, natural gas
759-9268
SMALL tracts of land...
loins Sherwood Forest..
city utilities nearby... First
time on market... Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors 753-1492
WATER View Lot In Panorama Shores, $7,300
436-5511
WOODED Lot In Candlelight Estates, 100x195,
$3,850 Call 753-7668
days

Senioes
Offered
FOR Sale By Builder
Beautiful 3 or 4 bedroom, 2
bath country home on 3or 6
acres 5 minutes horn town
Owner anxious to sell
Make often! 753 8673

MUST Sell! Brick VI-level in
Puryear on approx, 3 5
acres 3 bedrooms, 2 full
baths, large den with fireplace, central heat and air,
$53,300.
Call
(901)247-5258 or
(901)642-8522.

NEW On The Market: 3
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
JUST Now On The Market! home Immaculate condiBeautiful small farm and tion, close to town Open
ranch -style brick home. House Sunday 2-4p m. Call
Large barn has shop with Will Ramey at Key
all new lighting and wiring. Associates/ "..
Real
Also stocked pond. House Est-',,allee_..,3 or
s.•
has been remodeled and 436after 5p.m.
trim painted this year. ConSPACIOU
S 2-story, 4 bedtact Kopperud Realty,
room brick located on large
753-1222.
lot in Canterbury Estates.
L R., OR, Den w/wood
burning fireplace, break360
fast, Lg. foyer, 2',4 baths, 2
car garage. Owner anxious
- For Sae
to sell. Phone 753-8050
BEDROO
2
M brick near between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 p.m.
university, remodeled
753-3942.
470
3 BEDROOM Brick - 4 miles
east in Scenic Acres, mid
Molloteyelm
$30s Call (314)334-6392.
1982 HARLEY Davidson
3 BEDROOM Home: On
Custom wide-glide
approx. 7 acre wooded lot
753-4167.
with large outbuilding,
$85,500 Call 753-2967.
1988 YAMAHA Warrior:
Like new. Phone 753-5624
412 NORTH 8th Street 3
after 6p.m.
bedrooms, 1 bath. Call
753-9226
1989 350 WARRIOR: In
good condition, $2,500.
ATTENTION Retirees: By 753-1392
owner, exceptional 2 bed- ATV parts, accessories,
room brick home in lovely tires & service for all
area. New inside and out. brands! Keith's Lawn
Extra lot. Shows like a Tractor, Industrial Rd., Murmodel $43,500. Call ray. 759-9831.
753-5485

Prime Office
Space For
Rent

IV=

Ili
11
Msgramirosigaimidommilism

Classified Advertising Clerk

-vacations -good pay
-benefits
-pleasant work atmosphere
-good hours -paid holidays
You offer --typing ability
(knowledge of computers helpful but not necessary)

- willingness to work
Apply In person to:

The Murray Ledger & Times
No Phone Calls

Kopperud Realty

KOPPERUD REALTY of
tiers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1-800-251-HOME Ext.
711L
NEW Condominiums For
Sas:3 bedrooms,2 baths,
1,380 eci ft. plus garage, el
applicanoes included plus
many other extras For
more information phone
Kopp•rud
Realty
753-1222

1977 CHRYSLER Cordoba $800, good condemn 436-5495

GREENUP, KY Restored
2-story brick, 3700 sq It, 1977 THUNDERBIRD Exformal living and dining, low tra dean with new tires
taxes and utilties, overlook- $850 436-2427
ing beautiful Ohio. Call 1978
CUTLASS Supreme
Wilma, 1-606-324-1440.
Automatic, air, good condiINCOMPARABLE ELE- tion. 759-4476 after 5p.m
GANCE: $uperlative view1979 VW RABBIT $850 or
site, 1A story Bock Cen- best
offer
Phone
tral aer, formal dining room,
753-7726
large view deck, 4 bedrooms, 2'.4 baths PLUS 1980 PONTIAC Trans Am
'Foyer'Gas heat'New car- PS, PB, PDL, PW, needs
peting 'Great family area motor, $1,200 firm Call
'Energy-efficient 'Large 474-2009
trees 'Quiet street '2-car 1981
CUTLASS Supreme:
garage A Beautiful Buy! Automatic
, air. 759-4476
Call Century 21 753-1492 atter
5p m.
LAKE Cottage 2-car gar- 1981
DODGE Aries Staage, on 4 lots, near CyDonwagon 1 -owner, low
press Owner wants to sell!
mileage, excellent condi$10,000 Call us today at tion,
$2,000. 753-4313
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or nights Bob Haley 1981 OLDS Toronado PW
PDL, PB, A/C, tilt, cruise
489-2266
6-way seats, new AM/FM
cassette/ equalizer,
LOG Homes. Over 40 stanburgundy/ burgundy
dard models. Free broleather, $2,200 753-6607
chure. Honest Abe Log
Homes, Route 1 Box 84CK, 1983 CHEVY Chevette
Moss, Tennessee 38575. 4-door, automatic, runs and
looks good, $900
(800)231-3695.
753-2976
MAKE this a family Chnstmas! New 3 bedroom country French home can be
Have You Been
yours! Excellent location,
Turned Down
priced right! Call 753-3903

JIM'S Heating & Air Conditioning installing arid servicing all brands with 14
years experience! AIRDALE Puppies:
AKC
Commercial/ residential. registered
papers ready,
SHARP Copiers Local au- 753-9518 24 hour answerexcellent bloodlines.
thorized dealer, sales, re- ing. After hours 658-3282.
(502)527-1102.
ntal, lease and service Call
RANDY Thornton Co., Inc. BLACK Labs .
1-800-248-4319
AKC puppies
Heating and air condition- for sale.
Shots and
WORLD Wide selection of ing for commercial or resiwormed, good bloodlines,
vacation properties Re- dential. Factory authorized
born 9-1-89 (Puryear, Tn )
ceive $2 on all inquires! cam Trans and Carrie( dealer.
(901)247-3220.
Vacation Network today Factory- trained service1-800-826-7844 Natl men, six radio- dispatched BOARDING for dogs and
1-800-826-1847 in Fla or service trucks. 24 hour cats Also Toy Pomeranian
1-305-771-6296
emergency service. stud and 7 month old fe753-8181. Locally owned male for sale 489-2377
and operated. Serving Mur•••• GO
MOD CM ...Oil MN
,
=I
• ray and Calloway
County
-S.
FREE KITTENS
OM
FACE BRICK U. for over 52 years.
to a good home.
Prices Sian At
300
Vcry friendly, good
Business
Rentals
A 41
children. One
VOWELL &
SMALL Business Building
gold,
one
hoc and tan
SON INC. •• Prime location, intersection
Martin, TN-5117-31122 MI IS
and
the
other
‘-i,hite and
Sycamore and 4th
ODi•
At MD of
!WM
.
a GO a
MOM
Streets
•
Newly
remodele
485
d
gold.
5
months
old.
.SO SS1= Oil SO M =I011i IIO =1 OM II=•
COLDWATER: Country
OM OS MS SS =1=I OS IIM 1= 011a=I Call 753-8809.
Auto
home at an affordable
Parts
Call 492-8566
pnce Good starter home,
250
$21,900. 1 acre lot, large OLDSMOBILE 350
after 5:00 p.m.
motor
trees. Call Roberts Realty and transmission,
Warless
$450
753-1651 or call Bob Haley Call after 5p m 753-5961
I- .'COCKER Spaniels. AKC. nights at 489-2266.
PRIVATE Investigator with
Ready now! Buy for Christ- DEXTER 3 bedroom
490
22 years city and stale inmast (502)492-8358.
Used
Downtown, close to
house, 1500 sq tt living
vestigation expereince.
Cws
'Accident 'Criminal *Civil
square. Utilities and
DALMATIANS Christmas area at a price anyone can
•Personal or Corporate
janitorial services ofSpecial! AKC, all shots and afford Roberts Realty 1973 CADILLAC ElDorado
'Missing Persons Your
753-1651, nights Bob Ha- Convertible Excellent
fered.
wormed, $125 each
inley 489-2266 $18,900
needs, our specialty Cal
(502)623-8840
terior, fully loaded, good
Confidential Investigations,
753-8302
GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513 EXCEPTIONAL Value! On mechanical shape but body
(502)753-2641
rough $2,000 or best otter
Or
Coldwater
Road, this 3 bedroom. 2 bath
home with central heat and 753-5531
753-6756
Clean,
new,
260
753-5870
air and attached garage
modern facility
1974 CONVERTIBLE
Home is in like new condi- Chevy, high performan
ce
Radio
HAPPY JACK SKIN BALM
tion, ideal for starting up or engine, $850 1977
Cen320
Checks
scratching
&
reslowing
down!
Condition,
WHOLESALE Video To
heves irritated skin without price range and value make tury Buick, loaded, extra
The Public: FAX, COMOOrdean, $700 436-2506.
*
*nods
Promotes healing FHA offers welcome Ofdors, VCRs. All brands.
and hair growth on dogs El fered at only $36,000 1976 CADILLAC Seville:
Free delivery! Call 1 BEDROOM Apartment
1-800-937-6077 with Furnished, partial utilities cats! CALLOWAY SER- through Kopperud Realty, Good condition, $1,200.
VICE, INDUSTRIAL RD
492-8254.
753-1222
model numbers for your paid No pets 753-9741.
price.
HOWLING
Acres Kennel
1 BEDROOM Apartment
Appliances, furnished, low now hag AKC registered
270
utilities, $145/ month No Cocker Spaniel puppies for
sale, $60 each Call
obk
pets. 753-3949
(901)593-3414
Nelms For Saki
2 BEDROOM Apartment
12x60 MOBILE Home: 2 In Northwood, $260' PEG'S Dog Grooming Al
bedrooms, $3,500
month 753-6737 or breeds. 753-2915.
759-1949 or 753-3870.
759-1578
31)
PRIVACY AND CONVENIENCE
Rea
Close to to.n but secluded in location. This four bedroom,
Estate
3 bath home offers over 3,000 sq. ft., two heating systems
and 2.42 acres. Price just reduced to 396,500.
4.6 ACRES. Zoned R3-A
on odd 641 in city, all city
utilities available Invest or
Full Time
develop, $38,500.
711 Main
753-1222
753-7668 days.
We offer --

$131°,°.

1977 BUICK Regal: Runs
good but needs paint,
$700 759-1171,753-9274

"Woad of Sound"
Why not buy from professionals?
29 Years in Business
Car and Homo Stereos
We install and Service what We Sell
You Can't Beat Our Prices at Any
So Called ()account Store
We Service VCR'S, Stereos
and Car Factory
Chnstrnas Layaway Welcome, MC/Visa
222 South 12th
753-5845
INI
INII
INN

Elsewhere?

Credit Problems I OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
Bankruptcy V OK

Need An (afro (or
For A Foy,. Days'
ft..., from Gene At
DIN•IN TALI/LON.
CHEVROLET, INC.
502 753 2617

-351
Vats
1989 DODGE Ram Van
Customized, 20,000 miles
excellent condition,
$12,500. 436-2375

Used

Truck,
1970 FORD short bed pockup and 1957 Runabout
boat, 45HP motor and
trailer $800 for both or best
offer Call Jeff at 753-4408
or 435-4161 after 5p.m.
1974 DODGE 4,4. Excellent condition, low miles
759-1457
1975 CHEVY . Tilt and PS,
$850. 436-2506.
1975 FORD Super Cab
F-150 Ranger XLT. Full
power and automatic,
$1,250. 489-2895
1983'4 NISSAN King Cab
PU: one owner, PS, A/C,
AM/FM stereo cassette,
$3,500. 759-4668 or
436-2882.
1987 CHEVY S-10 Blazer:
4-wheel drive, excellent
condition, loaded, $10,700.
436-2818.

We sell dependable,
affordable cars to
pecple who want to
re-establish their credit.
Low Weekly

1989 CORSICA LT: 4,000
miles, windows, lilt cruise.
cassette, $8.800
437-4723.

1987 S-10 BLAZER 4x4
with Tahoe package, like
new. 753-0584.

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and We 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, roofing, painting,
mowing Free estimates
759-1683
LICENSED Electrician
Doug Jones Electric Residential wiring and electric
motor repair 759-4751
LICENSED electrician
James Calllinlefe electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast, courteous
service 759-1835
MOBILE HOME Specialist
436-5255
PAUL'S Paining Service
Ahso will do small odd iobe
Hazel, Ky 492-8545

Cali Sammy

for Detail*

TOYOTA
515 1'

SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436-2811
STEWART'S UpholsteryLarge selection of material,
new springs, legs, etc Reasonable rates, free pick-up
and delivery 436-5236.

1983 GRAND PITA or 1982
Buick LeSabre, 4-door,
$1,500. Call 753-9872,
Rick's Vinyl Roofs.

1988 WINNER Intrigue VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Boat: 17'. Red, gray and Service Center, cleaningwhite with 2 swivel chairs, servicing $15, most repairs
bench and deck. Must sell $35, all brands 3rd Street,
$8,000 or best offer. Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri, 753-0530.
(502)365-6105.

1983 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Brougham: Brown/
cream, 68,100 Mile6. extras, $3,750. 753-5885.

MAKE an offer on 14' Vbottom Sea Nymph 65HP
Mercury, loaded. Must sell
soon. 753-7585.

1984 BUICK Century:
4-door, gray, low mileage,
1 -owner, excellent condition. Call 753-6291.
1984 CHRYSLER E-Class:
Similar to the New Yorker.
Loaded, excellent condition, new struts, shocks,
71,000 miles, $2,795.
753-6915.
1985 NISSAN Maxima Wagon: 753-8836
1985 OLDS Firenze Good
condition, new tires,
74,XXX miles Can be seen
at Wiswell near Oaks
$4,000 or best offer.
753-9523.
1986 CUSTOM Buick Skylark, 4 door. While with red
interior, excellent condition. Call 753-2963.
1986 MONTE Carlo SS
45,000 miles, loaded, extra
clean $7,950, will trade
759-9710 day, 753-3704
after six 1601 Loch
Lomond

1986 MUSTANG LX: New
paint, air conditioning, AM/
FM stereo cassette
753-8836.
1986 MUSTANG Convertible. White exterior and interior with black lop. GT
302 fuel infected The car is
loaded up with equipment,
$7,000. Phone 753-0469
1986 SUBARU DL
2-DOOR HATCHBACK
5-speed transmission, hillholder clutch, A/C, PS, PB,
AM/FM radio, rear window
defogger, famous Subaru
reliability Inexpensive to
operate Very nice car.
$3,900 753-9279.
1987 COROLLA Sport
Coupe SR-5: 32,000 miles,
air, $6,250. 437-4723.
1987 COUGAR XR•7:
Loaded, sharp 489-2895.
1987 FORD Taurus Blue,
AM/FM, A/C, PS, PB,
cruise, lettered arm, tinted
windows,66.000 mien, excellent condition, $6,500.
489-2411 after 5p m
1988 BUICK Century
4-door, black, wires. rack
$6.300 109 North 7th St
1988 FIERO Call after
Op.m. 753-6087
1988 PLYMOUTH Reliant
LE 25,000 TAM, 5 years
left on warranty. $7,500
753-5611
DUNE Buggy Must sell
Good condition, 759-1766

Senior

dieted

Doors & Thridovis
Afiaat White Roofs
Straps & Anchoring
Metal Steps
Treated Decks & Roches
I.Anyla K-Slok Skirting
Complete Parts Catalog

Wiateritiag Yew Rime:
Heat Tape
insulation
Floor, a Bottoms Repaired
Miller Furnaces
IC•as 0 Electric!

Phone
(502) 492-8488
Hwy. 841 N.
Hazel
Best Prices
* Quality Results *

PLUMBING, electrical, fur- TELEPHONE wiring lacks
nace, air conditioning. gas installed- phones moved
or electric Cheapest rates! residence and business
Free estimates! Day or experienced Call Bobby
night phone 753-9979, ask Wade 753-2220
for Joe In emergency leave
phone, name, if no phone WET Basement Bowed
Walls! Call All-Dry Baseleave address
ment Systems
KY
PROFESSIONAL lawn 1-800-992-5222 Outside
care, leaf raking and had- 1 800-222-5008 Pressure
ing. Call 759-4440, ask for Relief Drainage, Lifetime
Wayne.
Guarantee Wall Anchors
QUALITY Construction: WILL do plumbing installaAlteration & remodeling. tion & repairs. Al guaranPorch & deck specialist. teed. Free estimates
436-2617 or 753-1126.
Phone 435-4169 or
RADON Testing. By Envir- 753-1308
osaf consultants. Commer550
cial and residential
Feed
753-3413
Seed
ROCKY COLSON Home
300
BALES Red Clover
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, con- and Fescue Hay for sale
crete. Free estimates Cal $1.75 a square bale
436-5430
474-2307.

1989 CHEVROLET 4x4
Silvered() All options, extra
nice Must sell' 437-4171.
SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree re
520
moval Aerial bucket truck.
Boats
Fully insured for your pro& Maws
tection Stump removal
1978 HYDRA Sport with with no lawn damage. Free
new 115HP Mariner motor. estimates No obligations
753-5484.
Cad 436-2420

Payments

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

BALED Hay for sale
753-8673

PUPPIES:
Bassett
Hound. 753-0584.
570

Wanted
12 QUALIFIED Homeow
ners to display thermally
sealed insulated replacement windows(62 UN). Deluxe package $9988 per
window. 7 windows $59
monthly Financing Call
1-800-422-9872

DISPLAY Homes Reynolds Premium Vinyl SidWET BASEMENT? We ing. Installed any 1 -story
make wet basements dry home $2,995 Any 2-story
Work completely guaran- home $3,995. Limited offer
teed. Call or write Morgan 100% financing Must have
Construction Company, good credit to quality Best
Route 2 Box 409-A, Padu- financing in Kentucky
cah, KY 42001 or call 1-800-456-1734 Leave
name and number
1-442-7026.

A-1 CAR-Wask_Hand wash t.•
arid wax. 404 North 41h St,
•
Murray, Kentucky,
•
753-0823. Also pick-up and
delivery service.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck Al
work and parts warranteed
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM 1,000VOIKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by 4 awe our showroom
409 S...A8,11,
4 1 kl..)giRa •

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experience. Parts and service,
Used Appliances. Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or
436-5848 010010.

RN-LPN

BRICK, block and concrete, basements, foundations, driveways, sidewalks, patios Free estimates. Chimneys new and
repaired 28 years experience. 753-5476.

available. Work Monday
through Friday or 12 hours Saturday and
Sunday. LPN's $7.10 per hour, RN's $9.10
per hour, additional differential added for:
shift differential
nursing years of experience
charge nurse position.

ELECTRICAL installation
arid repair. Al gas installs
eon and repair. Also refrigeration Call 753-7203

Apply in person:
Mills Manor Nursing Home
500 Beck Lane

ELECTRICIAN: Licensed
contracior, quaity work. Alfordable price. No charge
service call. Runyon
Electric Service 436-5279

Full time positions

Mayfield,Ky.

tt

Officti

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
tor tree estimate for your
needs
FIRE Extinguisher refill, repair and checked Call
759-1999.
FOR most any type driveway while rock also, any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6753
GENERAL Repair. plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-5895 or 436-2642
GUTTERING By Sears:
Sews residential and com~OW continuous gutters
installed tor your 'pacificator* Call Sews 763-2310
for free estimate.
INSULADON Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on dime high healing
and cooing bile Cal Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
JOHN'S Construction
Basic home repair. Insured
and WI work professions.%
done Meese ma 733-3413
for free estimate

ar a fi arta
The Boston Tea Party is doing a dinner
card. Good for gifts! if the operator
misses you, call the restaurant.

753-0910
OPPORTUNITY
We presently have a position

open in our company. The successful
candidate will have a good working
knowledge of computers and a minimum of three years work experience. Degree helpful but not required. We offer an excellent compensation and fringe benefit package
along with the opportunity for ad
vancen1ent in a growing company
Send your resume to:
Personnel Department
P.O. Box 402
Murray, KY 42071

,
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Krenz: Abolish Communism's power

uestion

Between Neulikirs, running, and aerobics,
should/II I be losing weight? I'm not. How come

EAST BERLIN (AP) — East
German leader Egon Krenz said in
an interview published today that
he favors abolishing the Communist Party's constitutional claim to
total power, making yet another
concession to the pro-democracy
movement.
But while explicitly advocating
the removal of the constitutional
provision guaranteeing the party a
monopoly on power — a key
demand of demonstrators advocating reform — he made it clear he
expects the party to remain a leading force.
On Thursday, the embattled party announced it had opened a probe
against ousted leader Erich Honecker and expelled the former economy chief from the party, blaming
them for the crisis gripping the
country.
Krenz, a former Honecker disciple now trying to distance himself
from his old mentor, also said in a
television interview Thursday that
he would step down if the party
asked to leave during a party congress next month.
The party also revoked the membership of Honecker's former economic czar, who had been thrown
out of the ruling Politburo in the
purge last month that launched a
wave of reform and opened up the
Berlin Wall.
The moves reflected the party's
desperate attempts to restore its

Answer

r‘When you exercise, you build
muscle (which adds weight), when
you consume fewer calories than
you expend, you bum tat (which
subtracts weight). tf you feel thinner
and if your clothes are looser, the
chances are that you've added musclepounds and have lost fat-pounds. You
should not be concerned about weight,
but rather excess tat The best way to
learn your appropriate level of leanness
is to have your body tat measured. Or
look in the mirror. It you see excess
fat, you have excess tat. Don't get
carried away!
By NANCY CLARK
(US,RD, nutrition counselor
Sports Medicine Brook**, Mess.; is
author ot'The Athlete's KlIchen.-)
SOURCE Boston Globe

New troopers join ranks
Four newly-graduated Kentucky
state troopers, all from the Purchase area, have been assigned to
Post 1 at Mayfield.
Clint Davis, 29, of Barwell;
Scott Lathram, 23, of Benton; Barry Meadows, 25, of Calvert City;
and Greg Wilson, 25, of Paducah,
graduated from the Kentucky State
Police Academy Saturday, said
Fost 1 public affairs officer Chuck
Robertson.
Robertson said 38 were in the
graduating class.
He said the four new troopers
will help relieve the manpower
shortage at Post 1, but will not

bring the post up to full strength.
Robertson said the four will be
assigned to training officers for
several weeks before they are
allowed to patrol alone.
Davis, Meadows and Wilson will
be assigned to Graves County,
Robertson said, while Lathram will
be assigned to Carlisle County.
He said the additions bring to 25
the number of troopers at Post 1,
which covers the 11 westernmost
counties.
Two troopers, Robertson said,
are on extended sick leave, and the
total does not include supervisory
personnel or detectives.

North calls for reversal

Holland Drugs
to be authorized
payment agent for
South Central Bell
Effective Nov. 29, Holland
Drugs will be the authorized payment agent in Murray for South
Central Bell. Customers wishing to
pay their telephone bill in person
may do so at Holland Drugs, 109
South 4th Street.
Customers paying their bill in
person will be charged a small fee
by Holland Drugs for handling the
transaction, according to Dwane
Tucker, manager.
"In the past, SCB has paid
businesses for collecting our bills,"
said Tucker. "However, because of
the cost of handling such payments, we will no longer be able to
do that. Therefore, we're authorizing our payment agents to charge
customers a small fee for the service. This way, customers who pay
in person will cover some of the
cost of providing the service they
use.
"Only 13 percent of our customers use local payment agents to pay
their SCB bill," Tucker noted. "But
we realize that paying at a local
business is preferred by some customers, so we plan to continue
offering that option."
South Central Bell customers
with questions about their bill can
call 1-557-6500 (residence customers) or 1-557-6300 (business customers) during regular weekday
business hours. There is no charge
for calling either number, Tucker
said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Oliver from North's immunized testimony
North, urging the reversal of his would suffice," said the court
Iran-Contra convictions, says the papers.
judge in his trial "inexplicably
North was convicted of aiding
failed" to require proof that his and abetting an obstruction of Concase was untainted by his immungress, destroying government docuized testimony to Congress.
In court papers filed Wednesday, ments and accepting an illegal graNorth's lawyers say he was prose- tuity. The former Marine was at the
heart of the Reagan administracuted in "stunning disregard" for
tion's
effort to arm the Nicaraguan
his Fifth Amendment rights.
rebels during a congressional ban
"North's six days of compelled
testimony were carried live ... and on U.S. military aid to the Contras.
In seeking to have his convicreprinted ... with Pearl Harbor
tions
overturned, North's lawyers
headlines," said the court papers.
also said Gesell erred when he:
A 1972 Supreme Court ruling
—Quashed a defense subpoena
prohibits prosecutors from using
seeking
to compel ex-President
immunized testimony.
Reagan to testify at North's trial.
Under that ruling, "the prosecu— Refused to give any jury
tion must 'systematically establish
instruction concerning authorizaan independent source for each and
every item of evidence which may tion by Reagan administration
have been considered by the indict- higher-ups of his activities for
ing grand jury,— said North, quot- which he later was charged with
crimes.
ing a 1985 appeals court case.
North's lawyers also said Gesell
The 70-page brief and nine volshouldn'
t have excluded videoumes of supporting material were
taped
portions
of congressional tessubmitted in support of North's
timony by former national security
appeal made in July.
adviser John Poindexter, North's
U.S. District Court Judge Gerboss.
hard Gesell "inexplicably failed"
North was sentenced to two
to require independent counsel
years
probation and ordered to perLawrence Walsh to make a showform 1,200 hours of community
ing that the information in the
service, in addition to a $150,000
North prosecution came indepen- fine.
dently of North's congressional testimony, said his lawyers.
The court was required to make
a "witness-by-witness, item-byitem showing" that testimony
Eating out and charging it
hadn't been derived from North's
Use of credit cards at restaurants is increasing. Graph shows
immunized statements to Congress.
percent of meals at each kind of establishment that are paid
All Gesell did, said North, was
for with plastic.
to conduct a pre-trial hearing to
ensure that prosecutors weren't
•1988 [11i 1982
exposed to immunized testimony.
Gesell "apparently concluded
29.2%
Upscale
that 'warnings' to the witnesses not
restaurants
to testify to anything 'learned'
21.2%

sinking credibility and authority.
Meanwhile, pro-democracy
demonstrations continued with
about 10,000 protesters rallying in
the city of Erfurt on Thursday
night, said East Germany's ADN
news agency.
The protesters demandekan end
to the Communist Party's dominant
role in the government and the
legalization of pro-democracy
opposition groups, ADN said.
In the interview published today
by the Communist party daily
Neues Deutschland, Krenz called
for major constitutional changes to
separate the party, state and
economy.
Asked by the interviewer about
the country's deep political crisis,
Krenz mentioned the constitutional
provision guaranteeing Communist
authority and said, "We are in
favor of abolishing it."
"How a party proceeds with the
development of society is not put
forth through laws or declarations
but can only result from work, performance and its attitude," he told
the newspaper.
But when asked about demands
by pro-democracy demonstrators
for curbing party "interference" in
all aspects of life, Krenz replied:
"One has to say very clearly that
we will interfere with all our energy. Not least because we represent
a considerable part of the population, particularly the working
class."
He added, "We are not a corrupt
party."
Krenz said hard-line policies of
the past decades caused "many
basic mistakes, ultimately the crisis
of our society."
The disciplinary investigation
against the ailing Honecker, former
economy czar Guenter Mittag and
two other former officials was
based on ."grave abuses" of the
party statute and "responsibility
for the current situation in the party
and the country," ADN said without elaborating Thursday.
ADN also said that Mittag was
expelled from the party.
The party's probe of Honecker
and other former senior officials
could result in various sanctions
ranging from an official rebuke to

CHTOURA, Lebanon (AP) —
Israeli jet fighters today attacked a
Palestinian guerrilla base in Syrianpoliced east Lebanon, police
reported.
No casualty report was immediately available.
A police spokesman said two
Israeli warplanes fired six rockets
into a base manned by pro-Syrian
guerrillas of the Popular Front for
the Liberation of Palestine-General
Command in the village of Sultan
Yaaqoub.

Overwhelmingly "No"

Mid-scale
restaurants

Fast-food
restaurants

5.2%

ii

3.3%

1

09%

0.6%

Shopper Attitudes In Kentucky, 1989
The PleglOtl Group, Le.stisgssis, Ky.

BETTY BOSTON

100%
47%
301
/
2
34%
14%
33%
67
60
381'.
54
133
271
/
2
43%
59%

+Y.
+Y.
+1
/
4
+11'.

+Ye
+%
+%
unc
+Y.
+%
+1%
-Y.
unc
+Y.
7.93

PAT GOSSUM

COURTSOUARE

753-3366

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Shop and Compare
Our Quality,
Craftsmanship and
Prices

FREE Pair
Granite Flower
Vases Now
Thru Nov. 30, 1989

HERITAGE
MONUMENT COMPANY
US 641 N. (2 mi. from MSU Stadium)
Murray, Ky. 42071

759-1333
"For Those You Love...Crafted by Those Who Care."

Gold Jewelry
-vakio-vg

13

OW totives Now
C
Direr

Pklafrnl vtjtjC\°61
Wok
'Ve
il?
s°
"11111e11.11
:
1li
kilale
ar
t
Walt Disney
Cosmetics
Book
46
0
‘ Cola ctible cZalk0
Dolls
t*1
9

Wrap/3/1/7g Paper 6
61.°

Pity Tray

6.4%

SOURCE CREST

Criistmas
1.ds

0

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
OM SMUT/
SERVICE RUM

GP."

-1

Good
Noighbor
Chary
Stars

641 teeth
Allmrrey
733.2417

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Patio

Asked if they had made
a purchase in the past
30 days because of a TV
commercial,75 percent
of Kentucky shoppers
said,"No."

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+21.12
I.B.M.
Previous Close
2656.78
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
441'.
Snap-On Tools
A.T.C.-Class A
491' B 49% A
Kmart
AT&T
43% +%
Kroger
Bell South
51% +Y.
McDonalds
Briggs & Stratton
261'. -%
JCPenney
Chrysler
19% -'I.
Quaker Oats
CSX Corp
33 -%
Sears
Dean Foods
32 unc
Texaco
Dollar Gen. Store....95/. B 9% A
Time Inc.
Exxon
461
/
4 +1
/
4
UST
Ford
/
2 +%
441
Wal-Mart
General Motors
42% +
Woolworth
Goodrich
45% +Y.
C.E.F. Yield
Goodyear
45% +%

One Stop Christmas Shop

8.1%

All
restaurants

Stock Market

ROY'S DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Facts du Jour

Israeli fighters
launch attack

expulsion from the party.
reforms and concessions to opposiKrenz replaced Honecker on Oct. tion demands, including the long18. Honecker led the country for denied freedom to travel, the prom18 years, staunchly resisting the ise of free elections, and sweeping
kind of reforms launched by Gor- changes in the economy.
bachev nearly five years ago.
ADN said doctors had decided
Since taking over, Krenz has
embraced a whirlwind program of that Honecker was too ill to make
any statements in the proceedings.

Film B
Batteries
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We'll put you
on the road
to savings!

e Jars

PICTURE
FRAMES

Call

CHARLES JENKINS
for a new or used
car or truck today!

Jigsain

1

ee. Stuffed
Bears

Olympic Plaza Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 N.

Murray

753-2380
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